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The serious fact is that the bulk of the really important
things economics has to teach are things that people
would see for themselves if they were willing to see.
—Frank Knight, “The Role of Principles
in Economics and Politics”

I have often wondered why economists, with these absurd
ities all around them, so easily adopt the view that men
act rationally This may be because they study an eco
nomic system in which the discipline of the market en
sures that, in a business setting, decisions are more or less
rational. The employee of a corporation who buys some
thing for $10 and sells it for $8 is not likely to do so for
long. Someone who, in a family setting, does much the
same thing, may make his wife and children miserable
throughout his life. A politician who wastes his country’s
resources on a grand scale may have a successful career.
—Ronald Coase, “Comment on Thomas W. Hazlett”

[T]he superstitions to be feared in the present day are
much less religious than political; and of all the forms of
idolatry I know none more irrational and ignoble than this
blind worship of mere numbers.
—William Lecky, Democracy and Liberty
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Introduction
T H E P A R A D O X OF D E M O C R A C Y
A supporter once called out, “Governor Stevenson, all
thinking people are for you!” And Adlai Stevenson an
swered, “That’s not enough. I need a majority.”
—Scott Simon, “Music Cues: Adlai Stevenson

In a d i c t a t o r s h i p government policy is often appalling, but rarely
baffling. The building of the Berlin Wall sparked worldwide outcry,
but few wondered, “What Eire the leaders of East Germany thinking?”
That was obvious: they wanted to continue ruling over their subjects,
who were inconsiderately fleeing en masse. The Berlin Wall had some
drawbacks for the ruling clique. It hurt tourism, making it harder to
earn hard currency to import Western luxuries. All things considered,
though, the Wall protected the interests of elite party members.
No wonder democracy is such a popular political panacea. The his
tory of dictatorships creates a strong impression that bad policies
exist because the interests of rulers and ruled diverge.2A simple solu
tion is make the rulers and the ruled identical by giving “power to
the people.” If the people decide to delegate decisions to full-time
politicians, so what? Those who pay the piper—or vote to pay the
piper—call the tune.
This optimistic story is, however, often at odds with the facts. De
mocracies frequently adopt and maintain policies harmful for most
people. Protectionism is a classic example. Economists across the po
litical spectrum have pointed out its folly for centuries, but almost
every democracy restricts imports. Even when countries negotiate
free trade agreements, the subtext is not, “Trade is mutually ben
eficial,” but, “We’ll do you the favor of buying your imports if you do
us the favor of buying ours.” Admittedly, this is less appalling than
the Berlin Wall, yet it is more baffling. In theory, democracy is a bul
wark against socially harmful policies, but in practice it gives them a
safe harbor.3
How can this Paradox of Democracy be solved? One answer is that
the people’s “representatives” have turned the tables on them. Elec
tions might be a weaker deterrent to misconduct than they seem on
the surface, making it more important to please special interests than

the general public. A second answer, which complements the first, is
that voters are deeply ignorant about politics. They do not know who
their representatives are, much less what they do. This tempts politi
cians to pursue personal agendas and sell themselves to donors.4
A diametrically opposed solution to the Paradox of Democracy is
to deny that it regularly delivers foolish policies. You could insist that
the public is right and “the experts” Eire wrong, openly defending the
merits of protection, price controls, and so on. That is straightfor
ward, but risky: It is akin to putting your client on the stand and open
ing him up to cross-examination. A less direct but safer stance—anal
ogous to keeping your client from testifying—is to pick holes in the
alleged mechanisms of democratic failure. You don’t have to show
that your client is innocent if the prosecution lacks a coherent ac
count of how the crime was committed. In the same way, you need
not show that a policy is good if there is no coherent account of how
it could be bad.
Democracy’s cleverest enthusiasts usually take this safer route.5Es
pecially in recent years, their strategy has been successful despite the
intuitive appeal of stories about electorally safe politicians and igno
rant voters. For reasons we will soon explore, these stories buckle or
even break when critically analyzed. Without a credible account of
how democracy falls short of its promise, the insight that it does fall
short lives on borrowed time.
This book develops an alternative story of how democracy fails. The
central idea is that voters are worse than ignorant; they are, in a word,
irrational—and vote accordingly. Economists and cognitive psychol
ogists usually presume that everyone “processes information” to the
best of his ability.6Yet common sense tells us that emotion and ideol
ogy—not just the facts or their “processing”—powerfully sway human
judgment. Protectionist thinking is hard to uproot because it feels
good. When people vote under the influence of false beliefs that feel
good, democracy persistently delivers bad policies. As an old com
puter programming slogan goes, GIGO—Garbage in, garbage out.
Across-the-board irrationality is not a strike against democracy
alone, but all human institutions. A critical premise of this book is
that irrationality, like ignorance, is selective. We habitually tune out
unwanted information on subjects we don’t care about. In the same
vein, I claim that we turn o ff our rational faculties on subjects where
we don’t care about the truth.7 Economists have long argued that
voter ignorance is a predictable response to the fact that one vote
doesn’t matter. Why study the issues if you can’t change the outcome?
I generalize this insight: Why control your knee-jerk emotional and
ideological reactions if you can’t change the outcome?

This book has three conjoined themes. The first: Doubts about the
rationality of voters are empirically justified. The second: Voter irra
tionality is precisely what economic theory implies once we adopt
introspectively plausible assumptions about human motivation. The
third: Voter irrationality is the key to a realistic picture of democracy.
In the naive public-interest view, democracy works because it does
what voters want. In the view of most democracy skeptics, it fails
because it does not do what voters want. In my view, democracy fails
because it does what voters want. In economic jargon, democracy has
a built-in externality. An irrational voter does not hurt only himself.
He also hurts everyone who is, as a result of his irrationality, more
likely to live under misguided policies. Since most of the cost of voter
irrationality is external—paid for by other people, why not indulge? If
enough voters think this way, socially injurious policies win by popu
lar demand.
When cataloging the failures of democracy, one must keep things
in perspective. Hundreds of millions of people under democratic rule
enjoy standards of living that are, by historical standards, amazingly
good. The shortcomings of the worst democracies pale in comparison
with those of totalitarian regimes. At least democracies do not murder
millions of their own citizens.8 Nevertheless, now that democracy is
the typical form of government, there is little reason to dwell on the
truisms that it is “better than Communism,” or “beats life during the
Middle Ages.” Such comparisons set the bar too low. It is more worth
while to figure out how and why democracy disappoints.9
In the minds of many, one of Winston’s Churchill’s most famous
aphorisms cuts the conversation short: “Democracy is the worst form
of government, except all those other forms that have been tried from
time to time.”10 But this saying overlooks the fact that the govern
ments vary in scope as well as form. In democracies the main alterna
tive to majority rule is not dictatorship, but markets.
Democracy enthusiasts repeatedly acknowledge this.11 When they
lament the “weakening of democracy,” their main evidence is that
markets face little government oversight, or even usurp the traditional
functions of government. They often close with a “wake-up call” for
voters to shrug off their apathy and make their voice heard. The heret
ical thought that rarely surfaces is that weakening democracy in favor
of markets could be a good thing. No matter what you believe about
how well markets work in absolute terms, if democracy starts to look
worse, markets start to look better by comparison.
Economists have an undeserved reputation for “religious faith” in
markets. No one has done more than economists to dissect the innu
merable ways that markets can fail. After all their investigations,

though, economists typically conclude that the man in the street—
and the intellectual without economic training—underestimates how
well markets work.121 maintain that something quite different holds
for democracy: it is widely over-rated not only by the public but by
most economists too. Thus, while the general public underestimates
how well markets work, even economists underestimate markets’ vir
tues relative to the democratic alternative.

Chapter 1
B E Y O N D T H E MI RACLE OF A G G R E G A T I O N
I am suspicious of all the things that the
average citizen believes.
—H. L. Mencken, A Second Mencken Chrestomathy1

What voters don’t know would fill a university library. In the last few
decades, economists who study politics have revitalized age-old wor
ries about the people’s competence to govern by pointing out that—
selfishly speaking—voters Eire not making a mistake. One vote has so
small a probability of affecting electoral outcomes that a realistic ego
ist pays no attention to politics; he chooses to be, in economic jargon,
rationally ignorant.2
For those who worship at the temple of democracy, this economic
argument adds insult to injury. It is bad enough that voters happen to
know so little. It remains bearable, though, as long as the electorate’s
ignorance is a passing phase. Pundits often blame citizens’ apathy on
an elections’ exceptionally insipid candidates. Deeper thinkers, who
notice that the apathy persists year after year, blame voters’ ignorance
on lack of democracy itself. Robert Kuttner spells out one version of
the story:
The essence of political democracy—the franchise—has eroded, as
voting and face-to-face politics give way to campaign-finance plu
tocracy . . . [T]here is a direct connection between the domination
of politics by special interest money, paid attack ads, strategies
driven by polling and focus groups—and the desertion of citizens
. . . People conclude that politics is something that excludes them.3
Yet the slogan “The solution for the problems of democracy is more
democracy” sounds hollow after you digest the idea of rational igno
rance. Voter ignorance is a product of natural human selfishness, not
a transient cultural aberration. It is hard to see how initiatives, or
campaign finance reform, or any of the popular ways to “fix democ
racy” strengthen voters’ incentive to inform themselves.
As the rational ignorance insight spread, it became an intellectual
fault line in the social sciences. Economists, along with economically
minded political scientists and law professors, are generally on one

side of the fault line.4They see voter ignorance as a serious problem,
making them skeptical about using government intervention to im
prove market outcomes. Beneficial government action is possible in
theory, but how could hopelessly uninformed voters be expected to
elect politicians who follow through? The implication: “Voters don’t
know what they’re doing; just leave it to the market.” Thinkers on the
other side of the fault line downplay these doubts about government
intervention. Once you discount the problem of voter ignorance, it is
a short hop from “the policies beneficial in theory” to “the policies
democracies adopt in practice.”
In time, rational ignorance spawned an expansive research pro
gram, known as public choice or political economy or rational choice
theory.5In the 1960s, finding fault with democracy bordered on hereti
cal, but the approach was hearty enough to take root. Critiques of
foolish government policies multiplied during the 1970s, paving the
way for deregulation and privatization.6
But as these ideas started to change the world, serious challenges
to their intellectual foundations surfaced. Earlier criticism often came
from thinkers with little understanding of, and less sympathy for, the
economic way of thinking. The new doubts were framed in clear eco
nomic logic.
The Miracle of Aggregation
Think about what happens if you ask a hundred people
to run a 100-meter race, and then average their times.
The average time will not be better than the time of the
fastest runners. It will be worse.. . . But ask a hundred
people to answer a question or solve a problem, and the
average answer will often be at least as good as the
answer of the smartest member. With most things, the
average is mediocrity. With decision-making, it’s often
excellence. You could say it’s as if we’ve been
programmed to be collectively smart.
James Surowiecki, The Wisdom of Crowds7

If a person has no idea how to get to his destination, he can hardly
expect to reach it. He might get lucky, but common sense recognizes
a tight connection between knowing what you are doing and success
fully doing it. Ubiquitous voter ignorance seems to imply, then, that
democracy works poorly. The people ultimately in charge—the vot
ers—are doing brain surgery while unable to pass basic anatomy.

There are many sophisticated attempts to spoil this analogy, but
the most profound is that democracy can function well under almost
any magnitude of voter ignorance. How? Assume that voters do not
make systematic errors. Though they err constantly, their errors are
random. If voters face a blind choice between X and Y, knowing noth
ing about them, they are equally likely to choose either.8
What happens? With 100% voter ignorance, matters are predictably
grim. One candidate could be the Unabomber, plotting to shut down
civilization. If voters choose randomly, the Unabomber wins half the
time. True, the assumption of zero voter knowledge is overly pessimis
tic; informed voters are rare, but they do exist. But this seems a small
consolation. 100% ignorance leads to disaster. Can 99% ignorance be
significantly better?
The surprising answer is yes. The negative effects of voter ignorance
Eire not linear. Democracy with 99% ignorsince looks a lot more like
democracy with full information than democracy with total igno
rance.9 Why? First, imagine an electorate where 100% of all voters
Eire well informed. Who wins the election? Trivisilly, whoever has the
support o f a majority o f the well informed. Next, switch to the case
where only 1% of voters Eire well informed. The other 99% Eire so thick
that they vote at random. Quiz a person waiting to vote, and you are
almost sure to conclude, with alarm, that he has no idea what he is
doing. Nevertheless, it is basic statistics that—in a large electorate—
each candidate gets about half of the random votes. Both candidates
can bank on roughly a 49.5% share. Yet that is not enough to win.
For that, they must focus sill their energies on the one well-informed
person in a hundred. Who takes the prize? Whoever has the support
o f a majority o f the well informed. The lesson, as Page and Shapiro
emphasize, is that studying the average voter is misleading:
Even if individusils’ responses to opinion surveys are psirtly ran
dom, full of measurement error, and unstable, when aggregated
into a collective response—for example, the percentage of people
who say they favor a particular policy—the collective response may
be quite meaningful and stable.10
Suppose a politician takes a large bribe from “big tobacco” to thumb
his nose at unanimous demand for more regulation. Pro-tobacco
moves do not hurt the candidate’s standing among the ignorant—
they scsircely know his name, much less how he voted. But his shsire
of the informed vote plummets. Things get more complex when the
number of issues rises, but the key to success stays the same: Per
suade a majority of the well informed to support you.

This result has been aptly named the “Miracle of Aggregation.”11 It
reads like an alchemist’s recipe: Mix 99 parts folly with 1 part wisdom
to get a compound as good as unadulterated wisdom. An almost com
pletely ignorant electorate makes the same decision as a fully in
formed electorate—lead into gold, indeed!
It is tempting to call this “voodoo politics,” or quip, as H. L. Men
cken did, that “democracy is a pathetic belief in the collective wisdom
of individual ignorance.”12 But there is nothing magical or pathetic
about it. James Surowiecki documents many instances where the Mir
acle of Aggregation—or something akin to it—works as advertised.13
In a contest to guess the weight of an ox, the average of 787 guesses
was off by a single pound. On Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, the
answer most popular with studio audiences was correct 91% of the
time. Financial markets—which aggregate the guesses of large num 
bers of people—often predict events better than leading experts. Bet
ting odds are excellent predictors of the outcomes of everything from
sporting events to elections.14 In each case, as Page and Shapiro ex
plain, the same logic applies:
This is just an example of the law of large numbers. Under the right
conditions, individual measurement errors will be independently
random and will tend to cancel each other out. Errors in one direc
tion will tend to offset errors in the opposite direction.15
When defenders of democracy first encounter rational ignorance,
they generally grant that severe voter ignorance would hobble govern
ment by the people. Their instinctive responses are to (a) deny that
voters are disturbingly ignorant, or (b) interpret voters’ ignorance as
a fragile, temporary condition. To call these responses “empirically
vulnerable” is charitable. Decades of research show they are plain
wrong.16About half of Americans do not know that each state has two
senators, and three-quarters do not know the length of their terms.
About 70% can say which party controls the House, and 60% which
party controls the Senate.17 Over half cannot name their congress
man, and 40% cannot name either of their senators. Slightly lower
percentages know their representatives’ party affiliations.18 Further
more, these low knowledge levels have been stable since the dawn
of polling, and international comparisons reveal Americans’ overall
political knowledge to be no more than moderately below average.19
You could insist that none of this information is relevant. Perhaps
voters have holistic insight that defies measurement. But this is a des
perate route for a defender of democracy to take. The Miracle of
Aggregation provides a more secure foundation for democracy. It

lets people believe in empirical evidence and democracy at the
same time.
The original arguments about rational ignorance took time to
spread, but eventually became conventional wisdom. The Miracle of
Aggregation is currently in the middle of a similar diffusion process.
Some have yet to hear of the Miracle. Backward-looking thinkers hope
that if they ignore the objection, it will go away. But the logic is too
compelling. Unless someone uncovers a flaw in the Miracle, the fault
line in the social sciences will close. Economists and economically
minded political scientists and law professors will rethink their
doubts about democracy, and go back to the prerational ignorance
presumption that if democracies do X, X is a good idea.

The Reality of Systematic Error
Universal suffrage, which to-day excludes free trade from
the United States, would certainly have prohibited the
spinning-jenny and the power-loom.
—William Lecky, Liberty and Democracy20

The Miracle of Aggregation proves that democracy can work even
with a morbidly ignorant electorate. Democracy gives equal say to the
wise and the not-so-wise, but the wise determine policy. Belaboring
the electorate’s lack of knowledge with study after study is beside
the point.
But there is another kind of empirical evidence that can discredit
the Miracle of Aggregation. The Miracle only works if voters do not
make systematic errors. This suggests that instead of rehashing the
whole topic of voter error, we concentrate our fire on the critical and
relatively unexplored question:21Are voter errors systematic?
There are good reasons to suspect so. Yes, as Surowiecki points out,
our average guess about the weight of oxen is dead on. But cognitive
psychology catalogs a long list of other questions where our average
guess is systematically mistaken.22 This body of research ought to
open our minds to the possibility of systematic voter error.
By itself, though, the psychological literature does not get us very
far. The link between general cognition and particular political deci
sions is too loose. People could have poor overall judgment but good
task-specific judgment.23Voters might be bad statisticians but percep
tive judges of wise policy. Thus, we should refine our question: Are
voter errors systematic on questions o f direct political relevance?
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My answer is an emphatic yes. This book presents robust empirical
evidence that—at minimum—beliefs about economics are riddled
with severe systematic errors.241 strongly suspect that the same holds
for beliefs about many other subjects. But as far as economics is
concerned, the jury is in. People do not understand the “invisible
hand” of the market, its ability to harmonize private greed and the
public interest. I call this antimarket bias. People underestimate
the benefits of interaction with foreigners. I call this antiforeign bias.
People equate prosperity not with production, but with employ
ment. I call this make-work bias. Lastly, people are overly prone to
think that economic conditions are bad and getting worse. I call this
pessimistic bias.
Economic policy is the primary activity of the modern state, making
voter beliefs about economics among the most—if not the most—
politically relevant beliefs. If voters base their policy preferences on
deeply mistaken models of the economy, government is likely to per
form its bread-and-butter function poorly. To see this, suppose
that two candidates compete by taking positions on the degree of
protectionism they favor. Random voter errors about the effect of
protection cause some voters who prefer the effect of free trade to
vote for protection. But it is equally common for voters who prefer
the effect of protection to vote for free trade.25 Then the Miracle of
Aggregation holds: in spite of voter ignorance, the winning platform
is socially optimal.
For anyone who has taught international economics, though, this
conclusion is underwhelming. It takes hours of patient instruction to
show students the light of comparative advantage. After the final
exam, there is a distressing rate of recidivism. Suppose we adopt the
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The Median Voter Model: Systematic Error

more realistic assumption that voters systematically overestimate the
benefits of protection. What happens? Lots of people vote for protec
tion who prefer the effect of free trade, but only a few vote for free
trade who prefer the effect of protection. The political scales tilt out of
balance; the winning platform is too protectionist. The median voter
would be better off if he received less protection than he asked for. But
competition impels politicians to heed what voters ask for, not what
is best for them.
Comparable biases plausibly underlie policy after policy.26 For ex
ample, supply-and-demand says that above-market prices create un
saleable surpluses, but that has not stopped most of Europe from
regulating labor markets into decades of depression-level unemploy
ment.27 The most credible explanation is that the average voter sees
no link between artificially high wages and unemployment. Before I
studied economics, I failed to see it myself.

Modern Research Versus Intellectual Tradition
Economists have two attitudes toward discourse,
the official and the unofficial.
—Donald McCloskey, The Rhetoric of Economics28

The terminology of “systematic” versus “random” error entered econ
omists’ vocabulary about 30 years ago.29But the concept of systematic
error has a much longer history. Here is how Simon Newcomb began
an article in the Quarterly Journal o f Economics in 1893:

The fact that there is a w ide divergence betw een m any o f the practi
cal conclusions o f econom ic science, as laid down by its profes
sional exponents, and the thought o f the public at large, as reflected
in its current discussion and in legislation, is one w ith w hich all Eire
fam iliar.30

This was the intellectUEil climate that Newcomb saw in the contempo
rary United States and Great Britain. Over a century earlier, in The
Wealth o f Nations, Smith made similar observations about economic
beliefs in Britain:
Nothing, however, can be more absurd than this whole doctrine
of the balance of trade, upon which, not only these [mercantilist]
restraints, but almost all other regulations of commerce are
founded. When two places trade with one smother, this doctrine
supposes that, if the balance be even, neither of them loses or gains;
but if it leans in any degree to one side, that one of them loses,
and the other gains in proportion to its declension from the exact
equilibrium.31
The policy consequences, for Smith, are far-reaching:
By such maxims as these, however, all nations have been taught
that their interest consisted in beggaring all their neighbors. Each
nation has been made to look with an invidious eye upon the pros
perity of all the nations with which it trades, and to consider their
gain as its own loss. Commerce, which ought naturally to be, among
nations, as among individuals, a bond of union and friendship, has
become the most fertile source of discord and animosity.32
When he affirms that “science is the great antidote to the poison of
enthusiasm and superstition,”33 Smith is not thinking about errors
that harmlessly balance out.
In the middle of the 19th century, Frederic Bastiat, the French popularizer of classical economics, titled one of his most famous books
Economic Sophisms. “Sophism” is Bastiat’s synonym for “systematic
error,” and he assigns sophisms broad consequences: They “are espe
cially harmful, because they mislead public opinion in a field in which
public opinion is authoritative—is, indeed, law.”34Bastiat attacks doz
ens of popular protectionist sophisms, for example, but does not
bother to criticize any popular free trade sophisms. The reason is not
that bad arguments for free trade do not exist, but that—unlike bad
arguments for protection—virtually none are popular!
Bastiat’s outlook remained respectable well into the 20th century.
The eminent economist Frank Knight made no apologies for it:

The action taken by our own democracy, and the beliefs of the great
majority on which the action rests, are often absurd. Nor are they
to be explained by economic self-interest, since the measures de
pend on votes of electors whose interests are directly opposed to
them, as well as those benefited.35
Yet in recent decades, these ideas have been forced underground.
Nearly all modern economic theories of politics begin by assuming
that the typical citizen understands economics and votes accord
ingly—at least on average.36As George Stigler, widely known as a stern
critic of government regulation, scoffs:
The assumption that public policy has often been inefficient be
cause it was based on mistaken views has little to commend it. To
believe, year after year, decade after decade, that the protective tar
iffs or usury laws to be found in most lands are due to confusion
rather than purposeful action is singularly obfuscatory.37
In stark contrast, introductory economics courses still tacitly assume
that students arrive with biased beliefs, and try to set them straight,
leading to better policy. Paul Samuelson famously remarked, “I don’t
care who writes a nation’s laws—or crafts its advanced treaties—if
I can write its economics textbooks.”38 This assumes, as teachers of
economics usually do, that students arrive with systematic errors.
What a striking situation: As researchers, economists do not m en
tion systematically biased economic beliefs; as teachers, they take
their existence for granted. One might blame ossified textbooks for
lagging behind research, or teachers for failing to expose their stu
dents to cutting-edge work. But the hypothesis that people hold sys
tematically biased beliefs about economics has not been falsified; it
has barely been tested.
I maintain that the oral tradition of the teachers of economics offers
the researchers of economics a rich mine of scientific hypotheses. At
the same time, the oral tradition has been subject to so little analytical
scrutiny that it is not hard to refine. Samuelson’s is a story of hope;
we can sleep soundly as long as he keeps writing textbooks. But pon
dering two more facts might keep us lying awake at night. Fact 1: The
economics the average introductory student absorbs is disappoint
ingly small. If they had severe biases at the beginning, most still have
large biases at the end. Fact 2: below-average students are above
average citizens. Most voters never take a single course in economics.
If it is disturbing to imagine the bottom half of the class voting on
economic policy, it is frightening to realize that the general popula
tion already does. The typical voter, to whose opinions politicians

cater, is probably unable to earn a passing grade in basic economics.
No wonder protectionism, price controls, and other foolish policies
so often prevail.
Preferences over Beliefs
The growing obsession in most advanced nations with in
ternational competitiveness should be seen, not as a wellfounded concern, but as a view held in the face of over
whelming contrary evidence. And yet it is clearly a view
that people very much want to hold—a desire to believe
that is reflected in a remarkable tendency of those who
preach the doctrine of competitiveness to support their
cases with careless, flawed arithmetic.
—Paul Krugman, Pop Internationalism39

The most common objection to my thesis is theoretical: it contradicts
the whole “rational choice approach” of modern social science. My
colleague Robin Hanson aptly describes rational choice models as
“stories without fools.” I put folly—or, in technical terms, “irrational
ity”—at center stage.
One is tempted to snap: If the facts do not fit rational choice theory,
so much the worse for rational choice theory! But this reaction is pre
mature, for there is a satisfying way to reconcile theory and common
sense. The preliminary step is to drop specious analogies between
markets and politics, between shopping and voting. Sensible public
opinion is a public good.40 When a consumer has mistaken beliefs
about what to buy, he foots the bill. When a voter has mistaken beliefs
about government policy, the whole population picks up the tab.
Dropping false analogies between shopping and voting restores our
intellectual flexibility, making the conflict between theory and com
mon sense less daunting. But how can the conflict be resolved? We
do not have to turn our backs on economics. It is only necessary to
broaden its understanding of human motivation and cognition.
Economists usually presume that beliefs are a means to an end, not
an end in themselves. In reality, however, we often have cherished
views, valued for their own sake. As Shermer puts it, “Without some
belief structure many people find this world meaningless and without
comfort.”41 In economic jargon, people have preferences over beliefs.
Letting emotions or ideology corrupt our thinking is an easy way to
satisfy such preferences.42Instead of fairly weighing all claims, we can
show nepotism toward our favorite beliefs. Ayn Rand calls it “blanking

out”: “the willful suspension of one’s consciousness, the refusal to
think—not blindness, but the refusal to see; not ignorance, but the
refusal to know.”43
Outside of economics, the idea that people like some beliefs more
than others has a long history. John Locke’s Essay Concerning Human
Understanding inveighs against “enthusiasm, in which reason is
taken away.” To be an enthusiast is to embrace dubious ideas on emo
tional grounds:
For the evidence that any proposition is true (except such as are
self-evident) lying only in the proofs a man has of it, whatsoever
degrees of assent he affords it beyond the degrees of that evidence,
it is plain that all the surplusage o f assurance is owing to some other
affection, and not to the love of truth.44
Notice the two components of his analysis. The first is “surplusage of
assurance.” Locke observes that people assign probabilities to beliefs
higher than the evidence warrants. The second is “other affections.”
The cause of excess confidence, on Locke’s account, is conflict of mo
tives. Everyone likes to think that he values truth for its own sake,
but there are competing impulses: “conceit,” “laziness,” “vanity,” “the
tedious and not always successful labor of strict reasoning,” and “fear,
that an impartial inquiry would not favour those opinions which best
suit their prejudices, lives, and designs.”45
Thinkers who discuss preferences over beliefs almost invariably
bring up religion. Locke is no different:
In all ages, men in whom melancholy has mixed with devotion, or
whose conceit of themselves has raised them into an opinion of a
greater familiarity with God, and a nearer admittance to his favour
than is afforded to others, have often flattered themselves with a
persuasion of an immediate intercourse with the Deity, and fre
quent communications from the Divine Spirit.46
Like most things, enthusiasm comes in degrees. Many who feel no
need to convert others take offense if you politely argue that their
religion is mistaken. Few dispassionately accept their religious teach
ings as the “current leading hypothesis.” Consider the adjectives that
so often appear in the study of religion: fervent, dogmatic, fanatical.
Human beings want their religion’s answers to be true. They often
want it so badly that they avoid counterevidence, and refuse to think
about whatever evidence falls in their laps. As Nietzsche uncharitably
puts it, “’Faith’ means not wanting to know what is true.”47
Once you admit that preferences over beliefs are relevant in religion,
it is hard to compartmentalize the insight. As Gustave Le Bon observes

in The Crowd, there is a close analogy between literal religious belief
and fervent (“religious”) adherence to any doctrine: “Intolerance and
fanaticism are the necessary accompaniments of the religious senti
ment. . . . The Jacobins of the Reign of Terror were at bottom as reli
gious as the Catholics of the Inquisition, and their cruel ardor pro
ceeds from the same source.”48 Eric Hoffer famously expands on this
point in his short classic The True Believer, declaring that “all mass
movements are interchangeable”: “A religious movement may develop
into a social revolution or a nationalist movement; a social revolution,
into militant nationalism or a religious movement; a nationalist move
ment into a social revolution or a religious movement.”49
It is no accident that both of the substitutes for religion that Hoffer
names—nationalism and social revolution—are political. Political/
economic ideology is the religion of modernity. Like the adherents of
traditional religion, many people find comfort in their political
worldview, and greet critical questions with pious hostility.50 Instead
of crusades or inquisitions, the twentieth century had its notorious
totalitarian movements.51 “The religious character of the Bolshevik
and Nazi revolutions is generally recognized,” writes Hoffer. “The
hammer and sickle and the swastika are in a class with the cross.
The ceremonial of their parades is as the ceremonial of a religious
procession. They have articles of faith, saints, martyrs and holy sepul
chers.”52 Louis Fischer confesses that “just as religious conviction is
impervious to logical argument and, indeed, does not result from log
ical processes, just as nationalist devotion or personal affection defies
a mountain of evidence, so my pro-Soviet attitude attained complete
independence from day-to-day events.”53George Orwell’s 1984 devel
oped the novel vocabulary of Newspeak—words like doublethink and
thoughtcrime—to ridicule the quasireligious nature of totalitarian
ideologies.54 A tour of Nazi or Communist websites can provide the
reader with good contemporary examples.
As with religion, extreme ideologies lie at the end of a continuum.
One’s political worldview might compare favorably with the out
look of the sole member of a Maoist splinter faction, but remain less
than rational.55 To many people, for example, blaming foreigners
for domestic woes is a source of comfort or pride. They may not pro
claim their protectionism every day, and might acknowledge that for
eign trade is beneficial in special circumstances. But they still resist—
and resent—those who try change their minds by explaining compar
ative advantage.
Natural scientists have long known that the majority disbelieves
some of their findings because they contradict religion.56Social scien
tists need to learn that the majority disbelieves some of their findings
because they contradict quasi-religion.

Rational Irrationality
As we never cease to point out, each man is in practice
an excellent economist, producing or exchanging
according as he finds it more advantageous to do
the one or the other.
—Frederic Bastiat, Economic Sophisms57

Preferences over beliefs is the critical idea that reconciles the theory
of rational choice with the facts of voter irrationality How? Suppose
that human beings value both their material prosperity and their
worldview. In economic jargon, they have two arguments in their util
ity function: personal wealth and loyalty to their political ideology.
What happens if people rationally make trade-offs between their
two values?
In any rational choice analysis, prices are the guiding star. If you
like both meat and potatoes, you need to know how much meat you
must forego in order to get one more potato. It is a mistake, however,
to focus exclusively on the price tags at the grocery store. Part of the
price of an unhealthy diet is a shorter life span, but the price tag says
nothing about it. Economists call the total cost—explicit and im
plicit—of an activity its “full price.” Though less visible than a printed
price tag, the full price is the one that matters most.
The more incorrect your beliefs, the more poorly tailored your ac
tions are to actual conditions.58 What is the full price of ideological
loyalty? It is the material wealth you forego in order to believe. Suppose
that Robinson Crusoe’s ideology teaches that native islanders like Fri
day are unable to farm. It flatters his pride to believe that only Europe
ans can understand agriculture. If Crusoe’s belief is in fact correct, he
wisely specializes in agriculture and has Friday do other kinds of
work. But if Crusoe’s belief is blind prejudice, keeping Friday out of
agriculture reduces total production and makes both men poorer. The
difference between Crusoe’s potential living standard and his actual
living standard is the full price of his ideological stance.
On an island with two people, the ideologue’s material cost of
hewing to his false precepts can be substantial. Under democracy,
however, the probability that one vote—however misguided—
changes policy rapidly decreases as the number of voters increases.
In order to alter the outcome, a vote has to break a tie. The more
votes, the fewer ties there are to break. Imagine a thousand Crusoes
vote on permissible lines of work for a thousand Fridays. The Crusoes
prefer to believe that the Fridays are unfit for agriculture, but the facts
are against them. What is the expected loss of material wealth for a

Crusoe who indulges this preference? He forfeits not the per capita
reduction in wealth, but the per capita reduction discounted by the
probability that he flips the outcome of the election. If the per capita
cost of keeping Fridays out of agriculture is $1,000, and the probabil
ity of being a tiebreaker is 0.1%, then a Crusoe who votes to keep
them out pays $1 to adhere to his cherished fallacy.
This example illustrates one of this book’s recurring points: In realworld political settings, the price of ideological loyalty is close to
zero.59So we should expect people to “satiate” their demand for politi
cal delusion, to believe whatever makes them feel best. After all, it’s
free. The fanatical protectionist who votes to close the borders risks
virtually nothing, because the same policy wins no matter how he
votes. Either the borders remain open, and the protectionist has the
satisfaction of saying, “I told you so”; or the borders close, and the
protectionist has the satisfaction of saying, “Imagine how bad things
would have been if we hadn’t closed the borders!”
There can easily be a large gap between the private and social costs
of ideological fealty. Recall that the expected material cost of error for
one Crusoe was only $1. If a majority of the individual Crusoes find this
price attractive, though, each and every Crusoe loses $1,000. Voting to
keep the Fridays out of agriculture sacrifices $1,000,000 in social
wealth in order to placate ideological scruples worth as little as $501.
A recurring rejoinder to these alarmist observations is that precisely
because confused political ideas are dangerous, voters have a strong
incentive to wise up. This makes as much sense as the argument that
people have a strong incentive to drive less because auto emissions
are unpleasant to breathe. No one faces the choice, “Drive a lot less,
or get lung cancer,” or “Rethink your economic views, or spiral down
to poverty.” In both driving and democracy, negative externalities irrel
evant to individual behavior add up to a large collective misfortune.
The Landscape of Political Irrationality
Democracy is the theory that the common people know
what they want, and deserve to get it good and hard.
—H. L. Mencken60

Ordinary cynics—and most economists—compare voters to consum
ers who shrewdly “vote their pocketbooks.” In reality, this is atypical.
Empirically, there is little connection between voting and material
interests. Contrary to popular stereotypes of the rich Republican and
the poor Democrat, income and party identity are only loosely re

lated. The elderly are if anything slightly less supportive of Social Se
curity and Medicare than the rest of the population. Men are more
pro-choice than women.61
If self-interest does not explain political opinion, what does? Voters
typically favor the policies they perceive to be in the general interest
of their nation. This is, however, no cause for democratic optimism.
The key word is perceive. Voters almost never take the next step by
critically asking themselves: “Are my favorite policies effective means
to promote the general interest?” In politics as in religion, faith is a
shortcut to belief.
What are the implications for democracy? Standard rational choice
theory rightly emphasizes that politicians woo voters by catering to
their preferences. But this means one thing if voters Eire shrewd policy
consumers, and almost the opposite if, as I maintain, voters are like
religious devotees. In the latter case, politicians have a strong incen
tive to do what is popular, but little to competently deliver results.
Alan Blinder cuttingly refers to “a compliant Congress, disdainful of
logic, but deeply respectful of public opinion polls.”62If one politician
fails to carry out the people’s wishes, a competing politician will. Le
Bon makes the same point in sweeping terms:
The masses have never thirsted after truth. They turn aside from
evidence that is not to their taste, preferring to deify error, if error
seduce them. Whoever can supply them with illusions is easily their
master; whoever attempts to destroy their illusions is always their
victim.63
Thus, it is in mind-set, not practical influence, that voters resemble
religious believers. Given the separation of church and state, modern
religion has a muted effect on nonbelievers. Scientific progress contin
ues with or without religious approval. Political/economic misconcep
tions, in contrast, have dramatic effects on everyone who lives under
the policies they inspire—even those who see these misconceptions
for what they are. If most voters think protectionism is a good idea,
protectionist policies thrive; if most believe that unregulated labor
markets work badly, labor markets will be heavily regulated.
The conventional complaint about politicians is “shirking”—their
failure to do what voters want.641 maintain that “shirking” should be
dethroned in favor of “demagoguery.” Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary defines a demagogue as “a leader who makes use of popu
lar prejudices and false claims and promises in order to gain power.”65
Put bluntly, rule by demagogues is not an aberration. It is the natural
condition of democracy. Demagoguery is the winning strategy as long
as the electorate is prejudiced and credulous. Indeed, while dema

gogue normally connotes insincerity, this is hardly necessary “Reli
gious” voters encourage politicians to change their behavior by
feigning devotion to popular prejudices, but also prompt entry by the
honestly prejudiced into the political arena.66
Shirking should be dethroned, not but disowned. Elections Eire im
perfect disciplinary devices.67 Some deviation from voter wishes is
bound to occur. But how much? How strictly do elections constrain
politicians? My view is that it depends on voters themselves. If they
care deeply about an issue—like public use of racial slurs—politicians
have almost no slack. One wrong word costs them the election. In
contrast, if voters find a subject boring—like banking regulation—if
emotion and ideology provide little guidance, their so-called repre
sentatives have “wiggle room” to maneuver.
Politicians’ wiggle room creates opportunities for special interest
groups—private and public, lobbyists and bureaucrats—to get their
way. On my account, though, interest groups are unlikely to directly
“subvert” the democratic process. Politicians rarely stick their necks
out for unpopular policies because an interest group begs them—or
pays them—to do so. Their careers are on the line; it is not worth the
risk. Instead, interest groups push along the margins o f public indiffer
ence.66If the public has no strong feelings about how to reduce depen
dence on foreign oil, ethanol producers might finagle a tax credit for
themselves. No matter how hard they lobbied, though, they would
fail to ban gasoline.
Lastly, for all the power ascribed to it, the media are also consumerdriven. Competition induces them to cover news that viewers want to
watch. In the standard rational choice account, this reduces political
information costs and so helps democracy work. Yet I am skeptical
that much useful information flows from media to viewers. Instead,
like politicians, the media show viewers what they want to see and
tell them what they want to hear.69
Admittedly, the media, like politicians, have wiggle room. Yet once
again, it is slack along the margins of indifference. If a shocking disas
ter story, bundled with mild liberal reporting bias, remains highly en
tertaining to a mainstream audience, then predominantly Demo
cratic newscasters can mix in a little left-wing commentary. But if
the media stray too far from typical viewer opinion—or just get too
pedantic—the audience flies away. So while the conventional view
gives the media too much credit—the private good of entertainment
vitiates the public good of information—it is even more wrongheaded
to treat the media as the source of popular fallacies. As we shall see,
the fallacies preceded modern media; they continue to flourish be
cause the audience is predisposed to be receptive.

To recap, my story is voter-driven. Voters have beliefs—defensible
or not—about how the world works. They tend to support politicians
who favor policies that, in the voters’ own minds, will be socially ben
eficial. Politicians, in turn, need voter support to gain and retain of
fice. While few Eire above faking support for popular views, this is
rarely necessary: Successful candidates usually sincerely share voters’
worldview. When special interests woo politicians, they tailor their
demands accordingly. They ask for concessions along policy margins
where the voice of public opinion is silent anyway. The media, finally,
do their best to entertain the public. Since scandalous behavior by
politicians and interest groups is entertaining, the media are watch
dogs. Like all watchdogs, though, the media have a subordinate role.
If their coverage, however sound, conflicts with viewers’ core beliefs,
they change the channel.
Conclusion

To undermine the Miracle of Aggregation, this book focuses on the
empirical evidence that voters’ beliefs about economics are systemati
cally mistaken. This does not imply that their beliefs about other top
ics are any sounder. In fact, I hope that experts in other fields will
use my framework to explain how biased beliefs about their area of
specialty distort policy.
The reason why I emphasize economics is that it is at the heart of
most modern policy disputes. Regulation, taxes, subsidies—they all
hinge on beliefs about how policy affects economic outcomes. The
modal respondent in the National Election Studies ranks economic
issues were “the most important problem” in most election years. In
fact, if you classify “social welfare” issues like welfare, the environ
ment, and health care as economic, then economic issues are “the
most important problem” in every election year from 1972 to 2000.70
Biased beliefs about economics make democracy worse at what it
does most. Understanding these biases is therefore important not just
for economists, but for everyone who studies politics. If that is not
motivation enough, economists’ love/hate relationship with the Mir
acle of Aggregation—official embrace, punctuated by exasperated
under-the-table complaints about economic illiteracy—makes for a
juicy story.
The empirics of economic beliefs serve as the springboard for a
new perspective on democracy. How can economic theory accommo
date the empirical evidence on systematic bias? Conceptually, the
necessary change is not radical: Just add one new ingredient—prefer

ences over beliefs—to the rational choice stew. Yet substantively, my
account almost reverses the rational choice consensus. I see neither
well-functioning democracies nor democracies highjacked by special
interests. Instead, I see democracies that fall short because voters get
the foolish policies they ask for. Adding one new ingredient to the
rational choice stew gives it a starkly different flavor.

Chapter 2
SYS T E MA T I CA L L Y B I A S E D B E L I E F S
ABOUT ECONOMICS
Logical minds, accustomed to being convinced by a chain
of somewhat close reasoning, cannot avoid having re
course to this mode of persuasion when addressing
crowds, and the inability of their arguments always sur
prises them.
—Gustave Le Bon, The Crowd1

In their modern theoretical work, economists look almost uniformly
hostile to the view that people suffer from systematic bias. Nearly
every formal model takes for granted that whatever individuals’ limi
tations, on average they get things right. The approach that Gary
Becker championed is now the norm:
I find it difficult to believe that most voters are systematically fooled
about the effects of policies like quotas and tariffs that have per
sisted for a long time. I prefer instead to assume that voters have
unbiased expectations, at least of policies that have persisted. They
may overestimate the dead weight loss from some policies, and un
derestimate it from others, but on the average they have a correct
perception.2
Journals regularly reject theoretical papers that explicitly take the op
posite position on methodological grounds: “You can’t assume that.”
Papers that covertly introduce systematic bias risk being “outed.”3 In
a well-known piece in the Journal o f Political Economy, Stephen Coate
and Stephen Morris worry that other economists Eire smuggling in the
“unreasonable assumptions” that voters “have biased beliefs about
the effects of policies” and “could be persistently fooled.”4 Dani Rodrik similarly laments, “The bad news is that the habit of attributing
myopia or irrationality to political actors—whether explicitly or, more
often, implicitly—persists.”5Translation: These eminent social scien
tists are demanding that their colleagues honor the ban on irrational
ity in deed as well as word.

Evidence of Bias from Psychology and Public Opinion Research

Economists’ theoretical aversion to systematic bias has fortunately
not prevented empirical work from moving forward. Beyond the con
fines of their discipline, economists’ strictures have been largely ig
nored. Psychologists like Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky have
unearthed a diverse list of biases to which humans Eire prone.6 For
example, individuals overestimate the probability of vivid, memora
ble events such as airplane crashes. Other studies confirm that mark
edly more than 50% of people put themselves in the upper half of
the distribution of many favorable attributes.7Numerous economists
have built on psychologists’ work, giving rise to the field of Psychology
and Economics.8
This body of research proves that systematic mistakes exist. It is a
powerful argument for keeping an open mind about the frailty of
human understanding. Nevertheless, moving from laboratory to real
life is somewhat perilous.9It is one thing to show that people fall short
of a theoretical ideal of rationality in contrived experimental condi
tions. It is another to infer that irrational beliefs undermine their realworld choices—the decisions that human beings make in the envi
ronment where they were “born and raised.”10After all, people might
be good at what they do even though their general cognitive skills
make logicians and statisticians cringe. Psychologists call this “eco
logical rationality”—the ability to choose sensibly in your natural
habitat.11A mechanic who fails to notice correlations in a laboratory
experiment may ably diagnose your car trouble. Voters might have
sensible views about the issues of the day even though the clunkiest
computer on the market beats them in chess.
It is hard to remain cavalier, however, if your mechanic affirms that
cars run on sand instead of gasoline. How could anyone who holds
this belief be trusted with a car? The error is directly relevant to practi
cal decisions, and points its adherent in a dangerous direction.
Roughly the same is true if voters think that the biggest item in the
federal budget is foreign aid. With such a distorted picture of where
their tax dollars go, they are likely to spurn responsible politicians
with realistic proposals in favor of demagogues who promise to pain
lessly balance the budget.
The question that naturally presents itself, then, is: Do voters have
biased beliefs about questions directly relevant to policy? While econ
omists have shied away from this topic, public opinion researchers
have not. They find voter bias to be common and quantitatively sig
nificant.12To escape their conclusion, one must reject the whole idea

of “grading” the quality of public opinion—effectively letting the pub
lic act as the judge in its own case.
The simplest way to test for voter bias is to ask questions with ob
jective quantitative answers, like the share of the federal budget dedi
cated to national defense or Social Security. Since researchers know
the true numbers, they can statistically compare respondents’ ex
pressed beliefs to the facts. One high-quality example is the National
Survey of Public Knowledge of Welfare Reform and the Federal Bud
get.13It presents strong evidence that the public systematically overes
timates the share of government spending on welfare and foreign aid,
and underestimates the share devoted to national defense and espe
cially Social Security.
The main drawback of these studies is that many interesting ques
tions are only answerable with a degree of ambiguity. Suppose you
wonder if the public systematically underestimates the benefits of
free trade. You cannot simply compare public opinion to Known Fact
from the Statistical Abstract o f the United States.u But several political
scientists propose and apply a creative alternative. They estimate vot
ers’ “enlightened preferences”—the preferences they would have if
they were “fully informed,” or, to be more precise, far better in
formed.15This is a three-step process:
1. Administer a survey of policy preferences combined with a test
of objective political knowledge.
2. Statistically estimate individuals’ policy preferences as a func
tion of their objective political knowledge and their demograph
ics—such as income, race, and gender.
3. Simulate what policy preferences would look like if all members
of all demographic groups had the maximum level of objective
political knowledge.
Thus, you begin by collecting data on respondents’ preferred poli
cies—whether they want more or less government spending, whether
they want to reduce the deficit by raising taxes, whether they are pro
choice or pro-life. Next, you test respondents’ objective political
knowledge. Think of it as a test of their “Political I.Q.” See if they
know how many senators each state has, who the chief justice of the
Supreme Court is, whether Russia is a member of NATO, and so on.
Once you know respondents’ Political I.Q., you can use it—along
with information on respondents’ income, race, gender, and so on—
to statistically predict their policy preferences. You can see whether,
for example, the average person with high Political I.Q. favors
more or less government spending than the average person with low
Political I.Q.

Table 2-1

Average Policy Preferences
Knowledge

% of
Population

Average
Response

High

High

25

3

High

Low

25

5

Low

High

25

4

Low

Low

25

6

Income

Average Preference

4.5

Enlightened Preference

3.5

Armed with this information, you can guesstimate what an individ
ual would think if his demographics stayed the same but his Political
I.Q. rose to godly heights. If a poor man with a low Political I.Q.
learned a lot more about politics but stayed poor, would he change
his mind about welfare policy? If so, how?
Finally, once you know how one individual would revise his opin
ions, you can calculate how the whole distribution of opinions would
change if everyone had the maximum Political I.Q. All you have to
do is figure out what each and every individual would want given
maximum political knowledge, then compare the new distribution
to the old.
To work through a simple example, imagine there are two demo
graphic groups—rich and poor—and two knowledge levels—low and
high, for a total of four categories. Each category has the same frac
tion of people—25% each. Respondents rate their preferred welfare
policy on the scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means drastic cuts and 10
means drastic increases. The average response for the whole popula
tion is 4.5.
To calculate the enlightened preferences of the whole population,
replace the actual answers of the low-knowledge respondents with the
average answer of high-knowledge respondents with the same income.
Assign the average preference of the high-knowledge rich respon
dents—3—to all rich respondents. Assign the average preference of
the high-knowledge poor respondents—4—to all poor respondents.
The new average—3.5—is the population’s enlightened preference.
One key feature of the enlightened preference approach is that in
the absence o f systematic effects o f knowledge on policy preferences,
there would be nothing to report. The distribution of enlightened

preferences would equal the distribution of actual, “unenlightened”
preferences.
In practice, though, the enlightened preference approach has a big
payoff: Systematic effects of knowledge on policy preferences are
large and ubiquitous. As Althaus explains: “Contrary to the predic
tions of collective rationality models, the aggregate opinions of illinformed respondents Eire ususilly more one-sided than those of the
well informed.”16 He goes on to provide an excellent summary of the
three most noteworthy patterns in the data:
1. “First, fully informed opinion on foreign policy issues is relatively
more interventionist than surveyed opinion but slightly more dovish
when it comes to the use and maintenance of military power.”17 If
the public’s knowledge of politics magically increased, isolationism
would be less popular. More knowledgeable individuals favor an ac
tive international role for the United States. At the same time, they
are less hawkish: They want to be involved in world affairs, but see a
greater downside of outright war.
2. “The second pattern among policy questions is for fully informed
opinion to hold more progressive attitudes on a wide variety of social
policy topics, particularly on those framed as legal issues.”18Most no
tably, a more knowledgeable public would be more pro-choice, more
supportive of gay rights, and more opposed to prayer in school.
3. “The third pattern in policy questions is for simulated opinions
to be more ideologically conservative on the scope and applications
of government power. In particular, fully informed opinion tends to
be fiscally conservative when it comes to expanding domestic pro
grams, to prefer free market solutions over government intervention
to solve policy problems, to be less supportive of additional govern
ment intervention to protect the environment, and to prefer a smellier
and less powerful federal government.” For example, the 1996 Ameri
can National Election Study asks which of the following two positions
is closer to the respondent’s views: “One, we need a strong govern
ment to handle today’s complex economic problems; or two, the free
market can handle these problems without government becoming
involved.”19 Fully informed opinion was more pro-market. Beliefs
about welfare and affirmative action fit the same pattern: While politi
cal knowledge increases support for equal opportunity, it decreases
support for equal results.
It is hard to swallow the idea that if people knew more, they would
agree with you less. Particularly for Althaus’s third pattern, it is tem pt
ing to dismiss the results. After all, riches and knowledge go together.
Why not conclude that more informed people favor free-market poli-
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cies because the rich correctly identify their own interests? This objec
tion misses the whole point. The distribution of enlightened prefer
ences is more promarket than the actual distribution of preferences
primarily because people of all income levels become more promar
ket as their political knowledge increases. In fact, Althaus shows that
as knowledge rises, promarket views increase disproportionately in
the bottom half of the income distribution.
The effects that Althaus reports are often large. Of those surveyed,
62% expressed a preference for strong government over the free m ar
ket; 38% took the contrary position. But estimated "enlightened pref
erences” were 15 percentage points more promarket; the split went
from 62/38 to 47/53. The same holds for many other basic policy
questions, on everything from deficit reduction (69/31 opposed be
comes 52/48 in favor) to abortion on demand (54/46 opposed be
comes 56/44 in favor).20
Getting Economics Back on Track

Political scientists’ findings are frankly embarrassing for economists
who study politics. While economists learn more and more about how
government would work in theory if voters were immune to system

atic error, public opinion researchers convincingly show that in prac
tice, systematic voter error is quite real. Indeed, bias is the rule, not
the exception.
Economists’ blind spot is particularly hard to excuse because they
stand at the end of a long tradition with a lot to say about bias. Many
of the most famous economists of the past, like Adam Smith and Fred
eric Bastiat, obsessed over the public’s wrongheaded beliefs about
economics, its stubborn resistance to basic principles like opportu
nity cost and comparative advantage. Today’s economists have not
merely failed to follow relevant empirical work in a related discipline.
They have also turned their backs on what economists used to know.
At least this is what economists have done as researchers. As teach
ers, curiously, most economists honor the wisdom of their forebears.
When the latest batch of freshmen shows up for Econ 1, textbook
authors and instructors still try to separate students from their preju
dices—in the words of Paul Krugman, “to vaccinate the minds of our
undergraduates against the misconceptions that are so predominant
in educated discussion.”21
This peculiar disconnect between research and teaching has an im
portant upside. The problem is not that economists have nothing
to say about bias. On the contrary, the problem is that economists
have a lot to say, but are reluctant to go public, to put their scientific
credibility on the line. If this reluctance could be overcome, however,
economics would have much to offer. Great economists have been
studying systematic bias for centuries, but modern economists have
failed to notify psychologists, public opinion specialists, or anyone
else. Furthermore, teaching experience has given many living econo
mists shrewd insight into the public’s biases. Human knowledge
would take severed steps forward if economists merely revealed what
they already know.
So the glass is half full. Economics is not living up to its potential,
but it has a lot of potential. Few economists are currently interested
in the vital questions that public opinion researchers are asking. But
economists of the past have thought profoundly about these matters,
and economists of the present have more to add, even if they keep
their cards close to their chest.
Psychologists and public opinion researchers have made an im
pressive effort to educate economists about the realities of systematic
bias. The communication has been largely one-way. It may be jarring,
then, to hear that economists can repay the favor. After all their stern
admonitions against the assumption of systematic bias, are we to be
lieve that economists have original insights on the topic? It is out of
character for economists to hold back.

There is a logical explanation. Few modern economists care about
the history of thought, so many of the most penetrating discussions
have been ignored or forgotten.22 Furthermore, in their dual roles as
researchers and teachers, economists face starkly different incentives.
It is professionally risky to emphasize systematically biased beliefs in
the journals, but perfectly respectable to do so in the classroom. This
is an ideal climate for ideas to quietly endure.
Very well: What do economists—past and present—have to say
about systematic error? Out of all the complaints that economists
lodge against laymen, four families of beliefs stand out.23 This book
will refer to these families as antimarket bias, antiforeign bias, makework bias, and pessimistic bias. Economists have long seen them as
widely accepted but sadly mistaken. The rest of this chapter describes
the systematic errors that economists accuse the public of making,
and briefly explains why economists think they Eire right and the pub
lic is wrong. Formal statistical evidence waits in the next chapter.
Antimarket Bias
Commerce is, by its very essence, satanic.
—Charles Baudelaire24

I first learned about farm price supports in the produce section of the
grocery store. I was in kindergarten. My mother explained that price
supports seemed to make fruits and vegetables more expensive, but
assured me that this conclusion was simplistic. If the supports went
away, so many farms would go out of business that prices would soon
be higher than ever. If I had been more precocious, I would have
asked a few questions. Were there price support programs for the
other groceries? Why not? As it happened, though, I accepted what
she told me, and felt a lingering sense that price competition is bad
for buyer and seller alike.
This was one of my first memorable encounters with antimarket
bias, a tendency to underestimate the economic benefits o f the market
mechanism.25 The public has severe doubts about how much it can
count on profit-seeking business to produce socially beneficial out
comes. They focus on the motives of business, and neglect the disci
pline imposed by competition. While economists admit that profit maximization plus market imperfections can yield bad results, non
economists tend to view successful greed as socially harmful per se.
Near the end of his life, Joseph Schumpeter eloquently captured
the essence of antimarket bias:

Capitalism stands its trial before judges who have the sentence of
death in their pockets. They are going to pass it, whatever the de
fense they may hear; the only success victorious defense can possi
bly produce is a change in the indictment.26
Arguably the greatest historian of economic thought, Schumpeter
elsewhere matter-of-factly speaks of “the ineradicable prejudice that
every action intended to serve the profit interest must be anti-social
by this fact alone.”27 Considering his encyclopedic knowledge, this
remark speaks volumes. Antimarket bias is not a temporary, culturally
specific aberration. It is a deeply rooted pattern of human thinking
that has frustrated economists for generations.28
Economists across the political spectrum criticize antimarket bias.
Liberal Democratic economists echo and amplify Schumpeter’s
theme. Charles Schultze, head of Jimmy Carter’s Council of Economic
Advisors, proclaims, “Harnessing the ‘base’ motive of material self
interest to promote the common good is perhaps the most important
social invention mankind has yet achieved.” But politicians and vot
ers fail to appreciate this invention. “The virtually universal charac
teristic of [environmental] policy . . . is to start from the conclusion
that regulation is the obvious answer; the pricing alternative is never
considered.”29
Projecting your own preferences onto the majority is a cliche of
democratic politics. Pundits rarely proclaim, “The American people
want X, but they’re wrong.” In the face of antimarket bias, however,
many economists loudly defy public opinion. It would be hard to find
an economist more in favor of free markets than Ludwig von Mises.
Yet does he argue that unresponsive elites force big government on
an unwilling majority? No, he freely grants that the policies he op
poses reflect the will of the people: “There is no use in deceiving our
selves. American public opinion rejects the market economy.”30 The
problem with democracy is not politicians’ shirking, but the public’s
antimarket bias:
For more than a century public opinion in Western countries has
been deluded by the idea that there is such a thing as “the social
question” or “the labor problem.” The meaning implied was that
the very existence of capitalism hurts the vital interests of the
masses, especially those of the wage earners and the small farmers.
The preservation of this manifestly unfair system cannot be toler
ated; radical reforms are indispensable.
The truth is that capitalism has not only multiplied population
figures but at the same time improved the people’s standard of liv
ing in an unprecedented way.31

There are too many variations on antimarket bias to list them all.
Probably the most common is to equate market payments with trans
fers, ignoring their incentive properties.32 (A “transfer,” in economic
jargon, is a no-strings-attached movement of wealth from one person
to another.) All that matters, then, is how much you empathize with
the transfer’s recipient compared to the transfer’s provider. To take
the classic case: People tend to see profits as a gift to rich. So unless
you perversely pity the rich more than the poor, limiting profits seems
like common sense.
Economists across the ideological spectrum find it hard to respond
to this outlook with anything but derision. Profits are not a handout,
but a quid pro quo: “if you want to get rich, then you have to do
something people will pay for.” Profits give incentives to reduce pro
duction costs, move resources from less-valued to more-valued in
dustries, and dream up new products. This is the central lesson of
The Wealth o f Nations: the “invisible hand” quietly persuades selfish
businessmen to serve the public good:
Every individual is continually exerting himself to find out the most
advantageous employment for whatever capital he can command.
It is his own advantage, indeed, and not that of the society, which
he has in view. But the study of his own advantage naturally, or
rather necessarily leads him to prefer that employment which is
most advantageous to the society.33
For modern economists, these are truisms, but they usually miss the
deeper lesson. If Adam Smith’s observations Eire only truisms, why did
he bother to write them? Why do teachers of economics keep quoting
and requoting this passage? Because Smith’s thesis was counterintuitive
to his contemporaries, and remains counterintuitive today. A truism for
the few is heresy for the many. Smith, being well aware of this fact,
tries to shock readers out of their dogmatic slumber: “By pursuing his
own interest he frequently promotes that of the society more effectu
ally than when he really intends to promote it. I have never known
much good done by those who affected to trade for the publick good.”34
Business profit appears to be a transfer but benefits society; business
philanthropy appears to benefit society but is at best a transfer.
The same applies to other unpopular “windfalls.” Attacks on “ob
scene profits” dominate antimarket thought in recent centuries, but
in earlier times the leading culprit was interest or “usury.”35In popular
imagination, interest has but one effect: enriching moneylenders and
impoverishing those who depend upon them. In his classic Capital
and Interest, Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk observes that prejudice against
debt markets goes back millennia:

The creditor is usually rich, the debtor poor, and the former appears
in the hateful light of a man who squeezes from the little that the
poor man has, something, in the shape of interest, that he can add
to his own superfluous riches. It is not to be wondered at, then, that
both the ancient world and especially the Christian Middle Ages
were exceedingly unfavorable to interest.36
Timur Kuran’s dissection of Islamic economics reports that opposi
tion to interest has recently enjoyed a powerful revival:
To be recognized as an Islamic economist is it not sufficient to be
a learned Muslim who contributes to economic debates. One must
be opposed in principle to all interest.37
Interest is economic enemy number one throughout the Muslim
world, and many governments actively favor interest-free “Islamic
banking”:
The objective is not simply to make Islamic banking more accessi
ble. It is to make all banking Islamic. Certain campaigns against
conventional banking have succeeded in making “interest-laden”
banking illegal. In Pakistan all banks were ordered in 1979 to purge
interest from their operations within five years, and in 1992 the
Sharia court removed various critical exemptions. Interest prohibi
tions have gone into effect also in Iran and the Sudan.38
What is everyone from ancient Athens to modern Islamabad missing?
Like profit, interest is not a gift, but a quid pro quo: The lender earns
interest in exchange for delaying his consumption. A government
that successfully stamped out interest payments would be no friend
to those in need of credit, for the same stamp would crush lending
as well.
Skipping ahead to the present, Alan Blinder blames opposition to
tradable pollution permits on antimarket bias.39Why let people “pay
to pollute,” when we can force them to cease and desist? The textbook
answer is that tradable permits get you more pollution abatement for
the same cost. The firms able to cheaply cut their emissions do so,
selling their excess pollution quota to less flexible polluters. End re
sult: More abatement bang for your buck. A price for pollution is
therefore not a pure transfer; it creates incentives to improve environ
mental quality as cheaply as possible. But noneconomists disagree—
including relatively sophisticated policy insiders. Blinder discusses a
fascinating survey of 63 environmentalists, congressional staffers,
and industry lobbyists. Not one could explain economists’ standard
rationale for tradable permits.40

The second most prominent avatar of antimarket bias is monopoly
theories o f price. Economists obviously acknowledge that monopolies
exist. But the public habitually makes “monopoly” a scapegoat for
scarcity.41The idea that supply and demand usually controls prices is
hard to accept. Even in industries with many firms, noneconomists
treat prices as a function of their CEO’s intentions and conspiracies.
Economists understand, however, that collusion is a Prisoners’ Di
lemma.42 If an industry has more than a handful of firms, industry
wide conspiracies are unlikely to succeed.
Historically, it has been especially common for the public to pick
out middlemen as uniquely vicious “monopolists.” Look at these par
asites: They buy products, “mark them up,” and then resell us the
“exact same thing.” Bastiat attacks contemporary socialists for “hate
speech” against the middleman:
They would willingly eliminate the capitalist, the banker, the specu
lator, the entrepreneur, the businessman, and the merchant, accus
ing them of interposing themselves between producer and con
sumer in order to fleece them both, without giving them anything
of value.. . . Then, with the aid of those high-sounding words: Ex
ploitation o f man by man, speculation in hunger, monopoly, they
set themselves to blackening the name of business and throwing a
veil over its benefits.43
What could these so-called benefits possibly be? Economists have a
standard response. Transportation, storage, and distribution are valu
able services—a fact that becomes obvious whenever you need a cold
drink in the middle of nowhere. And like most valuable services, they
are not costless. The most that is reasonable to ask, then, is not that
middlemen work for free, but that they face the daily test of competi
tion. Given the large number of firms one typically sees in these mar
kets, economists find accusations of “monopoly” fairly bizarre.44
While we are on the subject, we should not forget a conspiracy the
ory that is as popular as it is preposterous: Capitalists join forces to
keep wages at the subsistence level. Many still see Third World econo
mies through this lens, and tell a watered-down version of the same
story for the First. But there are literally millions of employers in the
First World. Just imagining the logistics of such a plot is laughable. Its
more literate defenders point out that Adam Smith himself worried
about employer conspiracies,45conveniently overlooking the fact that
in Smith’s time, high transportation and communication costs left
workers with far fewer alternative employers.
What about the Third World? The number of employment options
is often substantially lower. But if there really were a vast employer

conspiracy to hold down wages, the Third World would be an espe
cially profitable place to invest. Query: Does investing your life sav
ings in poor countries seem like a painless way to get rich quick? If
not, you at least tacitly accept economists’ sad-but-true theory of
Third World poverty: Its workers earn low wages because their pro
ductivity is low.46
Collusion aside, the public’s implicit model of price determination
is that businesses are monopolists of variable altruism. If a CEO feels
greedy when he wakes up, he raises his price—or puts low-quality
merchandise on the shelves. Nice guys charge fair prices for good
products; greedy scoundrels gouge with impunity for junk. It is only
a short step for market skeptics to add, “And nice guys finish last.” As
John Mueller emphasizes, the public links greed with almost every
thing bad: Capitalism is “commonly maligned for the deceit, un
fairness, dishonesty, and discourtesy that are widely taken to be the
inevitable consequences of its apparent celebration of greed.”47 Or as
villainous innkeeper Thenardier sings in Les Miserables:
Charge ’em for the lice,
Extra for the mice,
Two percent for looking in the mirror twice!
Here a little slice,
There a little cut,
Three percent for sleeping with the window shut!
When it comes to fixing prices,
There Eire a lot of tricks he knows.
How it all increases,
All those bits and pieces,
Jesus! It’s EimEizing how it grows!48
Never mind that Thenardier is bankrupt before the end of the first
act. Presumably he was run out of business by an even greedier
competitor.
Where does the public go wrong? For one thing, asking for more
can get you less. Giving your boss the ultimatum, “Double my pay or
I quit” usually ends badly. The same holds in business: raising price
and cutting quality often leads to lower profits, not higher. Mueller
makes the deeper point that many strategies that work as a one-shot
scam backfire as routine policies.49It is hard to make a profit if no one
sets foot in your store twice. Intelligent greed militates against “deceit,
unfairness, dishonesty, and discourtesy” because they damage the
seller’s reputation.
An outsider who eavesdrops on Krugman’s or Stiglitz’s debates with
other economists might get the impression that the benefits of mar

kets remain controversial.50To understand the conversation, you have
to notice what economists are not debating. They are not debating
whether prices give incentives, or if a vast business conspiracy runs
the world. Almost all economists recognize the core benefits of the
market mechanism; they disagree only at the margin.

Anti-Foreign Bias
The impressive fact about ordinary Americans is that,
despite years of education and propaganda, they still cling
stubbornly to their skepticism about the global economy.
With their usual condescension, elite commentators
dismiss the popular expressions of concern as unin
formed and nativist, the misplaced fears of people ill
equipped to grasp the larger dimensions of economics.
—William Greider, Who Will Tell the People?51

A shrewd businessman I know has long thought that everything
wrong in the American economy could be solved with two expedients:
1. A naval blockade of Japan.
2. A Berlin Wall at the Mexican border.
This is only a mild caricature of his position, which is all the more
puzzling because he usually gets the mutual benefits of trade. He does
well on eBay. But like most noneconomists, he suffers from antiforeign bias, a tendency to underestimate the economic benefits o f inter
action with foreigners.52 When outsiders emerge on the economic
scene, they do a mental double take: “Foreigners? Could it really be
mutually beneficial for us to trade with them?”
Popular metaphors equate foreign trade with racing and warfare, so
you might say that antiforeign views are embedded in our language.
Perhaps foreigners are sneakier, craftier, or greedier. Whatever the
reason, they supposedly have a special power to exploit us. As New
comb explains:
It has been assumed as an axiom which needs no proof, because
none would be so hardy as to deny it, that foreign nations cannot
honestly be in favor of any trade with us that is not to our disadvan
tage; that the very fact that they want to trade with us is a good
reason for receiving their overtures with suspicion and obstructing
their wishes by restrictive legislation.53

Alan Blinder echoes Newcomb’s lament a century later. People
around the world scapegoat foreigners:
When jobs are scarce, the instinct for self-preservation is strong,
and the temptation to blame foreign competitors is all but irresist
ible. It was not only in the United States that the bunker mentality
took hold. That most economists branded the effort to save jobs by
protectionism shortsighted and self-defeating was beside the point.
Legislators are out to win votes, not intellectual kudos.54
There is probably no other popular opinion that economists have
found so enduringly objectionable. In The Wealth o f Nations, Smith
admonishes his countrymen:
What is prudence in the conduct of every private family, can scarce
be folly in a great kingdom. If a foreign country can supply us with
a commodity cheaper than we ourselves can make it, better buy it
of them with some part of the produce of our own industry, em
ployed in a way in which we have some advantage.55
As far as his peers were concerned, Smith’s arguments won the day.
Over a century later, Newcomb could securely observe in the Quar
terly Journal o f Economics that “one of the most marked points of
antagonism between the ideas of the economists since Adam Smith
and those which governed the commercial policy of nations before
his time is found in the case of foreign trade.”56 There was a little
backsliding during the Great Depression,57 but economists’ pro-for
eign views abide to this day. Even theorists like Paul Krugman who
specialize in exceptions to the optimality of free trade frequently dow
nplay their findings as curiosities:
This innovative stuff is not a priority for today’s undergraduates. In
the last decade of the 20th century, the essential things to teach
students are still the insights of Hume and Ricardo. That is, we need
to teach them that trade deficits are self-correcting and that the
benefits of trade do not depend on a country having an absolute
advantage over its rivals.58
Economists are especially critical of the antiforeign outlook because
it does not just happen to be wrong; it frequently conflicts with ele
mentary economics. Textbooks teach that total output increases if
producers specialize and trade. On an individual level, who could
deny it? Imagine how much time it would take to grow your own food,
when a few hours’ wages spent at the grocery store feed you for weeks.
Analogies between individual and social behavior are at times mis

leading, but this is not one of those times. International trade is, as
Steven Landsburg explains, a technology:
There are two technologies for producing automobiles in America.
One is to manufacture them in Detroit, and the other is to grow
them in Iowa. Everybody knows about the first technology; let me
tell you about the second. First you plant seeds, which are the raw
materials from which automobiles are constructed. You wait a few
months until wheat appears. Then you harvest the wheat, load it
onto ships, and sail the ships westward into the Pacific Ocean. After
a few months, the ships reappear with Toyotas on them.59
And this is one amazing technology. The Law of Comparative Advan
tage, one of most fascinating theorems in economics, shows that m u
tually beneficial international trade is possible even if one nation is
less productive in every way.60Suppose an American can make 10 cars
or five bushels of wheat, and a Mexican can make one car or two
bushels of wheat. Though the Americans are better at both tasks, spe
cialization and trade increase production. If one American switches
from wheat to cars, and three Mexicans switch from cars to wheat,
world output goes up by two cars plus one bushel of wheat.
How can anyone overlook trade’s remarkable benefits? Adam
Smith, along with many 18th- and 19th-century economists, identi
fies the root error as misidentification of money and wealth: “A rich
country, in the same manner as a rich man, is supposed to be a coun
try abounding in money; and to heap up gold and silver in any coun
try is supposed to be the best way to enrich it.”61 It follows that trade
is zero-sum, since the only way for a country to make its balance
more favorable is to make another country’s balance less favorable.
Even in Smith’s day, however, his story was probably too clever by
half. The root error behind 18th-century mercantilism was unreason
able distrust of foreigners. Otherwise, why would people focus on
money draining out of “the nation,” but not “the region,” “the city,”
“the village,” or “the family”? Anyone who consistently equated
money with wealth would fear all outflows of precious metals. In
practice, human beings then and now commit the balance-of-trade
fallacy only when other countries enter the picture. No one loses sleep
about the trade balance between California and Nevada, or me and
Tower Records. The fallacy is not treating all purchases as a cost, but
treating foreign purchases as a cost.62
Modern conditions do make antiforeign bias easier to spot. To take
one prominent example, immigration is far more of an issue now
than it was in Smith’s time. Economists are predictably quick to see

the benefits of immigration. Trade in labor is roughly the same as
trade in goods. Specialization and exchange raise output—for in
stance, by letting skilled American moms return to work by hiring
Mexican nannies.
In terms of the balance of payments, immigration is a nonissue. If
an immigrant moves from Mexico City to New York, and spends all
his earnings in his new homeland, the balance of trade does not
change. Yet the public still looks on immigration as a bald misfortune:
jobs lost, wages reduced, public services consumed. Many see a larger
trade deficit as a fair price to pay for reduced immigration. One pecu
liar pro-NAFTA argument is that if we admit more Mexican goods, we
will have fewer Mexicans.63It should be evident, then, that the general
public sees immigration as a distinct danger—independent of, and
more frightening, than an unfavorable balance of trade. People feel
all the more vulnerable when they reflect that these foreigners are not
just selling us their products. They live among us.
It is misleading, however, to think about “foreignness” as either/or.
From the viewpoint of the typical American, Canadians Eire less for
eign than the British, who Eire in turn less foreign than the Japanese.
During 1983-87, 28% of AmericEins in the General Social Survey ad
mitted they disliked Japan, but only 8% disliked England, and a scant
3% disliked Canada.64It is not surprising, then, that the degree of antiforeign bias varies by country. Objective measures like the volume of
trade or the trade deficit are often secondary to physical, linguistic,
and cultural similarity. Trade with Canada or Great Britain generates
only mild alarm compared to trade with Mexico or Japan. U.S. im
ports from, and trade deficits with, Canada exceeded those with Mex
ico every year from 1985 to 2004.65 During the anti-Japan hysteria of
the eighties, British foreign direct investment in the United States al
ways exceeded that of the Japanese by at least 50%.66 Foreigners who
look like us and speak English Eire hardly foreign at all.
Calm reflection on the international economy reveals much to be
thankful for, and little to fear. On this point, economists past and
present agree. But an important proviso lurks beneath the surface.
Yes, there is little to fear about the international economy itself. But
modern researchers—unlike economists of the past and teachers of
the present—rarely mention that attitudes about the international
economy are another story. Paul Krugman hits the nail on the head:
“The conflict among nations that so many policy intellectuals imag
ine prevails is an illusion; but it is an illusion that can destroy the
reality of mutual gains from trade.”67

Make-Work Bias
What we should wish for, clearly, is that each hectare
of land produce little wheat, and that each kernel of
wheat contain little sustenance—in other words, that our
land should be unfruitful.. . . [0]ne could even say that
job opportunities would be in direct proportion to this
unfruitfulness.. . . What we should desire still more is
that human intelligence should be enfeebled or
extinguished; for, so long as it survives, it ceaselessly
endeavors to increase the ratio of the end to the means
and of the product to the effort.
—Frederic Bastiat, Economic Sophisms68

I was an undergraduate when the Cold War ended, and I can still
remember talking about military spending cuts with a conservative
student. The whole idea made her nervous. Why? Because she had
no idea how a market economy would absorb the discharged soldiers.
She did not even distinguish between short-term and long-term con
sequences of the cuts; in her mind, to layoff 100,000 government em
ployees was virtually equivalent to disemploying 100,000 people for
life. Her position is particularly striking if you realize that her objec
tion applies equally well to spending on government programs that—
as a conservative—she opposed.
If a well-educated individual ideologically opposed to wasteful gov
ernment spending thinks like this, it is hardly surprising that she is
not alone. The public often literally believes that labor is better to use
than conserve. Saving labor, producing more goods with fewer manhours, is widely perceived not as progress, but as a danger. I call this
make-work bias, a tendency to underestimate the economic benefits o f
conserving labor69Where noneconomists see the destruction of jobs,
economists see the essence of economic growth—the production of
more with less. Alan Blinder explains:
If you put the question directly, “Is higher productivity better than
lower productivity?,” few people will answer in the negative. Yet
policy changes are often sold as ways to “create jobs.” . . . Jobs can
be created in two ways. The socially beneficial way is to enlarge
GNP, so that there will be more useful work to be done. But we can
also create jobs by seeing to it that each worker is less productive.
Then more labor will be required to produce the same bill of goods.
The latter form of job creation does raise employment; but it is the
path to rags, not riches.70

For an individual to prosper, he only needs to have a job. But society
can only prosper if individuals do a job, if they create goods and ser
vices that someone wants.
Economists have been at war with make-work bias for centuries.
Bastiat ridicules the equation of prosperity with jobs as “Sisyphism,”
after the mythological fully-employed Greek who was eternally con
demned to roll a boulder up a hill. In the eyes of the public:
Effort itself constitutes and measures wealth. To progress is to in
crease the ratio o f effort to result. Its ideal may be represented by
the toil of Sisyphus, at once barren and eternal.71
In contrast, for the economist:
Wealth . . . increases proportionately to the increase in the ratio o f
result to effort. Absolute perfection, whose archetype is God, con
sists in the widest possible distance between these two terms, that
is, a situation in which no effort at all yields infinite results.72
In the 1893 Quarterly Journal o f Economics, Simon Newcomb explains:
The divergence between the economist and the public is by no
means confined to foreign trade. We find a direct antagonism be
tween them on nearly every question involving the employment of
labor.. . . The idea that the utility and importance of an industry
are to be measured by the employment which it gives to labor is so
deeply rooted in human nature that economists can scarcely claim
to have taken the first step towards its eradication.73
His last remark is particularly striking. Nineteenth-century econo
mists believed they had diagnosed enduring economic confusions,
not intellectual fads, and they were right. Almost a hundred years
after Newcomb, Alan Blinder makes the same lament. But Blinder’s
critique of make-work bias, unlike Newcomb’s, did not appear in a
leading academic journal like the QJE. He had to venture beyond the
ivory tower with a popular book to find his audience. Referees would
almost certainly have taken issue with Blinder—not because modern
economists agree with make-work bias, but because it is disreputable
to claim that anyone embraces such folly.
But embrace it they do. The crudest form of make-work bias is Lud
dite fear of the machine. Common sense proclaims that machines
make life easier for human beings. The public qualifies this “naive”
position by noting that machines also make people’s lives harder by
throwing them out of work. And who knows? Maybe the second effect
dominates the first. During the Great Depression, intellectual fads like
Howard Scott’s “technocracy” movement blamed the nation’s woes
on technological progress.

As Scott saw the future, the inexorable increase in productivity, far
outstripping opportunities for employment or investment, must
mean permanent and growing unemployment and permanent and
growing debt, until capitalism collapsed under the double load.74
Economists’ love of qualification is notorious, but most doubt that
the protechnology position needs to be qualified. Technology often
creates new jobs; without the computer, there would be no jobs in
computer programming or software development. But the funda
mental defense of labor-saving technology is that employing more
workers than you need wastes valuable labor. If you pay a worker to
twiddle his thumbs, you could have paid him to do something socially
useful instead.
Economists add that market forces readily convert this potential
social benefit into an actual one. After technology throws people out
of work, they have an incentive to find a new use for their talents. Cox
and Aim aptly describe this process as “churn”: “Through relentless
turmoil, the economy re-creates itself, shifting labor resources to
where they’re needed, replacing old jobs with new ones.”75They illus
trate this process with history’s most striking example: The drastic
decline in agricultural employment:
In 1800, it took nearly 95 of every 100 Americans to feed the country.
In 1900, it took 40. Today, it takes just 3 . . . . The workers no longer
needed on farms have been put to use providing new homes, furni
ture, clothing, computers, pharmaceuticals, appliances, medical
assistance, movies, financial advice, video games, gourmet meals,
and an almost dizzying array of other goods and services.. . . What
we have in place of long hours in the fields is the wealth of goods
and services that come from allowing the churn to work, wherever
and whenever it might occur.76
These arguments sound harsh. That is part of the reason why they are
so unpopular: people would rather feel compassionately than think
logically. Many economists advocate government assistance to cush
ion displaced workers’ transition, and retain public support for a dy
namic economy. Alan Blinder recommends extended unemployment
insurance, retraining, and relocation subsidies.77 Other economists
disagree. But almost all economists grant that stopping transitions
has a grave cost.
Exasperating as the Luddite mentality is, countries rarely move be
yond rhetoric and turn back the clock of technology. But you cannot
say the same about another controversy infused with make-work bias:
hostility to downsizing. What could possibly be good about downsiz

ing? Every time we figure out how to accomplish a goal using fewer
workers, it enriches society, because labor is a valuable resource.
We have a tremendous stake in allowing the churn to grind forward,
putting our labor resources to work raising living standards, to give
us more for less. We can’t get around it: The churn’s promise of
higher living standards can’t be reaped without job losses.. . . Dow
nsizing companies will be vilified for making what appear to be
hardhearted decisions. When passions cool, however, there ought
to be time to recognize that, in most cases, the dirty work had to
be done.78
Inside of a household, everyone understands what Cox and Aim call
“the upside of downsizing.”79 You do not worry about how to spend
the hours you save when you buy a washing machine. There Eire al
ways other ways to spend your time. Bastiat insightfully observes that
a loner would never fall prey to make-work bias:
No solitary man would ever conclude that, in order to make sure
that his own labor had something to occupy it, he should break the
tools that save him labor, neutralize the fertility of the soil, or return
to the sea the goods it may have brought h i m . . . . He would under
stand, in short, that a saving in labor is nothing else than progress.80
The existence of an exchange economy is a necessary condition for
make-work confusion to arise.
But exchange hampers our view of so simple a truth. In society,
with the division of labor that it entails, the production and the
consumption of an object are not performed by the same individ
ual. Each person comes to regard his own labor no longer as a
means, but as an end.81
If you receive a washing machine as a gift, the benefit is yours; you
have more free time and the same income. If you get downsized, the
benefit goes to other people; you have more free time, but your in
come temporarily falls. In both cases, though, society conserves valu
able labor.
Pessimistic Bias
Two [more] generations should saturate the world with
population, and should exhaust the mines. When that mo
ment comes, economical decay, or the decay of economi
cal civilization, should set in.
—Henry Adams, 189&2

I first encountered antidrug propaganda in second grade. It was called
“drug education,” but it was mostly scary stories. I was told that kids
around me were using drugs, and that a pusher would soon offer me
some, too. Teachers warned that more and more kids would become
addicts, and by the time I was in junior high I would be surrounded
by them. Authority figures would occasionally speculate about our
adulthood, and wonder how a country could function with such a
degenerate workforce. Yet another reason, they mused, that this
country is going downhill.
The junior high dystopia never materialized. I am still waiting to be
offered drugs. By the time I reached adulthood, it was apparent that
most people were not going to their jobs high on PCP. Generation
X used its share of illegal narcotics, but its entry into the workforce
accompanied the marvels of the Internet age, not a stupor-induced
decline in productivity and innovation.
My teachers’ predictions about America’s economic future turned
out to be laughable. But they fit nicely into a larger pattern. As a gen
eral rule, the public believes economic conditions are not as good as
they really are. It sees a world going from bad to worse; the economy
faces a long list of grim challenges, leaving little room for hope. I refer
to the public’s leanings as pessimistic bias, a tendency to overestimate
the severity o f economic problems and underestimate the (recent) past,
present, and future performance o f the economy.63
Adam Smith famously ridiculed such attitudes with a one-liner:
“There is a great deal of ruin in a nation.”84 His point, which econo
mists often echo, is that the public lacks perspective. A large economy
can and usually does progress despite interminable setbacks. While
economists debate about how much growth to expect, public dis
course thinks in terms of stagnation versus decline.
Suppose a congenitally pessimistic doctor examines a patient.
There are two kinds of errors to watch out for. For one thing, he would
exaggerate the severity of the patient’s symptoms. After finding a body
temperature of 100 degrees, the doctor might exclaim that the patient
has a “dangerous fever.” But the doctor might also err in his overall
judgment, giving the patient two weeks to live.
Pessimism about the economy exhibits the same structure. You may
be pessimistic about symptoms, overblowing the severity of every
thing from the deficit to affirmative action. But you can also be pessi
mistic overall, seeing negative trends in living standards, wages, and
inequality. Public opinion is marked by pessimism in both its forms.
Economists constantly advise the public not to lose sleep over the
latest economic threat in the news.85 But they also make a habit of

explaining how far mankind has come in the last hundred years,
pointing out massive gains we take for granted.86
A staple of pessimistic rhetoric is to idealize conditions in the more
distant past in order to put recent conditions in a negative light. Ar
thur Herman’s The Idea o f Decline in Western History asserts that “Vir
tually every culture past or present has believed that men and women
are not up to the standards of their parents and forebears,” and asks,
“Why is this sense of decline common to all cultures?”87In Primitivism
and Related Ideas in Antiquity, Arthur Lovejoy and George Boas sec
ond the view that this pessimistic illusion is nearly universal:
It is a not improbable conjecture that the feeling that humanity was
becoming over-civilized, that life was getting too complicated and
over-refined, dates from the time when the cave-men first became
such. It can hardly be supposed—if the cave-men were at all like
their descendants—that none among them discoursed with con
tempt on the cowardly effeminacy of living under shelter or upon
the exasperating inconvenience of constantly returning for food
and sleep to the same place instead of being free to roam at large
in wide-open spaces.88
Pessimistic bias has a smaller role in the oral tradition of economics
than antimarket, antiforeign, or make-work bias. Famous economists
of the past frequently overlook it; teachers of economics spend rela
tively little time rooting it out. But while the voice of oral tradition is
softer than usual, it is not silent. Though he did not live to see the
Industrial Revolution, Adam Smith declares progress the normal
course of events:
The uniform, constant, and uninterrupted effort of every man to
better his condition . . . is frequently powerful enough to maintain
the natural progress o f things toward improvement, in spite both
of the extravagance of government, and of the greatest errors of
administration. Like the unknown principle of animal life, it fre
quently restores health and vigour to the constitution, in spite, not
only of the disease, but of the absurd prescriptions of the doctor.89
However, progress is so gradual that a few pockets of decay hide it
from the public view:
To form a right judgment of it, indeed, we must compare the state
of the country at periods somewhat distant from one another. The
progress is frequently so gradual that, at near periods, the improve
ment is not only not sensible, but from the declension either of
certain branches of industry, or of certain districts of the country,

things which sometimes happen though the country in general be
in great prosperity, there frequently arises a suspicion that the riches
and industry o f the whole are decaying?0
David Hume—economist, philosopher, and Adam Smith’s best
friend—blames popular pessimism on our psychology, not the slow
and uneven nature of progress: “The humour of blaming the present,
and admiring the past, is strongly rooted in human nature, and has
an influence even on persons endued with the profoundest judgment
and most extensive learning.”91 Hume elsewhere appeals to pessimis
tic bias to account for superstition: “Where real terrors are wanting,
the soul, active to its own prejudice, and fostering its predominant
inclination, finds imaginary ones, to whose power and malevolence
it sets no limits.”92
Despite these promising beginnings, 19th-century economists did
little to develop the theme of pessimistic bias. Bastiat and Newcomb
say little about it. Nineteenth-century socialists who predicted “immiseration” of the working class met intellectual resistance from
economists. But the root of the socialists’ forecast was hostility to
markets, not pessimism as such. Economists often ridiculed socialists
for their wild optimism about the impending socialist utopia.93
Nineteenth-century opponents of doom and gloom are easier to
find in sociology. Alexis de Tocqueville attacks pessimism as “the great
sickness of our age.”94Herbert Spencer finds it exasperating that “the
more things improve the louder become the exclamations about their
badness.”95When problems—from mistreatment of women to illiter
acy to poverty—are serious, people take them for granted. As condi
tions improve, the public believes ever more strongly that things have
never been worse.
Yet while elevation, mental and physical, of the masses is going on
far more rapidly than ever before—while the lowering of the deathrate proves that the average life is less trying, there swells louder
and louder the cry that the evils are so great that nothing short of
a social revolution can cure them. In presence of obvious improve
ments . . . it is proclaimed, with increasing vehemence, that things
are so bad that society must be pulled to pieces and re-organised
on another plan.96
Even leading optimists grant that pessimistic bias has grown worse
in the modern era. Herman maintains that it peaked soon after the
end of World War I, when “Talking about the end of Western civiliza
tion had become as natural as breathing. The only subject left to de
bate was not whether the modern West was doomed but why.” But

pessimism remains at strangely high levels: “While intellectuals have
been predicting the imminent collapse of Western civilization for
more than one hundred and fifty years, its influence has grown faster
during that period than at any time in history.”97
How can high levels of pessimism coexist with constantly rising
standards of living?98 Though pessimism has abated since World War
I, the gap between objective conditions and subjective perceptions is
arguably greater than ever.99Gregg Easterbrook ridicules the failure of
the citizens of the developed world to appreciate their good fortune:
Our forebears, who worked and sacrificed tirelessly in their hopes
their descendants would someday be free, comfortable, healthy,
and educated, might be dismayed to observe how acidly we deny
we now are these things.100
Like David Hume, economists Cox and Aim appeal to fundamental
human psychology to explain our pessimism: “The present almost
always pales when measured against ‘the good old days.’ ” Mild forms
of this bias sustain lingering economic malcontent: “Nostalgists often
ignore improvements in goods and services, yet remember fondly the
prices they paid long ago for the cheapest versions of products.”101
Strong forms make us “open-minded” to paranoid fantasies:
Some part of human nature connects with the apocalyptic. Time
and again, pessimists among us have envisioned the world going
straight to hell. Never mind that it hasn’t: A lot of us braced for the
worst. Whether the source is the Bible or Nostradamus, Thomas
Malthus, or the Club of Rome, predictions of calamity aren’t easily
ignored, no matter how many times we wake up in the morning
after the world was supposed to end.102
There is an ongoing debate about growth slowdown. This is what
relatively pessimistic economists like Paul Krugman mean when they
say that “the U.S. economy is doing badly.”103 Other economists
counter that standard numbers inadequately adjust for the rising
quality and variety of the consumption basket, and the changing
composition of the workforce. The rapid growth of the 1990s raised
more doubts.104 Either way, the worst-case scenario GDP statistics
permit—a lower speed of progress—is no disaster. In the face of popu
lar economic pessimism, Krugman, too, exclaims: “I have seen the
present, and it works!”105
The intelligent pessimist’s favorite refuge is to argue that standard
statistics like GDP miss important components of our standard of
living. The leading candidate is environmental quality, where nega
tive thinking is firmly ensconced—to put it mildly.106Pessimists often

add that our failure to deal with environmental destruction will soon
morph into economic disaster as well. In the 1960s, uber-pessimist
Paul Ehrlich notoriously predicted that environmental neglect would
shortly lead to mass starvation.107 If resources are rapidly vanishing
as our numbers multiply, human beings are going to be poor and
hungry, not just out of touch with Mother Earth.
A number of economists have met these challenges. The most
wide-ranging is Julian Simon, who argues that popular “doom and
gloom” views of resource depletion, overpopulation, and environ
mental quality are exaggerated, and often the opposite of the truth.108
Past progress does not guarantee future progress, but it creates a
strong presumption:
Throughout the long sweep of history, forecasts of resource scarcity
have always been heard, and—just as now—the doomsayers have
always claimed that the past was no guide to the future because
they stood at a turning point in history.. . . In every period those
who would have bet on improvement rather than deterioration in
fundamental aspects of material life—such as the availability of
natural resources—would usually have been right.109
Simon has been a lightning rod for controversy, but his main theses—
that natural resources are getting cheaper, population density is not
bad for growth, and air quality is improving—are now almost main
stream in environmental economics.110Since Michael Kremer’s semi
nal paper “Population Growth and Technological Change: One
Million B.C. to 1990,” even Simon’s “extreme” view that population
growth raises living standards has gained wide acceptance.111The up
shot: Refining measures of economic welfare does not revive the case
for pessimism. In fact, more inclusive measures cement the case for
optimism, because life has also been getting better on the neglected
dimensions.112The question “Aren’t you worried that declining envi
ronmental quality is going to destroy our material prosperity?” is
therefore reminiscent of “Do you still beat your mother?”
Conclusion

Economists have a love-hate relationship with systematic bias. As
theorists, they deny its existence. As empiricists, they increasingly
import it from other fields. But when they teach, address the public,
or wonder what is wrong with the world, they dip into their own “pri
vate stash.” On some level, economists not only recognize that
systematically biased beliefs exist. They think they have discovered

virulent strains in their own backyard— systematically biased beliefs
about economics.113
Antimarket bias, antiforeign bias, make-work bias, and pessimistic
bias are the most prominent specimens. Indeed, they are so promi
nent that one can hardly teach economics without bumping into
them. Students of economics are not a blank slate for their teachers
to write on. They arrive with strong prejudices. They underestimate
the benefits of markets. They underestimate the benefits of dealing
with foreigners. They underestimate the benefits of conserving labor.
They underestimate the performance of the economy, and overesti
mate its problems.
But economists’ love-hate relationship with systematic bias raises
some doubts. If the leading figures in the history of economics took
the existence of these biases for granted, if teachers of economics
grapple with them over and over in the classroom, what happens
when we put these biases under the microscope of modern research?
Do they hold up to empirical scrutiny? Or are they just stories that
economists have been telling themselves all these years?

Chapter 3
E V I D E N C E F R OM T HE S U R V E Y OF
AMERICANS AND ECONOMISTS
O N T HE E C O N O M Y
It seems, then, that I am asserting that the conventional
wisdom about international trade is dominated by en
tirely ignorant men, who have managed to convince
themselves and everyone else who matters that they
have deep insights, but are in fact unaware of the most
basic principles of and facts about the world economy;
and that the disdained academic economists are at least
by comparison fonts of wisdom and common sense.
And that is indeed my claim.
—Paul Krugman, Pop Internationalism1

from Smith, Bastiat, and Newcomb to Mises, Blinder, and
Krugman maintain that the public suffers from systematically biased
beliefs about economics. Are they right? We can judge an argument
about, say, comparative advantage, on its own merits. But that is not
enough to establish the existence of a systematic bias. Once you know
that economic view X is correct, you still have to verify that, by and
large, (a) economists believe X, and (b) noneconomists believe notX. Is it really the case, for example, that economists are more upbeat
about the effects of international competition than noneconomists?
These are quintessentially empirical questions. Teaching experi
ence carries some weight: Can economists have been misreading
their students for centuries? But personal impressions are not good
enough. When psychologists and political scientists talk about bias,
they back up their claims with hard data. Economists who want to
join the discussion have to do the same.
There Eire numerous surveys of the economic beliefs of both econo
mists sind the general public.2They broadly confirm the “wide diver
gence” with which Newcomb msiintEiined “all Eire familiar.” Tsike the
case of free trade versus protection. A long-running survey initiated
by J. R. Kearl and coauthors has repeatedly asked economists whether
E c o n o m is ts

they agree that “tariffs and import quotas usually reduce the general
welfare of society.”3 In 2000, 72.5% mainly agreed, and an additional
20.1% agreed with provisos; only 6% generally disagreed. The break
downs for 1990 and the late 1970s Eire even more lopsided in favor of
free trade.
What about the public’s views on this matter? The carefully con
structed Worldviews survey4 has repeatedly asked a random sample
of Americans the following:
It has been argued that if all countries would eliminate their tariffs
and restrictions on imported goods, the costs of goods would go
down for everyone. Others have said that such tariffs and restric
tions are necessary to protect certain manufacturing jobs in certain
industries from the competition of less expensive imports. Gener
ally, would you say you sympathize more with those who want to
eliminate tariffs or those who think such tariffs Eire necesssiry?5
The public always leans decidedly in favor of protection. Support for
free trade bottomed out in 1977, when only 18% sympathized with
eliminating tariffs, and 66% thought they were necessary. But public
opinion remains protectionist in absolute terms. In 2002, sympathy
for ending tariffs reached a historic high of 38%—versus 50% who
took the opposite view. Furthermore, 85% of the respondents that
year held that “protecting the jobs of American workers” should be a
“very importEint” gosil of foreign policy—sin sill-time high!6
If antiforeign bias really exists, these are the patterns you would
expect. Comparable evidence can be marshaled for the other biases
explored in the last chapter. Take antimarket bias. In the late 1970s,
Kearl et al. asked economists whether “wage-price controls should
be used to control inflation.”7 Almost three-quarters of economists
generally disagreed. In contrast, the General Social Survey (hence
forth, GSS) reports that solid majorities of noneconomists think it
should be government’s responsibility to “keep prices under con
trol.”8Those who agree outnumber those who disagree by at least 2:1
and often 3:1. Casual empiricism and formal empiricism Eire in sync.
Economists trust competition; noneconomists want government to
leash rapacious businesses.
Nevertheless, the evidence is not rock solid, because the survey
results are not strictly comparable. The Kearl questions on free
trade and price controls are similar to their counterparts in the
Worldviews survey and the GSS, not identical. Moreover, the surveys
were rarely performed at exactly the same time. The Kearl data on
price controls come from the late seventies; the GSS data, from the
eighties and ninties.

Getting data on the economic beliefs of economists and the public
is therefore deceptively easy. Surveys of both groups abound. The catch
is that almost none sample both laymen and experts on the same ques
tions at the same time. A skeptic could attribute differences to wording:
If you ask economists a question loaded one way, and the public a
question loaded in the other, you can “find” any pattern you like.
Analyzing the SAEE: The Public, the Economists,
and the “EnlightenedPublic”

Fortunately, one large and well-crafted study is largely immune to this
critique. In 1996, the Washington Post, Kaiser Family Foundation, and
Harvard University Survey Project collaborated to create the Survey
of Americans and Economists on the Economy (henceforth, SAEE).9
Based on interviews with 1,510 randomly selected members of the
American public and 250 economics Ph.D.’s, the SAEE is ideally struc
tured to test for systematic lay-expert belief differences.10 It also fea
tures remarkably diverse questions, which lets us explore belief differ
ences in depth. A further advantage of the SAEE is its rich set of
respondent characteristics. One can use this information to test theo
ries about the origin of lay/expert belief gaps.
The rest of this book draws heavily on the SAEE, so it is worth ex
ploring at length. Its 37 questions break down into four categories.11
Questions in the first two categories ask whether various factors
are a “major reason,” “minor reason,” or “not a reason at all” why
“the economy is not doing better than it is.” There are 18 questions
of this form. Questions in the third category ask whether something
is good, indifferent, or bad for the economy. There are seven ques
tions with this structure. The last category is a grab bag of a dozen
miscellaneous questions.
The next three sections walk the reader through the entire survey.
But before proceeding, it is vital to address the most serious objection
to this approach: Experts can be biased, too. There are large belief gaps
between economists and the public. They cannot both be right. But is
it legitimate to infer the existence of systematic biases in the public’s
thinking from the mere existence of systematic differences between
economists and noneconomists?
Elitist though it sounds, this is the standard practice in the broader
literature on biases. As the great cognitive psychologists Kahneman and
Tversky describe their method: “The presence of an error of judgment
is demonstrated by comparing people’s responses either with an estab
lished fa c t. . . or with an accepted rule of arithmetic, logic, or statis
tics.”12 “Established” or “accepted” by whom? By experts, of course.

In principle, experts could be mistaken instead of the public. But if
mathematicians, logicians, or statisticians say the public is wrong,
who would dream of “blaming the experts”? Economists get a lot less
respect. Many maintain, like William Greider, that even that is more
than they deserve:
Democracy is now held captive by the mystique of “rational” poli
cymaking, narrow assumptions about what constitutes legitimate
political evidence. It is a barrier of privilege because it effectively
discounts authentic political expressions from citizens and elevates
the biases and opinions of the elites.13
From this standpoint, using economists’ views to impugn the pub
lic’s backfires. There Eire no “experts in economics,” only “ ‘experts’
in economics.”
The most common doubt about economists stems from their ap
parent inability to agree, best captured by George Bernard Shaw’s line
“If all economists were laid end to end, they would not reach a con
clusion.”14But economists’ hard-core detractors recognize the super
ficiality of this complaint. They know that economists regularly see
eye-to-eye with one another. A quip from Steven Kelman directly con
tradicts Shaw:
The near-unanimity of the answers economists give to public pol
icy questions, highly controversial among the run of intelligent ob
servers, but which share the characteristic of being able to be ana
lyzed in terms of microeconomic theory, reminds one of the
unanimity characterizing bodies such as the politburo of the Soviet
Communist Party.15
It is not lack of consensus that incenses knowledgeable critics, but
the way economists unite behind unpalatable conclusions—such as
doubts about the benefits of regulation. Kelman bemoans the fact
that even economists in the Carter administration were economists
first and liberals second:
At the government agency where I have worked and where agency
lawyers and agency microeconomists interact with each other . . .
the lawyers are often exasperated, not only by the frequency with
which agency economists attack their proposals but also by the
unanimity among the agency economists in their opposition. The
lawyers tend to (incorrectly) attribute this opposition to failure to
hire “a broad enough spectrum” of economists, and to beg the
economists, if they can’t support the lawyers’ proposals, at least to
give them “the best economic arguments” in favor of th em .. . . The
economists’ answer is typically something like, “There are no good
economic arguments for your proposal.”16

As usual, it is a rare person who seriously considers, “Maybe others
disagree with me because they know more than me.” For detractors,
the most plausible explanation for economists’ distinctive outlook is
that these so-called experts are biased.
But how? Baldly asserting, “They’re wrong because they’re biased”
explains nothing. Even critics feel compelled to specify the source of
the bias. Challenges to economists’ scientific objectivity take on two
main forms.
The first is self-serving bias. A large literature claims that human
beings gravitate toward selfishly convenient beliefs.17 Since econo
mists have high incomes and secure jobs, perhaps they are biased
to believe that whatever benefits them, benefits all. Marx famously
ridiculed economists as apologists for the capitalist system that suck
led them, denouncing Jeremy Bentham, for instance, as “that insipid,
pedantic, leather-tongued oracle of the ordinary bourgeois intelli
gence of the 19th century.”18 Ludwig von Mises colorfully recalls that
in interwar Germany “all that the students of the social sciences
learned from their teachers was that economics is a spurious science
and that the so-called economists are, as Marx said, sycophantic apol
ogists of the unfair class interests of bourgeois exploiters, ready to
sell the people to big business and finance capital.”19 Brossard and
Pearlstein, writing half a century later for the Washington Post, re
mark, “The disconnect between economists and typical Americans
reflects, at least in part, the fact that economists tend to be members
of a social, intellectual, and economic elite that has fared relatively
well over the past 20 years.. . . And many of the economists hold
down tenured teaching positions that afford them a lifetime of job
security.”20One could even equate economists’ cushy jobs with a tacit
bribe. Why rock the boat when you enjoy a lavish stateroom?
The second doubt about economists’ objectivity is less sordid but
equally damaging: ideological bias.21 Robert Kuttner disapprovingly
observes that “Much of the economics profession, after an era of em
bracing the mixed economy, has reverted to a new fundamentalism
cherishing the virtues of markets.”22A consensus of fundamentalists
hardly inspires confidence. It sound like an intellectual chain letter:
Maybe each batch of graduate students was brainwashed by the pre
vious generation of ideologues.
By appealing to these two specific biases, the critics take a risk. Both
the self-serving and the ideological bias hypotheses are, in principle,
empirically testable. Economists’ views are the product of their afflu
ence? Then rich economists and rich noneconomists should agree.
Economists Eire blinded by conservative ideology? Then conservative
economists Eind conservative noneconomists should agree. The SAEE
is a remarkable resource because it has enough information to test

both hypotheses. It measures all the leading social cleavages: family
income, job security, race, gender, age, even income growth. It also
has two measures of ideology.
One can use this information to estimate what the average belief
would be after statistically adjustingfor both self-serving and ideolog
ical biases. I term this the belief of the Enlightened Public. The En
lightened Public’s belief is the answer to the question, “What would
the average person believe if he had a Ph.D. in economics?” Or equiv
alently: “What would Ph.D. economists believe if their finances and
political ideology matched those of the average person?”23
Imagine, then, that laymen and experts had identical income, job
security, income growth, race, gender, age, ideology, and party identi
fication. Would they still disagree? If either self-serving bias or ideo
logical bias is a fu ll explanation for the belief gap, the estimated be
liefs of the Enlightened Public will match the observed beliefs of the
typical noneconomist.24You could make laymen and experts see eyeto-eye by adding the right control variables. Contrarily, if the hypothe
ses of self-serving and ideological bias are totally without merit, the
beliefs of the Enlightened Public would match the observed views of
economists. Whatever control variables you used, the lay/expert gap
would persist unscathed.
Note the parallel with political scientists’ analysis of “enlightened
preferences,” as discussed in chapter 2. In the enlightened preference
approach, one estimates what a person would think if you increased
his level of political knowledge to the maximum level, keeping his
other characteristics fixed. Using the SAEE, similarly, I estimate what
a person would think if you turned him into a Ph.D. economist, keep
ing his other characteristics fixed. The key difference is that political
scientists usually measure knowledge directly, while my approach
proxies it using educational credentials.
The next four sections travel through the entire Survey of Ameri
cans and Economists on the Economy, analyzing responses question
by question. Each of these questions has three summary statistics:
• First, the “raw” average belief for the general public.
• Second, the “raw” average belief for Ph.D. economists.
• Last, the estimated belief of the Enlightened Public.
To repeat, if self-serving and/or ideological bias fully accounts for the
lay/expert belief gap, the Enlightened Public’s average answer equals
the public’s. If self-serving and/or ideological bias explains none of
the lay/expert belief gap, the Enlightened Public’s average answer
equals the economists’. If the truth lies somewhere in the middle, the
Enlightened Public’s average answer lies between the public’s and
the economists’.

If the self-serving and ideological bias hypotheses fail, it remains
conceivable that economists suffer from a totally different bias. The
same is true for any empirical result. No matter how airtight an expla
nation now appears, the truth conceivably belongs to another theory,
so startlingly original that no one has been smart enough to propose
it. Conceivable, but unlikely. If the two main efforts to undermine
economists’ objectivity fail, this shifts the burden of proof back onto
their critics. After adding all these controls, belief differences that re
main are best interpreted as biases of the public.
To preview, it turns out that the beliefs of the Enlightened Public
are usually far closer to economists’ than to the public’s. Self-serving
and ideological bias combined cannot account for more than 20% of
the lay/expert belief gap. The remaining 80% should be attributed to
the experts’ greater knowledge. The naive “Experts Eire right, laymen
are wrong” theory fits the data; the “Experts are deluded, laymen get
it right” theory does not.
This does not mean that the average belief of the economics profes
sion is an infallible oracle. I have never seen it that way. There are
cases where I think that the public is closer to the truth. There are
topics that I think both groups badly misunderstand. My claim, rather,
is that—after correcting for measurable biases—economists should
not change their minds just because noneconomists think differently.
Veteran teachers of Econ 1—along with economically literate lay
men—will deem much of the question-by-question walkthrough to
be obvious, but there are periodic surprises. Sheltered economists
who teach only upper-division or graduate classes will probably have
a sense of deja vu as they progress through the SAEE. Even if they
have never discussed economics with a noneconomist since they
were college freshman, neglected memories of their pre-econ outlook
will bubble up. Readers with little or no background in economics
may react with astonishment, puzzlement, or outrage. There is not
much I can do about the outrage. But I try to point readers in the
right direction by sketching the main reasons why economists think
as we do.
The SAEE Examined, Part I

The SAEE’s first 11 questions all use the following prompt:
Regardless of how well you think the economy is doing, there are
always some problems that keep it from being as good as it might
be. I am going to read you a list of reasons some people have given
for why the economy is not doing better than it is. For each one,

please tell me if you think it is a major reason the economy is not
doing better than it is, a minor reason, or not a reason at all.
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Figure 3.1 Question 1: “Taxes are too high”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

You are reading figure 3.1 correctly: economists are less concerned
about the economic damage of excessive taxation than the general
public. If you think that economists are far-right ideologues, this is
the first sign that you should think again. The Enlightened Public
takes the same view, with slightly more moderation. The reason is
that the rich and securely employed worry less about taxation than
the rest of the population—presumably the opposite of what self
serving bias predicts.
The most plausible explanation for the gap is pessimistic bias. The
public is convinced it is getting a bad deal; taxes could be significantly
reduced without cutting back on popular government functions. But
economists recognize that locating clear-cut “waste” is difficult, and
unpopular programs like foreign aid are only a tiny fraction of the
budget. They also know that slashing taxes while holding spending
steady spells trouble.25
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The public is frequently chided for simultaneously opposing tax
increases, spending cuts, and budget deficits. Responses to the ques
tion on budget deficits strongly confirm the third part of this trend
(fig. 3.2). No other problem in the SAEE inspires more pessimism.
Economists take the deficit seriously too, but view this woe as minor
and manageable. Note that the Enlightened Public sides completely
with the economists; economists’ personal circumstances and ideol
ogy do nothing to explain their dissent.

Figure 3.3 Question 3: “Foreign aid spending is too high”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

The belief gap on foreign aid (fig. 3.3) is larger than on any other,
and remains almost as large after correcting for bias. The public sees
foreign aid spending as a serious problem. Economists virtually to a
man believe it is not worth mentioning, and the Enlightened Public
is nearly as extreme. Given many economists’ strong criticisms of for
eign aid, this is surprising at first.26 But economists normally criticize
the effects of foreign aid on the countries that receive it. It is one thing
to assert that foreign aid subsidizes foolish policies in the Third World
and props up corrupt regimes. It is another to insist that foreign aid
is bankrupting the United States. It is the latter claim that the public
whole-heartedly endorses.
It is hard not to link these misconceptions with antiforeign bias.
The elderly are the most quantitatively important drain on the federal
budget,27 but people like them. If scapegoats for fiscal distress must
be found, why not focus on people who rub you the wrong way? Un
grateful foreigners smugly bleeding us dry fit the bill.
To a person who suffers from antiforeign bias, immigration is scary.
Unskilled foreigners “flood” into the country, “steal” jobs from Ameri
cans, depress wages, and gobble up public services. Economists take
almost the opposite position—and the Enlightened Public is willing
to cosign (fig. 3.4). International trade in goods increases the size of

the pie, even if one trading partner has an absolute advantage in ev
erything, and even if the good is labor. The case is not airtight; immi
grants might prefer mugging or collecting welfare to working. But
economists recognize, as the public does not, that one more self-sup
porting worker is a net benefit, no matter where he was born.
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Figure 3.4 Question 4: “There are too many immigrants”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

What about the public’s fears? Some are overstated; others are flat
wrong. Above all, there is no fixed number of jobs. Labor markets have
often absorbed far larger infusions into the workforce than the United
States is doing today. Although immigration is currently a high fraction
of our population growth, the main reason is the low U.S. birth rate.
Measured as a fraction of the population, the rate of immigration is not
all that high. Empirical economists also know that there is weak evi
dence that immigrants depress wages, and considerable evidence that
immigrants consume less in Dublic services than thev Dav in taxes.28
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Figure 3.5 Question 5: “Too many tax breaks for business”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

The question in figure 3.5 primarily taps into antimarket bias. Taxes
are too high, thinks the public—except taxes on greedy businesses.
They must be shirking their fair share, indirectly wreaking havoc on

the rest of the economy. Economists see matters differently and the
Enlightened Public leans in its direction.
If you look at the facts rather than judging business guilty by reason
of greedy intent, the popular view has several weaknesses. Probably
the main one is that tax breaks for business are small relative to the
budget.29Another underlying factor is that economists know that cor
porate income is already double taxed. Tax breaks or “loopholes” par
tially mitigate the inefficiencies of double taxation. The public, more
over, typically ignores the complexities of tax incidence. Consumers
or workers might ultimately bear the burden that the tax code assigns
to business.
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Figure 3.6 Question 6: “Education and job training are inadequate”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

The public sees inadequate education as a serious problem, and
economists agree (fig. 3.6). Indeed, economists see this as the single
most serious economic problem for the United States. The leading
rationale is that education has positive externalities, making the mar
ket’s level of output smaller than optimal. The public presumably
lacks such a sophisticated argument, but happens to reach the same
conclusion.30
In figure 3.7, economists again defy their conservative reputation.
Yes, they habitually point out the hidden disincentive effects of gov
ernment programs. But the public is already comfortable with the
idea that if you help the poor, they are less likely to help themselves.
The dispute is one of magnitude. Swayed by their pessimistic bias,
noneconomists imagine that welfare disincentives are an implausibly
large burden.
Where does the public go wrong? Its greatest error is numerical.
Poverty programs, even broadly interpreted, add up to only 10% of
federal spending.31This is many times larger than foreign aid, but still
too small to be a “major reason” for subpar economic performance.
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Figure 3.7 Question 7: “Too many people are on welfare”

0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

Furthermore, welfare recipients come from the least skilled segment
of the population. This tightly caps the economic damage of their
absence from the workforce.
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Figure 3.8 Question 8: “Women and minorities get too many advantages

under affirmative action”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

Economists know about the negative efficiency consequences of af
firmative action. Giving special categories of employees the right to
sue their employers makes them less likely to be hired in the first
place. But economists nevertheless assign the problem less overall
significance than the public (figure 3.8). The reason is probably quan
titative: Despite the public’s pessimism, there are too few discrimina
tion lawsuits to be more than a minor problem.32
The question on the work ethic (fig. 3.9) taps straight into nonecon
omists’ pessimistic bias. It fits their image of a society falling apart
due to steadily declining virtue. For economists, in contrast, relaxed
attitudes toward work are a symptom of progress, not decay. As peo
ple get richer, economists expect them to consume more luxury
goods—including more free time. In a well-functioning economy, if
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Figure 3.9 Question 9: “People place too little value on hard work”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

individuals want more leisure and less stuff, the labor market gives
them what they want.
Yet this cannot be the whole story. Economists’ relative rating for
this problem is high, and so is the Enlightened Public’s. The simplest
explanation is that economists are thinking in terms of measured
gross domestic product, which has the widely acknowledged defect
that it puts no value on leisure. By this metric, more work is always
economicallv beneficial.33
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Figure 3.10 Question 10: “The government regulates business too much”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

Economists’ reputation as dogmatic deregulators appears to be over
stated (fig. 3.10). They rate the problem of overregulation less seri
ously than the ever-pessimistic public.34 But note that relatively
speaking, stereotypes work. It is economists’ fifth largest problem,
versus third smallest for the public. Economists frequently hold that
many perceived problems are all in the public’s head, but overregula
tion is not one of them.
Does this not cut against the thesis of antimarket bias? To a degree,
but evidence outside the SAEE helps triangulate the public’s position.
The public frets about regulation in the abstract, but favors it the par
ticular, from minimum wages to farm subsidies to drug testing.35Even

drastic measures like overall price controls are not unpopular.36 For
the public, the primary cost of regulation seems to be burdensome
paperwork and red tape. Economists’ often have the more fundamen
tal worry that regulation is counterproductive. Price controls create
shortages and black markets; drug efficacy tests mandated by the
Food and Drug Administration delay the introduction of life-saving
drugs. Economists also harbor doubts about regulators’ goals: they
know, as few noneconomists do, that the goal of much regulation is
to shield existing firms from comnetition.37
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Figure 3.11 Question 11: “People are not saving enough”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

Laymen and experts are almost equally distressed by the low savings rate (fig.
3.11). Fear is the public's default position; this is a rare case where economists
concur. There are two main reasons for the experts' high level of concern.
First, savings is double taxed. You pay one tax when you earn income, and a
further tax if you earn any interest on your after-tax income. This suggests an
unusually large gap between the efficient, untaxed level of savings and the
actual level. Second, many economists think that savings has positive exter
nalities, so without taxes the level of savings would still be too low.

The SAEE Examined, Part II

The prompt for the SAEE’s next seven questions changes slightly:
Now I am going to read you another list of reasons, having to do
with businesses, that some people have given for why the economy
(fig. 3.12) is not doing better than it is. For each one, please tell me
if you think it is a major reason the economy is not doing better
than it is, a minor reason, or not a reason at all.
Are the critics right about self-serving bias? Economists scoff at the
idea that excessive profits are hurting the economy. Who would be so
insensitive, other than malefactors of great wealth? The results for the
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Figure 3.12 Question 12: “Business profits are too high” 0 = “not a reason at
all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

Enlightened Public support a curt rejoinder. Anyone with a Ph.D. in
economics, rich or poor, would tell you the same. Economists’ con
trarian position is not a rentier’s rationalization.
The real problem is not that greed blinds economists but that anti
market bias blinds the public. Part of the public’s error is quantitative.
It wildly overestimates the rate of profit enjoyed by the typical busi
ness, with an average guess near 50%.38 But the disagreement is
deeper. Through the prism of antimarket bias, the public perceives
profit as a lump-sum transfer to business. Economists, in contrast,
recoenize it as the motor of Droeress as well as flexibility.
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Figure 3.13 Question 13: “Top executives are paid too much” 0 = “not a rea

son at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

Beliefs about excessive executive pay (fig. 3.13) parallel those about
excessive profits. The numbers for the Enlightened Public fit the "ex
perts right, laymen wrong” story. Once again, we should stop wor
rying about economists’ self-serving bias, and start worrying about
noneconomists’ antimarket bias. For the public, executive pay is a
transfer to high-level managers: When they earn more, underlings get
less. Economists reject this fixed-pie mentality.39 The salaries of the

captains of industry provide incentives to cut costs, create and im
prove products, and accurately predict consumer demand.
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Figure 3.14 Question 14: “Business productivity is growing too slowly”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

Business productivity (fig. 3.14) is the only problem that clearly wor
ries economists more than the general public, but one can plausibly
argue that this dispute is semantic. "Business productivity” sounds
vaguely desirable to laymen. But it has a precise meaning for econo
mists: It is the part of production unaccounted for by labor or capital.
Intuitively, business productivity growth means the same inputs give
you more output. If noneconomists understood economists’ jargon,
maybe their judgments would match.
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Figure 3.15 Question 15: “Technology is displacing workers” 0 = “not a rea
son at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

It is hard not to notice that machines make us richer. Technology is
one of the most blatant differences between the present and the past,
and the First World and the Third. The data show, however, that many
embrace make-work bias in its crudest form: fear of the machine (fig.
3.15). Indeed, they probably resent those who are not afraid, especially
egghead economists who fail to "feel the pain” of the untenured man

in the street. But this accusation falls flat; the Enlightened Public em
braces economists’ "extreme” nosition with onlv a hint of moderation.
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Figure 3.16 Question 16: “Companies are sending jobs overseas”
0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

If economists and the public agreed about the economic dangers of
“sending jobs overseas” (fig. 3.16), claims that the public suffers from
antiforeign bias would have to be abandoned. In fact, this is the sec
ond-largest gap in the SAEE, overshadowed only by the belief gap on
foreign aid.
Economists’ dismissal of the foreign aid problem stems from their
knowledge of the budget. If the United States spent 50 times as much
on foreign aid, they would admit it to be a major drain on Americans’
standard of living. The lack of concern with jobs going overseas is
more theory-driven. According to the Law of Comparative Advantage,
jobs “go overseas” because there are more remunerative ways to use
domestic labor.40
When a profitable company cuts its workforce, the typical person
treats it as clearly bad for the economy (fig. 3.17). It is excusable if a
firm lets workers go in order to avoid bankruptcy; then you are sacri-
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Figure 3.17 Question 17: “Companies are downsizing” 0 = “not a reason at
all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 = “major reason”

ficing some jobs to save the rest. But everyone reviles a profitable firm
that downsizes in order to be more profitable.
Everyone, that is, who suffers from make-work bias. The popular
stance rests on the illusion that employment, not production, is the
measure of prosperity. In contrast, for economists and the Enlight
ened Public, downsizing proves the rule that private greed and the
public interest point in the same direction.41 Downsizing superfluous
workers leads them to search for more socially productive ways to
apply their abilities. Imagine what would have happened if the farms
of the 19th century never “downsized.” Greed drove these changes,
but they remained changes for the better.
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Figure 3.18 Question 18: “Companies are not investing enough money in

education and job training” 0 = “not a reason at all” 1 = “minor reason” 2 =
“major reason”

There is a broad consensus (see fig. 3.6) that inadequate education
is a major economic problem. The item in figure 3.18 advances an
hypothesis about why we are insufficiently educated: lack of spend
ing by business. This story would appeal to people with antimark
et bias, and the shoe fits: Economists and the Enlightened Public
do not dismiss this explanation, but the public is noticeably more
sympathetic.

The Saee Examined, Part III

All of the previous questions focused on perceived economic prob
lems. The next batch of questions is more open-ended.
Generally speaking, do you think each of the following is good or
bad for the nation’s economy, or don’t you think it makes much
difference?
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Figure 3.19 Question 19: “Tax cuts” 0 = “bad” 1 = “doesn’t make much differ

ence” 2 = “good”

The public thinks that taxes are too high, and infers that tax cuts
are a good thing (fig. 3.19). My interpretation is that noneconomists,
avid pessimists, are convinced that government squanders their
money. They therefore naively hope to pay for tax cuts by cutting
unpopular programs and “waste.” Economists, contrary to their lais
sez-faire image, are skeptical. Unpopular programs are only a small
fraction of the budget,42 and “waste” cannot be identified in an uncontroversial way.
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Figure 3.20 Question 20: “More women entering the workforce” 0 = “bad”

1 = “doesn't make much difference” 2 = “good”

Economists and noneconomists both see increased female labor
force participation as a good thing (fig. 3.20), but—ever the pessi
mists—the latter are less unanimous. It is striking that the public is so
upbeat about increased female labor supply but so downbeat about
increased immigrant labor supply. Presumably their economic effects
are similar. One explanation for the inconsistency is that political cor
rectness makes people too nervous to lament that women are “steal
ing jobs” from men.
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Figure 3.21 Question 21: “Increased use of technology in the workplace”
0 = “bad” 1 = “doesn't make much difference” 2 = “good”

Despite make-work bias, the public is not completely crazy. A com
fortable majority acknowledges the economic benefits of technologi
cal progress (fig. 3.21). A sizable belief gap arises because economists
embrace new technology with one voice, while the public has reserva
tions. According to popular stereotypes, economists fail to give a
straight answer, but now the shoe is on the other foot. A nonecono
mist is many times more likely to say, “Yes, technology can be good,
but on the other h a n d .. . . ”
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Figure 3.22 Question 22: “Trade agreements between the United States and
other countries” 0 = “bad” 1 = “doesn’t make much difference” 2 = “good”

Looking only at the public’s average response in figure 3.22, one
might be puzzled by how positive the public is about trade
agreements. Where has its antiforeign bias gone? Compared to econo
mists and the Enlightened Public, though, the public’s support is half
hearted. Noneconomists tend to think, “Exports good, imports bad.”
So they wonder whether trade agreements “give too m uch” to the
other side. Economists lack the public’s ambivalence because they
think imports are good; unilateral free trade is better than mutual
protection.43
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Figure 3.23 Question 23: “The recent downsizing of large corporations” 0 =

“bad” 1 = “doesn't make much difference” 2 = “good”

Economists do not just say that the danger of downsizing is over
blown; they see it as a blessing (fig. 3.23). Doing more with less is the
definition of progress. Is this a modern version of “Let them eat cake”?
The results for the Enlightened Public say otherwise. If a person of
average means got an econ Ph.D., he would change his mind.
The most plausible way to defend the public’s grasp of economics
is to blame lay-expert disagreement on varying time horizons. Econo
mists emphasize the “long run”; the public cares about here and now.
Perhaps experts and laymen covertly agree about facts, but have differ
ent levels of patience. Many economists who acknowledge the reality
of lay/expert belief gaps opt for this interpretation. One is Schumpeter:
Rational recognition of the economic performance of capitalism and
of the hopes it holds out for the future would require an almost im
possible moral feat by the have-not. That performance stands out
only if we take a long-run view; any pro-capitalism argument must
rest on long-run considerations___For the masses, it is the shortrun view that counts. Like Louis XV, they feel apres nous le deluge.44
By asking about effects 20 years in the future (fig. 3.24), we can test
Schumpeter’s hypothesis. If different levels of impatience are the full
explanation, laymen and experts would think exactly alike. In fact,
this belief gap is unusually big. Both groups are less negative about
the long run, but economists are more positive both now and later.
They expect a mixed blessing to become a pure gain; the public ex
pects a pure bad to fade out.
When the SAEE asks about the effect of trade agreements on U.S.
employment (fig. 3.25), antiforeign bias and make-work bias join
forces on the question, opening up a very wide gap between econo
mists and the public. Whatever noneconomists think about trade
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Figure 3.24 Question 24: “Some people say that these are economically un
settled times because of new technology, competition from foreign countries,
and downsizing. Looking ahead 20 years, do you think these changes will
eventually be good or bad for the country or don't you think these changes
will make much difference?” 0 = “bad” 1 = “doesn't make much difference”
2 = “good”

agreements overall, they are convinced that the effect on domestic
employment is negative. Economists and the Enlightened Public deny
this, as exnected.45
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Figure 3.25 Question 25: “Do you think that trade agreements between the
United States and other countries have helped create more jobs in the U.S.,
or have they cost the U.S. jobs, or haven't they made much of a difference?”
0 = “cost jobs” 1 = “haven't made much difference” 2 = “helped create jobs”

The Saee Examined, Part IV

The remaining questions vary in form and content, but continue to
exhibit large and robust systematic belief differences.
A key form of antimarket bias is to deny or downplay the role of
competition. It is telling, then, that economists overwhelmingly attri
bute the 1996 rise in the price of gas to supply and demand (fig. 3.26),
but barely a quarter of the public agrees.46 Where economists see
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Figure 3.26 Question 26: “Which do you think is more responsible for the

recent increase in gasoline prices?” 0 = “oil companies trying to increase their
profits” 1 = “the normal law of supply and demand”

prices governed by market forces, the public sees monopoly or collu
sion. The numbers for the Enlightened Public confirm that econo
mists do not dissent just because they are too rich to worry about
how much it costs to fill their gas tank.
The real problem is not that economists are out of touch, but that
the public’s story makes no sense. If gas prices rise because “oil com
panies are trying to increase their profits,” why do gas prices ever fall?
Do oil companies feel generous and decide to cut their profits? Basic
economics, in contrast, has an elegant explanation: If the cost of in
puts falls, so does the profit-maximizing price.
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Figure 3.27 Question 27: “Do you think the current price of gasoline is too

high, too low, or about right?”
0 = “too low” 1 = “about right” 2 = “too high”

The wording of question 27 (fig. 3.27) leaves something to be desired;
as a consumer, you might trivially maintain that any price is “too
high.” But responses to the previous question suggest that few re
spondents read the question so literally. When people answer “too
high,” they probably mean that some kind of monopoly holds prices

above the competitive level. “Too low,” in contrast, probably means
that higher fuel taxes are necessary to correct for pollution, conges
tion, and other negative externalities of car use.
The “too high” position is a classic form of antimarket bias. But
opposition to the “too low” thesis arguably stems from the same root.
Suppose you want to reduce pollution and congestion. You could do
it by command-and-control: emissions regulations, annual inspec
tions, carpool lanes. But economists realize that the market mecha
nism is a more efficient method. A tax on gas gives people an incen
tive to reduce pollution and congestion without specifically dictating
anyone’s behavior.47
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Figure 3.28 Question 28: “Do you think improving the economy is something
an effective president can do a lot about, do a little about, or is that mostly
beyond any president's control?” 0 = “beyond president's control” 1 = “do a
little about” 2 = ” can do a lot about” “Do you think the current price of
gasoline is too high, too low, or about right?” 0 = “too low” 1 = “about right”
2 = “too high”

A rare issue where economists and the public agree is on the presi
dent’s capacity to improve the economy (fig. 3.28). It is most curious
because economists criticize the public for mechanically link
ing economic conditions to incumbent presidents. What about the
Federal Reserve, Congress, other governments, secular trends, and
random shocks?
When economists only criticize errors in one direction, there is nor
mally a good reason: errors in that direction predominate. This is the
exception that proves the rule. Perhaps those who minimize the presi
dent’s influence are less outspoken, creating the illusion of a system
atic difference.
The public’s default is to expect things to get worse. The good old
days are gone; since the 1970s, stagnation and decline have been our
lot. “Mcjobs” fit neatly into this worldview. As usual, economists think
that the numbers contradict the public’s extreme pessimism (fig.
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Figure 3.29 Question 29: “Do you think most of the new jobs being created
in the country today pay well, or are they mostly low-paying jobs?” 0 = “lowpaying jobs” 1 = “neither” 2 = “pay well”

3.29).48 But the belief gap runs deeper than the latest data set. The
progress of recent centuries implies that it is abnormal for new jobs
to be low-paying. A temporary setback is possible, but it merits an
intellectual double-take.
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Figure 3.30 Question 30: “Do you think the gap between the rich and the

poor is smaller or larger than it was 20 years ago, or is it about the same?” 0 =
“smaller” 1 = “about the same” 2 = “larger”

The public sees two decades of rising inequality (fig. 3.30). Given its
antimarket and pessimistic reflexes, how could it not? But playing
against type, economists are more convinced than the public. The
data on inequality are solid enough, and economists have no strong
presumptions about inequality.49They know that living standards rise
over time, but have little reason to expect a trend in the distribution
of income and wealth.
It is tempting to interpret “pessimistic bias” as semantic. Maybe
the public says “The economy is doing badly compared to my hopes"
and economists counter “The economy is doing well considering its
constraints.” But if they are just talking past each other, apparent pes-
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Figure 3.31 Question 31: “During the past 20 years, do you think that, in

general, family incomes for average Americans have been going up faster
than the cost of living, staying about even with the cost of living, or falling
behind the cost of living?” 0 = “falling behind” 1 = “staying about even” 2 =
“going up”

simism would fall for less ambiguous topics. It does not. The question
about family incomes (fig. 3.31) is one of the least ambiguous in the
SAEE—and has one of the larger belief gaps.
Shouldn’t the belief gap be larger? Economists’ average response is
slightly above 1; does a substantial minority of the profession deny
that mean income went up? No. Rising inequality is a confounding
factor. The question asks about median income (“family incomes for
average Americans”), not mean income (“average American family
incomes”). If inequality is rising, the first can go down as the second
goes up.
But while almost every economist grasps the distinction between
mean and median income, it is doubtful that many noneconomists
do. Members of the general public who said “falling behind” probably
think that mean income fell from 1976 to 1996. However, even econo
mists who said “falling behind” know that mean income rose. The
upshot: residual ambiguity in this question masks the full size of the
lay-expert gap.
The belief gap for real wages (fig. 3.32) is much narrower than for
real income, a change almost entirely attributable to the economists.
The public gives the same answer twice in a row, probably because it
equates income and wages. Economists know that the two are differ
ent, and that some of the data on average real wages contradict the
presumption of progress. If average real wages are stagnant and in
equality is rising, it follows that the wages of the average American
worker are falling. Still, a substantial minority of economists stands
behind the presumption of progress on wages, pointing to serious
flaws that bias official numbers downwards.50
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Figure 3.32 Question 32: “Thinking just about wages of the average Ameri
can worker, do you think that during the past 20 years they have been going
up faster than the cost of living, staying about even with the cost of living, or
falling behind the cost of living?” 0 = “falling behind” 1 = “staying about even”
2 = “going up”

Ample majorities of both economists and the public agree that the
average American family needs two incomes to live comfortably (fig.
3.33), but economists are less sure. This does not reflect economists’
above-average income, because the Enlightened Public says the
same. Economists are probably less pessimistic because they practice
marginal thinking. Being a stay-at-home mom or having a full-time
job are not the only choices. Lower income means some sacrifices,
but a family with one full-time and one part-time earner has ways to
"comfortably” adjust: buy a moderately less expensive home, or delay
purchase of a new car for a year or two.
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Figure 3.33 Question 33: “Some people say that in order to make a comfort
able living, the average family must have two full-time wage earners. Do you
agree with this, or do you think the average family can make a comfortable
living with only one full-time wage earner?” 0 = “can make living with one
wage earner” 1 = “need two wage earners”
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Figure 3.34 Question 34: Over the next five years, do you think the average
American's standard of living will rise, or fall, or stay about the same?” 0 =
“fall” 1 = “stay about the same” 2 = “rise”

With enough data, you can convince an economist that improve
ments in living standards failed to materialize some time in the past,
or that an impending recession will pull them down. But it is hard
to stop an economist from expecting rising living standards in the
medium- or long-term future (fig. 3.34). Critics hail this as proof of
their dogmatism. Yet the presumption of progress does not come out
of thin air. Two centuries of awesome economic growth back it up.51
Is it not more dogmatic for noneconomists to remain pessimistic in
spite of this track record?
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Figure 3.35 Question 35: “Do you expect your children's generation to enjoy
a higher or lower standard of living than your generation, or do you think it
will be about the same?” 0 = “lower” 1 = “about the same” 2 = “higher”

Question 35 (fig. 3.35) is an ideal prompt to tap respondents' beliefs
about long-run growth. Economists' beliefs about the economic fu
ture are of course more upbeat than noneconomists', though the gap
is smaller than you would expect. Surprisingly, the Enlightened Public
is more optimistic than either. The reason: high-income males are

uncharacteristically pessimistic on this topic. Since economists tend
to be high-income males, their demographics dilute their optimism.
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Figure 3.36 Question 36: [If you have any children under the age of 30]

“When they reach your age, do you expect them to enjoy a higher or lower
standard of living than you do now, or do you expect it to be about the same?”
0 = “lower” 1 = “about the same” 2 = “higher”

It seems especially odd that economists and the public agree about
their own children’s economic future (fig. 3.36). If economists are
more optimistic than the public about the prospects of the next gen
eration, why are the two groups equally optimistic about their own
children? On closer examination, though, economists are more opti
mistic—after controlling for income. If a person of ordinary means
had an economist’s education, he would see a brighter future for
his children.
There is a logical explanation for this pattern. The question asks
respondents to compare their own current situation to their chil
dren’s. The better you are doing, the more successful your children
have to be to equal you. Many SAEE respondents appear to grasp
this subtle point: As income goes up, optimism steeply declines. The
upshot is that economists’ income camouflages their optimism.
When asked about the current state of the economy (fig. 3.37),
economists give more upbeat answers than the rest of the public. The
root of the disagreement is not, however, economic training. Econo
mists see eye to eye with noneconomists who happen to have high
job security and growing incomes. After controlling for these charac
teristics, the belief gap is no longer statistically significant.52
Three Doubts

Everything that follows in this book takes the reality of systematically
biased beliefs about economics for granted. So before moving on, it
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Figure 3.37 Question 37: “When you think about America’s economy today,

do you think it is. . 0 = “in a depression” 1 = “in a recession” 2 = “stagnating”
3 = “growing slowly” 4 = “growing rapidly”

is worth plugging some holes by considering leading challenges. My
findings may not be watertight, but they are more than seaworthy.
The objections are not strong enough to reverse the conclusion that
the public’s economic beliefs are riddled with large systematic errors.
Vagueness. One problem with the “experts right, laymen wrong”
view of the SAEE is the vagueness or “fuzziness” of the responses.
Who knows what it means to be a “major” versus a “minor” reason
for subpar economic performance? Perhaps the public is partial to
superlative adjectives, and Ph.D.’s signal their levelheadedness with
measured language.
The most telling counterevidence comes from other public opinion
studies that ask for exact numbers. If you compare numerical re
sponses to actual figures, systematic bias still leaps out at you. Take
the budget. The National Survey of Public Knowledge of Welfare Re
form and the Federal Budget finds that the public’s numerical percep
tions are almost the reverse of the truth.53This survey presented a list
of six federal program categories: foreign aid, welfare,54interest on the
debt, defense, Social Security, and health. It then asked respondents
to name the two largest items.
Table 3.1 shows responses, providing the actual numbers from 1993
for the sake of comparison. Foreign aid—by far the smallest—was ab
surdly the most frequently named! Only 14% realized that the most
expensive federal program—Social Security—is in the top two. The
public’s picture of the budget is upside down.55Furthermore, it is up
side down in the expected way. In the SAEE, respondents qualitatively
overestimate the damage of foreign aid and welfare; in the National
Survey respondents quantitatively overestimate the fraction of the
budget spent on foreign aid and welfare.

Table 3-1

Americans’ Views of the Two Largest Areas of Federal Government Spending

Item

% Selecting Area as
One of the Two
Largest Areas of
Federal Spending

Actual Federal Budget
Share (1993)

Foreign aid

41%

1.2%

Welfare

40%

10.2%

Interest on the federal debt

40%

14.1%

Defense

37%

20.7%

Social Security

14%

21.6%

8%

10.9%

Health

Sources: Kaiser Family Foundation and Harvard University School of Public Health
(1995), tables 15 and 16; Office of M anagem ent and Budget (2005: 51)

Insincerity. The SAEE measures what people say they believe. It is pos
sible that when they affirm strange beliefs, they are lying. As Gordon
Tullock explains:
A man may inform a social scientist that he is trying to achieve
some goal by a given course of action although the course of action
does not seem well chosen in view of the stated goal. An incautious
social scientist may then conclude that the man is irrational. The
real explanation may simply be that the goals aimed at are different
from the stated goals.56
This is an internally consistent way but highly implausible way to
interpret my results. Respondents in the SAEE have no material in
centive to lie. They are not politicians whose candor could cost them
an election. And there is not much emotional impetus to lie either.
Respondents might hide their true feelings about race out of embar
rassment, but few economic beliefs bear such a stigma. After years of
teaching economics, I cannot recall a single case where I suspected
that a student was only pretending to disagree with me. (Pretending
to agree is another matter!)
Question Selection Bias. Systematic belief differences are so com
mon in the SAEE that you might get suspicious. Did the authors select
questions where they expected disagreement? There is no evidence
that they did. They picked questions on the basis of public and
media attention. Here, for example, is how the authors wrote the

first part of the survey: “Based on a review of almost two decades of
public opinion polling on the economy, we chose 18 of the reasons
most frequently mentioned as possible reasons for the economy not
doing better... ”57 They were looking for common explanations, not
explanations with large lay-expert gaps. The same holds for the rest
of the SAEE.58
Rethinking Systematic Error

Once they realize that a theory implicitly depends on systematic error,
most economists are incredulous: “You are assuming irrationality!”
Being explicit wins you a little credit for candor, but the main effect is
to hasten your dismissal. The goal of this chapter has been to bypass a
priori objections with direct empirical evidence.
In the process, we have amassed an embarrassment of riches. There
are too many details to digest in one sitting. What does an aerial view
of the SAEE tell us?
First and foremost, the SAEE strongly confirms the reality o f large
and systematic belief differences between economists and the public.
In fact, there are almost no areas where large, systematic belief differ
ences do not exist. The Miracle of Aggregation is not merely false
every now and then. At least in economics, it barely works more often
than most “miracles” do.
The findings Eire especially compelling because, with few excep
tions, differences go in the predicted directions. This is the second of
the SAEE’s lessons. Economists and the public disagree in the way
that economists—in conversation, lectures, and textbooks—have
long maintained. The public really holds, for starters, that prices are
not governed by supply and demand, protectionism helps the econ
omy, saving labor is a bad idea, and living standards are falling. Edu
cators are not beating a dead horse when they argue against antimar
ket bias, antiforeign bias, make-work bias, or pessimistic bias.
If A and B disagree, there are three logical possibilities. The first is
that A is right and B is wrong. The second is that A is wrong and B is
right. The third is that both A and B are wrong. But we can rule out the
possibility that both A and B are right. Systematic differences between
laymen and experts do not logically entail systematic errors on the
part of the public. Continuing with my aerial summary, though, the
third lesson from the SAEE is that the naive “economists right, public
wrong’ interpretation is usually the best.
We all share a presumption that when an expert disagrees with a
nonexpert, the expert is right. This holds in math, science, history,

and car repair. Yes, the experts have been wrong before. An amusing
book by Cerf and Navasky, The Experts Speak: The Definitive Com
pendium o f Authoritative Misinformation , 59 provides hundreds of
embarrassing examples. Notice, however, that they did not write a
companion volume entitled The Public Speaks: The Definitive Com
pendium o f Amateur Misinformation. It would be too easy. How star
tling would it be to read hundreds of inane comments by the unquali
fied? The Experts Speak is funny precisely because experts are
ordinarily right.
If you want to criticize the experts, the burden is on you to over
come the standard presumption. The detractors of the economics
profession try, pointing to economists’ self-serving and ideological
biases. But they do not meet their burden of proof. The SAEE reveals
that both o f the leading accounts o f the experts’ biases are wrong.
Economists Eire richer than noneconomists, but millionaires with
out economics degrees think like other people, and economists who
drive taxis think like other economists. In fact, the paltry evidence of
self-serving bias should be taken at less than face value. Income has
a small influence on beliefs, but is the direction really selfish? The
rich worry less about foreign aid and welfare, not just excessive profits
and executive pay.
Ideological bias is an even weaker reed. Controlling for individuals’
party identification and ideology makes the lay-expert belief gap a
little larger. Ideologically moderate, politically independent econo
mists are totally at odds with ideologically moderate, politically inde
pendent noneconomists. How can this be? Economics only looks con
servative compared to other social sciences, like sociology, where
leftism reigns supreme. Compared to the general public, the typical
economist is left of center.60 Furthermore, contrary to critics of the
economics profession, economists do not reliably hold right-wing po
sitions. They accept a m ix of “far right” and “far left” views. Econo
mists are more optimistic than very conservative Republicans about
downsizing or excessive profits—and more optimistic about immigra
tion and welfare than very liberal Democrats.61
Shooting down the leading opponents of the “economists right,
public wrong” position does not prove that it is true. But it signifi
cantly increases the probability. Think of it this way: Commonsense
advises us to trust the experts. Critics challenge the experts’ objectiv
ity, and their complaints turn out to be in error. The sensible response
is to reaffirm the common sense position. Indeed, after the strongest
challengers fail, we should become more confident that economists
are right and the public is wrong.

There is no reason, then, to deny economists a normal level of def
erence in their field of expertise. But the profession also deserves an
affirmative defense. Frankly, the strongest reason to accept its reliabil
ity is to flip through a basic economics text, then read the SAEE ques
tions for yourself. You may not be fully convinced of economists’ wis
dom. I, too, doubt it on occasion. But it is hard to avert your gaze
from the public’s folly. Time and again, it gravitates toward answers
that are positively silly.
If that is too subjective for you, an impressive empirical regularity
points in the same direction: Education makes people think like econ
omists. Out of the SAEE’s 37 questions, there are 19 where economic
training and education move together, and only two where they move
apart. It is not merely members of one inbred discipline who diverge
from mainstream opinion. So do educated Americans in general, with
the degree of divergence rising with the level of education. And the
magnitude is substantial. Moving from the bottom of the educational
ladder to the top has more than half of the (enormous) effect of an
econ Ph.D.62
This pattern is all the more compelling because it has parallels in
other fields. Take political knowledge. Delli Carpini and Keeter report
that education substantially improves performance on objective tests
about government structure, leaders, and current events.63 Kraus,
Malmfors, and Slovic similarly find that education makes members of
the general public “think more like toxicologists.”64Perhaps education
just increases exposure to brainwashing. But it is more likely that edu
cated people think clearer and know more.
Conclusion

Appearances can be revealing. Noneconomists and economists ap
pear to systematically disagree on an array of topics. The SAEE shows
that they do. Economists appear to base their beliefs on logic and
evidence. The SAEE rules out the competing theories that economists
primarily rationalize their self-interest or political ideology. Econo
mists appear to know more about economics than the public. The
SAEE weighs heavily in favor of this conclusion.
The SAEE is hardly the only empirical evidence for these proposi
tions. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there Eire numer
ous studies of economic beliefs. The advantage of the SAEE is its
craftsmanship. It has been constructed to deflect the main objections
that skeptics could levy against earlier empirics. Now that the SAEE
has cleared these hurdles, it is fair to look back and recognize that

the earlier literature—including both statistical work and economists’
centuries of observation and reflection—is basically sound.
The rest of this book takes the public’s systematically biased beliefs
as an established fact. There is much more work to be done on the
details, but the overall story is unlikely to change. The task at hand is
to figure out how these biases fit into the big picture. How can social
science account for the ubiquity of these systematic errors? And what
effects do these systematic errors have in the world?

TECHNICAL APPENDIX
The Enlightened Public
To estimate the beliefs of the Enlightened Public, the data for the
general public and economists were pooled. Each of the 37 beliefs in
the SAEE, reproduced in table 3-2, was regressed on all of the vari
ables in table 3-3.
Strictly speaking, of course, simple regression is not the best
method for discrete dependent variables, but the coefficients are eas
ier to interpret, and redoing everything with ordered logits yields vir
tually identical predictions.65 The regression equations were then
used to predict the beliefs of the Enlightened Public, who by defini
tion are average members of the general public in every way except in
education and economic training. Those values are, by assumption,
respectively equal to 7 and 1. Equivalently, since the public’s average
Education = 4.54 and its average Econ = 0, the Enlightened Public
holds the beliefs an average person would hold if his Education score
were (7 - 4.54) = 2.46 higher and his Econ score were 1.00 higher.
To reproduce the complete results for all 37 equations would be
overkill. Table 3.4 instead displays the results of greatest interest: the
coefficients and f-stats for Education and Econ, controlling for the
other variables in table 3.3. Table 3.4’s results can be used to calculate
how beliefs respond to changes in education and economic training.
Example. What is the predicted effect of sending a noneconomist
with the average level of education (4.54) to graduate school in eco
nomics? Upon completion, his Education will be 2.46 higher and his
Econ will be 1 instead of 0. His predicted belief on any given question
is therefore his initial belief plus 2.46 times the coefficient on Educa
tion plus the coefficient on Econ.66 On TAXHIGH, for instance, the
coefficient on Education is .09, and the coefficient on Econ is -.32.
The estimated belief change is therefore -2.46 * .09 -.32 = -.54.

Table 3-2

Questions and Mean Answers
a. Regardless of how well you think the economy is doing, there are always some problems
that keep it from being as good as it might be. I am going to read you a list of reasons
some people have given for why the economy is not doing better than it is. For each one,
please tell me if you think it is a major reason the economy is not doing better than it is,
a minor reason, or not a reason at all.
#

Variable

1 TAXHIGH
2 DEFICIT
3 FORAID
4

IMMIG

5

TAXBREAK

6

INADEDUC

7

WELFARE

8 AA

9

HARDWORK

10 REG
11 SAVINGS

Question
Taxes are too high
The federal deficit is too big
Foreign aid spending is too
high
There are too many immi
grants
Too many tax breaks for busi
ness
Education and job training
are inadequate
Too many people are on wel
fare
Women and minorities get
too many advantages under
affirmative action
People place too little value
on hard work
The government regulates
business too much
People are not saving
enough

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
1.50
1.73
1.53

0.77
1.14
0.14

0.99
1.16
0.28

1.23

0.22

0.31

1.29

0.65

0.86

1.56

1.61

1.64

1.61

0.72

0.94

0.76

0.21

0.19

1.44

0.82

0.83

1.23

0.97

1.00

1.39

1.49

1.44

0 = “Not a reason at all”; 1 = “Minor reason”; 2 = “Major reason”

b. Now I am going to read you another list of reasons, having to do with businesses, that
some people have given for why the economy is not doing better than it is. For each one,
please tell me if you think it is a major reason the economy is not doing better than it is,
a minor reason, or not a reason at all.
#

Variable

12 PROFHIGH
13 EXECPAY
14 BUSPROD

Question
Business profits are too high
Top executives are paid too
much
Business productivity is
growing too slowly

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
1.27
1.59

0.18
0.69

0.41
0.83

1.18

1.43

1.49
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Table 3-2

b. (cont'd)

#

Variable

15 TECH
16 OVERSEAS
17 DOWNSIZE
18 COMPEDUC

Question
Technology is displacing
workers
Companies are sending jobs
overseas
Companies are downsizing
Companies are not investing
enough money in education
and job training

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
1.26

0.27

0.43

1.59

0.48

0.60

1.50
1.53

0.48
1.16

0.64
1.23

0 = “Not a reason at all”; 1 = “Minor reason”; 2 = “Major reason”

c. Generally speaking, do you think each of the following is good or bad for the nation’s
economy, or don’t you think it makes much difference?

#

Variable

Question

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public

19 TAXCUT
Tax cuts
20 WOMENWORK More women entering the
workforce
21 TECHGOOD
Increased use of technology
in the workplace

1.46
1.47

1.04
1.73

1.20
1.67

1.57

1.98

1.83

22 TRADEAG

1.33

1.87

1.75

0.62

1.40

1.31

23 DOWNGOOD

Trade agreements between
the United States and other
countries
The recent downsizing of
large corporations

0 = “Bad”; 1 = “Doesn’t make m uch difference”; 2 = “Good”

d. Some people say that these are economically unsettled times because of new technol
ogy competition from foreign countries, and downsizing. Looking ahead 20 years, do you
think these changes will eventually be good or bad for the country or don’t you think
these changes will make much difference?

#

Variable

24 CHANGE20

Question
0 = “Bad”; 1 = “Won’t make
much difference”; 2 = “Good”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
1.15

1.92

1.73

Table 3-2 (cont'd)
e. Do you think that trade agreements between the United States and other countries
have helped create more jobs in the U.S., or have they cost the U.S. jobs, or haven’t they
made much of a difference?
#

Variable

25 TRADEJOB

Question
0 = “Cost the U.S. jobs”; 1 =
“Haven’t made much differ
ence”; 2 = “Helped create jobs
in the U.S.”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.64

1.46

1.32

f. Which do you think is more responsible for the recent increase in gasoline prices?

# Variable
26 WHYGASSD

Question
0 = “Oil companies trying to
increase their profits”; 1 =
“The normal law of supply
and demand”
[“both” coded as 1; “neither”
as 0]

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.26

0.89

0.84

g. Do you think the current price of gasoline is too high, too low, or about right?
#

Variable

27 GASPRICE

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public

Question
0 = “Too low”; 1 = “About
right”; 2 = “Too high”

1.68

0.63

0.91

h. Do you think improving the economy is something an effective president can do a lot
about, do a little about, or is that mostly beyond any president’s control?
#

Variable

28 PRES

Question
0 = “Beyond any president’s
control”; 1 = “Do a little
about”; 2 = “Something presi
dent can do a lot about”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.92

0.92

1.00

i. Do you think most of the new jobs being created in the country today pay well, or are
they mostly low-paying jobs?

#

Variable

29 NEWJOB

Question
0 = “Low-paying jobs”;
1 = “Neither”; 2 = “Pay well”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.37

1.07

1.00

j. Do you think the gap between the rich and the poor is smaller or larger than it was 20
years ago, or is it about the same?

#

Variable

30 GAP20

Question
0 = “Smaller”; 1 = “About the
same”; 2 = “Larger”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
1.70

1.85

1.86

k. During the past 20 years, do you think that, in general, family incomes for average
Americans have been going up faster than the cost of living, staying about even with the
cost of living, or falling behind the cost of living?

#

Variable

31 INCOME20

Question
0 = “Falling behind”; 1 =
“Staying about even”;2 =
“Going up”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.39

1.14

0.99

1. Thinking just about wages of the average American worker, do you think that during
the past 20 years they have been going up faster than the cost of living, staying about
even with the cost of living, or falling behind the cost of living?

#

Variable

32 WAGE20

Question
0 = “Falling behind”; 1 =
“Staying about even”; 2 =
“Going up”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.34

0.76

0.52

m. Some people say that in order to make a comfortable living, the average family must
have two full-time wage earners. Do you agree with this, or do you think the average
family can make a comfortable living with only one full-time wage earner?

#

Variable

33 NEED2EARN

Question
0 = “Can make living with one
wage earner”; 1 = “Agree that
need two wage earners”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.87

0.75

0.78

n. Over the next five years, do you think the average American’s standard of living will
rise, or fall, or stay about the same?

#

Variable

34 STAN5

Question
0 = “Fall”; 1 = “Stay about the
same”; 2 = “Rise”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
0.93

1.43

1.33

o. Do you expect your children’s generation to enjoy a higher or lower standard of living
than your generation, or do you think it will be about the same?

#

Variable

35 CHILDGEN

Question
0 = “Lower”; 1 = “About the
same”; 2 = “Higher”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
1.06

1.28

1.36

p. [If you have any children under the age of 30] When they reach your age, do you expect
them to enjoy a higher or lower standard of living than you do now, or do you expect it
to be about the same?
#

Variable

36 CHILDSTAN

Question
0 = “Lower”; 1 = “About the
same”; 2 = “Higher”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
1.30

1.30

1.52

q. When you think about America’s economy today, do you think it is...
#

Variable

37 CURECON

Question
0 = “In a depression”; 1 = “In
a recession”; 2 = “Stagnat
ing”; 3 = “Growing slowly”; 4 =
“Growing rapidly”

Mean
Mean
Enlightened
(Public) (Economists) Public
2.59

3.10

2.73

Table 3-3

Control Variables
a. What is your race? Are you white, black or African-American, Asian-American or some
other race?

Variable
Black
Asian
Othrace
Age
Male

Coding
= 1 if black, 0 otherwise
= 1 if Asian, 0 otherwise
= 1 if other race, 0 otherwise
= 1996 - birthyear
= 1 if male, 0 otherwise

Mean
(Public)
.08
.07
.07
44.40
.46

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public
.004
.07
.06
48.74
.94

.08
.07
.07
44.40
.46

b. How concerned are you that you or someone else in your household will lose their job
in the next year?

Variable
Jobsecurity

Coding
0 = “very concerned”
1 = “somewhat concerned”
2 = “not too concerned”
3 = “not at all concerned”

Mean
(Public)
1.88

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public
2.32

1.88

c. During the past five years, do you think that your family’s income has been going up
faster than the cost of living, staying about even with the cost of living, or falling behind
the cost of living?

Variable
Yourlast5

Coding
0 = “Falling behind”
1 = “Staying about even”
2 = “Going up”

Mean
(Public)
.74

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public
1.59

.74

d. Over the next five years, do you expect your family’s income to grow faster or slower
than the cost of living, or do you think it will grow at about the same pace?

Variable
Yournext5

Coding
0 = “Slower”
1 = “About the same”
2 = “Faster”

Mean
(Public)
.94

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public
1.33

.94

e. If you added together the yearly incomes, before taxes, of all the members of your
household for the last year, 1995, would the total be

Variable
Income

Coding
1 = $10,000 or less
2 = $10,000-$19,999
3 = $20,000-$24,999
4 = $25,000-$29,999
5 = $30,000-$39,999
6 = $40,000-$49,999
7 = $50,000-$74,999
8 = $75,000-$99,999
9 = $100,000 or more

Mean
(Public)
5.09

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public
8.44

5.09

f. In politics today, do you consider yourself a Republican, a Democrat, or an
Independent?

Variable
Dem
Rep
Othparty

Coding
Dem = 1 if Democrat, 0
otherwise
Rep = 1 if Republican,
0 otherwise
Othparty = 1 if member of
another party, 0 otherwise

Mean
(Public)

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public

.33

.38

.33

.29

.19

.29

.04

.02

.04

g. Would you say that your views in most political matters are very liberal, liberal, moder
ate, conservative, or very conservative?

Variable

Coding

Othideol

1 = “don’t think in those
terms”, 0 otherwise
-2 = “very liberal”
-1 = “liberal”
0 = “moderate”
1 = “conservative”
2 = “very conservative”

Ideology*
(1-Othideol)

Mean
(Public)

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public

.02

.03

.02

.13

-.04

.13

Table 3-3 (cont’d5

h. What is the last grade or class that you COMPLETED in school?

Variable

Mean
(Public)

Coding

Education

1 = “None, or grade 1-8”
2 = “High school incomplete
(grades 9-11)
3 = “High school graduate
(grade 12 or GED certificate)”
4 = “Business, technical, or
vocational school AFTER
high school”
5 = “Some college, no 4-year
degree”
6 = “College graduate (B.S.,
B.A., or other 4-year degree)”
7 = “Post-graduate training or
professional schooling after
college (e.g. toward a master’s
degree or Ph.D.; law or medical
school”
= 1 if economist, 0 otherwise

Econ

Mean
Enlightened
(Economists)
Public

4.54

7.00

7.00

0.00

1.00

1.00

Table 3-4

Coefficients on Education and Econ

Variable

#

Education
Coefficient

Education
t-stat

Econ
Coefficient

Econ
t-stat

1

TAXHIGH

-0.09

-7.47

-0.32

-5.61

2

DEFICIT

-0.01

-.63

-0.58

-10.91

3

FORAID

-0.09

-7.64

-1.02

-17.21

4

IMMIG

-0.12

-9.13

-0.59

-8.96

5

TAXBREAK

-0.07

-5.66

-0.25

-3.95

6

INADEDUC

-0.01

-.88

0.10

1.62

7

WELFARE

-0.07

-5.79

-0.48

-8.62

8

AA

-0.08

-6.69

-0.35

-5.72

9

HARDWORK

-0.04

-2.74

-0.50

-7.39

Education
t-stat

Econ
Coefficient

Econ
t-stat

-0.07

-5.50

-0.06

-1.00

0.01

1.09

0.08

1.24

PROFHIGH

-0.07

-5.25

-0.72

-11.50

13

EXECPAY

-0.04

-3.41

-0.69

-12.01

14

BUSPROD

-0.01

-.96

0.33

5.18

15

TECH

-0.10

-8.40

-0.51

-8.41

16

OVERSEAS

-0.05

-4.46

-0.87

-15.57

17

DOWNSIZE

-0.03

-2.44

-0.81

-13.76

18

COMPEDUC

-0.02

-1.53

-0.27

-4.63

19

TAXCUT

0.00

.17

-0.30

-4.21

20

WOMENWORK

0.03

2.32

0.15

2.68

21

TECHGOOD

0.04

3.06

0.16

2.47

22

TRADEAG

0.09

6.03

0.24

3.22

23

DOWNGOOD

0.01

.54

0.68

8.72

24

CHANGE20

0.04

2.74

0.45

5.94

25

TRADEJOB

0.07

4.74

0.59

8.63

26

WHYGASSD

-0.04

3.85

-0.66

13.26

27

GASPRICE

0.02

-4.36

0.11

-13.04

28

PRES

0.03

1.44

0.52

1.54

29

NEWJOB

0.02

1.47

0.63

8.68

30

GAP20

0.03

3.15

0.07

1.46

31

INCOME20

-0.01

-.78

0.66

10.96

32

WAGE20

-0.02

-1.83

0.30

5.54

33

NEED2EARN

-0.01

-1.38

-0.08

-2.54

34

STAN5

-0.03

-2.37

0.55

8.53

35

CHILDGEN

-0.07

-5.24

0.57

8.03

36

CHILDSTAN

-0.02

-.80

0.28

3.41

37

CURECON

0.01

.40

0.12

1.25

#

Variable

10

REG

11

SAVINGS

12

Education
Coefficient

Chapter 4
CLASSICAL PUBLI C CHOICE
A N D T H E FAI LURE OF R A T I ON A L
IGNORANCE
Apparently irrational cultural beliefs are quite remarkable:
They do not appear irrational by slightly departing from
common sense, or timidly going beyond what the
evidence allows. They appear, rather, like down-right
provocations against common sense rationality.

—Richard Shwedei1

An Economic Theory o f Democracy (1957) turned
rational ignorance into a basic element of the economics of politics.
Gordon Tullock did not coin the phrase until 10 years later,2 but
Downs’s one-sentence explanation remains definitive: “it is irrational
to be politically well-informed because the low returns from data sim
ply do not justify their cost in time and other resources.”3
The logic is simple. Time is money, and acquiring information re
quires time. Individuals balance the benefit of learning against its
cost.4 In markets, if individuals know too little, they pay the price in
missed opportunities; if they know too much, they pay the price in
wasted time. The prudent path is to find out enough to make a tolera
bly good decision.
Matters are different in politics. One vote is extraordinarily unlikely
to change an election’s outcome.5 So suppose an ignorant citizen
votes randomly. Except in the freak case where he casts the decisive
vote, flipping an otherwise deadlocked election, the marginal effect
is zero. If time is money, acquiring political information takes time,
and the expected personal benefit of voting is roughly zero, a rational,
selfish individual chooses to be ignorant.
The civics textbook motto, “If everybody thought that way, democ
racy would produce horrible results,” could well be true. But as an
appeal to citizen self-interest, the motto is a bald fallacy of composi
tion. If everyone knows nothing about politics, we are worse off; but

A n t h o n y D o w n s ’s

it does not follow that if I know nothing about politics, I am worse
off. If one person stands up at a concert, that person sees better, but
if everyone stands up, no one sees better.
In the fifties and sixties, economists got used to calling imperfect
information a “market failure.”6On reflection, though, the best exam
ple of this so-called market failure seemed to be democratic govern
ment. As the economics of politics developed, appeals to rational ig
norance grew alongside it. Rational ignorance became the root of an
intellectual orthodoxy—an orthodoxy I call Classical Public Choice.
Rational Ignorance: Evidence and Alleged Consequences

Although political scientists classify about one-third of the public as
“know-nothings,”7it is hard to find people whose political knowledge
is literally nonexistent. There are a handful of facts—like the name of
the president—that nearly everyone knows. Incentives Eire a little
more complex than they seem on the surface. Ubiquitous and enter
taining facts are easier to absorb than avoid, and recall than forget.
Political knowledge also has “off-label” benefits: good grades in im
practical subjects still help your career prospects, and your friends or
a date might scoff at full-fledged political cluelessness.
So Classical Public Choice’s stories about rational ignorance prove
too much. But not much too much. By any absolute measure, average
levels of politicsil knowledge Eire low.8 Less than 40% of American
adults know both of their senators’ names.9 Slightly fewer know both
senators’ parties—a particularly significant finding given its oft-cited
informationEil role.10 Much of the public has forgotten—or never
learned—the elementary and unchanging facts taught in every civics
class. About half knows that each state has two senators, and only a
quarter knows the length of their terms in office.11 FEimiliEirity with
politicians’ voting records and policy positions is predictably close
to nil even on high-profile issues, but amazingly good on fun topics
irrelevant to policy. As Delli Carpini and Keeter remark:
During the 1992 presidential campaign 89 percent of the public
knew that Vice President Quayle was feuding with the television
character Murphy Brown, but only 19 percent could characterize
Bill Clinton’s record on the environm ent. . . 86 percent of the pub
lic knew that the Bushes’ dog was named Millie, yet only 15 percent
knew that both presidential candidates supported the death pen
alty. Judge Wapner (host of the television series “People’s Court”)
was identified by more people than were Chief Justices Burger or
Rehnquist.12

This is precisely what the logic of rational ignorance would lead one
to suspect. When people decide whether to devote mental effort to
the dry facts vital for intelligent political choice, or to irrelevant fluff,
they choose the latter.13
Rational ignorance’s intuitive and empirical appeal would have
guaranteed it academic airtime. Yet it took an extra selling point to
turn rational ignorance into the keystone of Classical Public Choice:
its apparent ability to explain the failures of democracy. Imagine that
a single voter is sealed in a room for life, cut off from any contact with
the world outside his tiny cell. He has a lifetime supply of food and
water, but no windows. The cell has a one-way intercom; the voter
can tell politicians his preferences, but they are unable to speak to
him. Once every four years, the voter gets to voice his support for one
of two candidates. The voter knows that he determines the winner,
but he has no way to find out what the candidates did in the past or
intend to do in the future.
It would be astonishing if democracy worked in this story, because
neither candidate can improve his chance of winning. The voter in
side the cell neither sees politicians’ actions nor hears their words. So
the winner can do whatever he likes without the slightest fear of losing
office as a result of his decisions. This does not mean the officeholder
has no worries. He can be voted out of office in the next election. The
point is that he is equally likely to be thrown out of office if he follows
the voter’s intercom instructions to the letter, or does the opposite.
Little changes if there Eire millions of voters in isolation chambers.
As long as none know what goes on outside their cell, leaders can
ignore the expressed wishes of the majority—even though the major
ity has complete control over electoral outcomes. If candidate behavior
is unobservable, voters cannot condition their votes on candidate be
havior. If voters cannot condition their votes on candidate behavior,
candidates have no incentive to heed them.
Voters do not live in physical isolation chambers, but they could be
comparably ignorant by choice. If they were, the perceived failings of
democracy seem easy to explain. Why can special interest groups turn
legislatures against majority interests? Voters’ rational ignorance:
many fail to realize that tobacco farmers get subsidies, and few know
where their representative stands. Why can politicians defy public
opinion? Voters’ rational ignorance: few pay attention to politicians’
position on unpopular programs like foreign aid, and fewer remem
ber at the next election. Why Eire inefficient policies like the minimum
wage popular? Voters’ rational ignorance: few bother to learn enough
economics to understand the policies’ drawbacks.14

The flip side of public ignorance is insider expertise. While the vot
ers sleep, special interests fine-tune their lobbying strategy. Just as
voters know little because it doesn’t pay, interest groups know a lot
because—for them—it does; hence the mantra of “concentrated ben
efits, dispersed costs.” As Mancur Olson proclaims, “There is a sys
tematic tendency for exploitation of the great by the small!”15The or
ange tariff costs me, the orange consumer, a few pennies, but it means
millions for orange growers.
When economists stopped theorizing long enough to peruse the
political landscape, special interests seemed to lurk behind practi
cally every government policy. Like an old civics text, the professors
grumbled, “If only the voters knew . . . ” Unlike the civics text, how
ever, they could not offer the consolation that “one day the electorate
is bound to wake up and put the nation’s house in order.” The social
harm of rational ignorance does not make it individually advanta
geous to crusade against it.
In sum, according to Classical Public Choice, voter ignorance trans
forms politics from a puzzling anomaly into a textbook example of
the explanatory power of information economics. Voter ignorance
opens the door to severe government failure. Interest groups—not to
mention bureaucrats and politicians themselves—walk straight in.

Resisting Irrationality

Ordinary language has many words for disparaging false beliefs and
the people who hold them. In spite of subtle shades of meaning, most
fall into one of two categories: words that blame the m ind o f the
agent—like “irrational,” “stupid,” “delusional,” and “dogmatic”—and
words that blame the information available to the agent—like “igno
rant,” “uninformed,” “misled,” and “uneducated.”
The truth could easily be mixed. But most economists resist mixed
accounts of human error that give irrationality any share of the re
sponsibility. You might expect the ones who study politics to be less
rigid, but if anything the opposite is true.16Downs made rationality a
foundation of his analysis, and his successors have been true to his
vision. Still, at least Downs defends his decision to ignore fationality:
Our desire to by-pass political irrationality springs from (1) the com
plexity of the subject, (2) its incompatibility with our model of purely
rational behavior, and (3) the fact that it is an empirical phenome
non which cannot be dealt with by deductive logic alone but also
requires actual investigation beyond the scope of this study.17

In contrast, the orthodoxy Downs inspired often forgets that an alter
native exists. Any popular error, no matter how bizarre, supposedly
confirms that voters Eire rationally ignorant. After perusing the empir
ical evidence of systematically biased beliefs about economics, many
in the tradition of Classical Public Choice interpret it as evidence of
rational ignorance. Indeed, the economists most willing to accept the
empirics Eire often least willing to interpret them as the very thing that
Downs “bypassed” 50 years ago: political irrationality.
Why are economists so hostile towards theories rooted in “stupid
ity” or “irrationality,” and so friendly towards the extreme “ignorance
only” take on human error? One defense is tautologous: equating all
error with “ignorance,” then equivocating between the standard and
catchEill definitions. Yet whatever words you prefer, two distinct
causes of error remain: Either you lack sufficient data, or you fail to
take full advantage of the data you have. A mystery might remain
unsolved by a detective because he needs more clues, or because he
lacks the desire or wit to piece his clues together.
When proponents of the ignorance-only view tire of semantic de
bate, the next defense is to appeal to the difficulty of empirically dis
tinguishing the two sources of error. Who is to say what is or is not
“irrational”?18 This objection is puzzling because modern economic
theorists have a simple and appealing benchmark: “rational expecta
tions,” which essentially equates rationality with the absence of sys
tematic error.19The intuition is that mere ignorance produces nothing
worse than random mistakes. If you overestimate the level of traffic
one morning, and underestimate it the day after, no one impugns
your rationality. How are you supposed to know if a car will break
down at rush hour and block two lanes? In contrast, if you underesti
mate the severity of traffic every day, “How was I supposed to know?”
is a hollow excuse. There was not enough information to predict per
fectly; but that hardly explains why predictions consistently fail the
same way.
As formalizations go, rational expectations makes a lot of sense. Its
violation is close to the everyday meaning of “irrationality.” Further
more, an assumption akin to rational expectations is hard to do with
out. Who has not said something like “As price goes up, sellers in
crease their production”? Yet this elementary claim assumes that
objective facts and subjective beliefs about price move in the same
direction. If sellers systematically mistook rising prices for falling
prices, their response would be the reverse of the standard prediction.
It is not surprising, then, that informal substitutes for rational ex
pectations predate the formal literature. Years before Muth or Lucas,
economists routinely affirmed that one can judge the “rationality” of

actors’ means. For Downs, “The term rational is never applied to an
agent’s ends, but only to his means. This follows from the definition
of rational as efficient, i.e., maximizing output for a given input.”20
Like rational expectations, Downs’s benchmark measures agents’ be
liefs against objective reality:
If a theorist knows the ends of some decision-maker, he can predict
which actions will be taken to achieve them as follows: (1) he calcu
lates the most reasonable way for the decision-maker to reach his
goals, and (2) he assumes this way will actually be chosen because
the decision-maker is rational.21
The “rational expectations revolution” is a misnomer. It did triumph
quickly as an analytical approach. But—with the exception of Keyne
sian macroeconomics—the change was usually cosmetic. Rational
expectations primarily gave older styles of economics a more definite
shape, leaving their spirit intact.
Still, economists often lose their enthusiasm for rational expecta
tions once evidence of systematic errors starts to pour in. If you
equate rationality with the absence of systematic errors, hard empiri
cal evidence of their presence is an open-and-shut case for irrational
ity. Rather than accept this unpalatable conclusion, lots of economists
throw the rational expectations benchmark to the wolves.
Then a third defense springs up: a looser definition of rationality
that allows for systematic mistakes. Bayesianism is one alternative. As
long as people update their beliefs according to Bayes’ Rule, they qual
ify as “rational,” even if they Eire grossly in error. However, this we Elk
standard too has been experimentally tested and found wanting.22
A still weaker definition of rationality equates it with “truth-seeking.”23As long as a person sincerely tries to understand the world, he is
rational in this sense, no matter what he believes. The only irrational
people are those who fail to try; everyone else gets an A for effort.
It is important to notice that systematic errors like those in the
SAEE are constitutive of irrationality in the rational expectations sense
of the term, but remain a symptom of irrationality in its weaker senses.
The sillier errors get, the more likely it is that the cause is lack of
mentsil discipline, not lack of information.
The deepest problem with substitutes for rational expectations is
that they give only a semantic victory. A lower threshold for “rationEility” makes it easier to vouch for an individual’s rationality, but there
is a high cost. Most models assume that individuals’ beliefs are unbi
ased, not merely that they are rational in some sense. So once you
lower the threshold of rationality, you can no longer safely build on

standard “rational actor” theorems. You have to go back to square
one to save a word.
What’s Wrong with Rational Ignorance, I

The phrase “rational ignorance” functions as a disclaimer. Stamping
“rationally ignorant” on a person certifies that “the aforementioned
ignorance of the subject does not impugn his rationality, which con
tinues to enjoy a full warranty.” When people mention “irrationality,”
economists dismiss them with the truism, “There is a difference
between irrationality and ignorance.”24 But this cuts both ways: if ig
norance can be mistaken for irrationality, irrationality can be mis
taken for ignorance. Maybe failing students in introductory econ
could excel if they attended class and read the textbook. Then again,
maybe not.
Still, I do not want to dismiss the “ignorance only” view too hastily.
What is wrong with it? This section and the next ask two critical ques
tions of the “ignorance only” view:
First: Is the ignorance-only view consistent with introspection and
personal testimony?
Second: Can the ignorance-only view explain democratic failure?
The connection between error and lack of information is obvious. But
is lack of information the root of all error? Introspection and personal
testimony advance another candidate: emotional commitment.25
Holding fast to beloved opinions increases subjective well-being.
When the typical person defends the claims of his religion, to take
the clearest example, he cares about the answer, and meets pertinent
information with hostility if it goes against his convictions. To a large
degree, we expect religious discussions to be “dogmatic,” with believ
ers on all sides refusing to give rival sects a fair hearing. Cynics might
call this posturing, but it is usually hard to doubt devotees’ sincerity.
By and large, people are not pretending to be closed-minded on m at
ters of faith.
In a secular age, politics and economics have displaced religion
itself as the focal point for passionate conviction and dogmatism. As
McCloskey says, “The man in the street cherishes his erroneous ideas
about free trad e.. . . He regards his ideas as part of his character, like
his personality or his body type, and takes very unkindly to critical
remarks about them.”26 When liberals and conservatives quarrel
about the effect of tax cuts, they have emotional investments in the
answer. Conservatives like arguments that support tax cuts even if

they are factually dubious; liberals dislike arguments that support tax
cuts even if they make perfect sense.
Undoubtedly this is partly strategic, but it strains credulity to claim
that the confidence of the typical ideologue is “just an act.” Listen to
Arthur Koestler describe his conversion to Communism:
To say that one has “seen the light” is a poor description of the
mental rapture which only the convert knows (regardless of what
faith he has been converted to). The new light seems to pour from
all directions across the skull; the whole universe falls into pattern
like the stray pieces of a jigsaw puzzle assembled by magic at one
stroke. There is now an answer to every question, doubts and con
flicts are a matter of the tortured past—a past already remote, when
one had lived in dismal ignorance in the tasteless, colorless world
of those who don’t know. Nothing henceforth can disturb the con
vert’s inner peace and serenity—except the occasional fear of losing
faith again, losing thereby what alone makes life worth living, and
falling back into the outer darkness, where there is wailing and
gnashing of teeth.27
Whittaker Chambers makes the same point more succinctly:
I was willing to accept Communism in whatever terms it presented
itself, to follow the logic of its course wherever it might lead me,
and to suffer the penalties without which nothing in life can be
achieved. For it offered me what nothing else in the dying world
had power to offer at the same intensity—faith and a vision, some
thing for which to live and something for which to die.28
The fanaticism of Koestler or Chambers is obviously rare, but I submit
that in politics, disinterested objectivity is just as scarce.
Introspection also uncovers mixed cognitive motives. Recall the last
argument you had on a topic you feel strongly about. You probably
made an effort to give the other side a fair hearing. Why was it neces
sary, though, to make an effort? Because you knew that your emotions
might carry you away; you might heatedly proclaim yourself the victor
even if the evidence was against you. Whether or not you give in to
temptation, there are always many who will. Irrationality is therefore
all around us, and not just according to a demanding test like rational
expectations. Drop the standard of rationality down to “truth-seek
ing” if you like. You can grade people for effort, and they still flunk.
If ignorance were the sole cause of error, sufficiently large doses of
information would be a cognitive panacea. You could fix anj/miscon
ception with enough facts. A few thought experiments show how im
plausible this is. Imagine trying to convert an audience of creationists

to Darwinism. You might change some minds with patient lectures
on genetics, fossil evidence, or fruit fly experiments.29 But it would be
miraculous if you convinced half. Similarly, envision John Lott ad
dressing the Million Mom March on “more guns, less crime.”30 Even
if his empirical work were impeccable, it is hard to see more than a
handful of crusaders for gun control exclaiming, “Oops, who would
have guessed?” Indeed, few would concede, “This issue is more com
plicated than I thought; I’ll stop protesting until I get a better grip.”
Or consider explaining the benefits of free trade to globalization pro
testors. A few might gain new insight into comparative advantage and
economic development. Yet is anyone naive enough to suppose that
he could convince a majority?
My point is not that real-world evidence is one-sided (though it
often is!). Rather, my point is that if the evidence were one-sided, the
fraction convinced would not rise to 100% with all the relevant infor
mation. Their emotional attachment to their beliefs is too intense:
“Don’t confuse me with the facts.”
Almost every interesting topic in economics fits this description.
Think about the SAEE. What would it take to convince everyone that
supply-and-demand typically governs price? That excessive foreign
aid is not a major problem? That downsizing is good in the long run?
That living standards Eire rising? In each case, emotional commitment
to the wrong answer—and hostility to naysayers—is widespread. A
good teacher could change some minds, but the best teacher in the
world would be lucky to convince half.
Aristotle says that “all men by nature desire to know,”31 but that is
not the whole story. It is also true that all men by nature desire not to
know unpleasant facts. Much of the time, both motives are at work.
The human mind has mixed motives: people want to learn about the
world without sacrificing their worldview,:32Investigating only the first
motive yields a distorted picture of the way we use our heads.

What’s Wrong with Rational Ignorance, II

Many detractors reject Classical Public Choice on aesthetic grounds.33
The civics textbook presents a beautiful picture of democracy. Its
flaws should never be depicted as more than transient aberrations.
Information economics adds insult to injury. It not only unveils deep
flaws in democracy; it paints its flaws as inherent. Voters are ignorant
due to inborn human selfishness, not an epidemic of apathy induced
by “insufficient democracy.” Other critics, however, have substantive

objections to Classical Public Choice. Taken together, they seriously
undermine it.
The Miracle o f Aggregation and the Irrelevance
o f Biased Information
Chapter 1 already worked through the deepest objection to Classical
Public Choice’s account of political failure: Ignorant voters choose
randomly, so with a reasonably large electorate they balance each
other out, leaving the well informed in the driver’s seat.34 A natural
objection to this Miracle of Aggregation is that it takes on a straw
man. The problem, one might say, is not that the ignorant vote ran
domly, but that the ignorant are easily misled by propaganda. The
trouble is not the shortage of information, but its bias, which fills the
heads of the ignorant with lies.35
While this story sounds good, it is theoretically wobbly. Ignorant
does not mean impressionable. When you walk onto a used car lot,
you may be highly ignorant, but you can still discount or ignore the
words of the salesmen who shout “You won’t get a better deal any
where else!” As Wittman critically remarks:
I have never met anyone who believes that the defense department
does not exaggerate the need for defense procurement. But if every
one knows the defense department will exaggerate the importance
of its contribution to human welfare, then, on average, voters will
sufficiently discount defense department claims. Even when the
ruling class has a virtual domestic monopoly on the instruments of
information, as was the case in the former Soviet Union, we observe
people discounting the information contained in their papers and
trusting foreign sources.36
At minimum, why wouldn’t highly ignorant voters tune out unreliable
sources? They do not have to fact-check political ads, just greet them
with blanket skepticism. That is the commonsense response to unver
ified assertions from sources with questionable motives.
Popular metaphors are partly to blame for the confusion. Writers
often compare the ignorant to empty vessels, clean sheets of paper,
or blank slates. Mao Zedong thought it fortunate that the Chinese
peasantry was “poor and blank” because “a clean sheet of paper has
no blotches and so the newest and most beautiful words can be writ
ten on it.”37 Such metaphors gloss over the distinction between being
ignorant and being receptive to new ideas. One does not follow from
the other. A blank slate can be difficult to write upon; an ignorant

voter can be hard to persuade. If you hear only cheap talk by rival
politicians, the rational course is to stay agnostic.
Thus, you can grant that (almost all) voters are morbidly ignorant
yet remain optimistic about how well democracy works. There is
nothing mystical about the Miracle of Aggregation—it is simple statis
tics. And as long as ignorance is circumscribed by common sense, the
Miracle of Aggregation is sturdy enough to withstand floods of biased
information.38
Optimal Punishment and Correlations between Information and In
terests What happens if the more-informed have predictably different
interests than the less-informed—in technical terms, if there is a cor
relation between information and interests? Political corruption is a
clear example. Those who know the most about the corruption—the
bribe-taker and the bribe-payer—profit from it; the people who suffer
because of corruption do not know who is paying whom to do what.
You face the sam e problem if w ell-inform ed voters have different
interests than the rest o f the population. Suppose that 60% o f voters
Eire uninform ed Eind poor, 20% are uninform ed and rich, 5% Eire well
inform ed Eind poor, and 15% are well inform ed Eind rich. If people
vote their pocketbooks in a tw o-candidate race, the more prorich p o l
itician gets half the uninform ed votes but three-quarters o f the wellinform ed votes. The pro-rich candidate w ins with 55% o f the vote,
though 65% o f voters are poor.

Correlations between information E in d interests seem like a strong
objection to the Miracle of Aggregation. The more informed have the
power to manipulate the system, and there is nothing the less in
formed can do about it. But like biased information, there is less to
this problem than meets the eye. One can circumvent its dangers with
a little help from the economics of crime.
Suppose a robber has a 50% chance of being caught lifting $1,000
from a cash register. If the punishment is a $1,000 fine, crime pays:
Heads, the thief wins; tails, he breaks even. Legal systems cope with
this problem by msiking a convicted criminEil much worse off than he
would have been if he had obeyed the law. In economic jargon, the
law imposes “probability multipliers”—making sentences tougher as
the chance of being caught declines.39As Gary Becker originally put it,
the idea is “to keep police and other expenditures relatively low and to
compensate by meting out strong punishments to those convicted.”40
An ignorant electorate can use the same strategy to control politi
cians. Voters do not need to pay much attention to politics; they only
need to vow revenge if they catch their leaders misbehaving. You learn
that a congressman uses the franking privilege to send personal

mail—give him a year of jail. A cabinet member mutters a racial epi
thet on tape—demand his resignation. A convict on furlough com
mits a murder—vote against the incumbent governor in the next elec
tion. Finally, if a politician pays too much attention to the well
informed, declare him an elitist and throw the snob out. What ap
pears to be an “overreaction” is an easy way for the ignorant to elicit
good behavior day in, day out.
Big Government: The Neglected Victim o f Asymmetric Information In
formation is “asymmetric” when more-knowledgeable people inter
act with less-knowledgeable people. The classic example is the usedcar market: the dealer knows details that customers can only guess.41
Political corruption fits the same description: A politician knows if he
has been dishonest, but the public may not.
Harsh punishment is the simplest way for the ignorant to protect
their interests. But what if the harshest available punishment is too
mild to keep politicians in line? A used-car dealer who gets caught
lying to his customers might lose more than their goodwill; he risks
a fraud conviction as well. In contrast, after he irreversibly ruins his
public reputation, a politician can earn a comfortable living in a law
firm. A democratically elected leader can break all his campaign
promises without risking a day in jail or a one-dollar lawsuit. Heads
he wins, tails he breaks even: a recipe for constant abuse.
To many, unmitigated asymmetric information provides a clean ac
count of how democracy fails.42 It is the alleged mechanism that sus
tains Big Government, letting politicians, bureaucrats, and lobbyists
waste taxpayers’ money on one pointless program and regulation
after another. The insiders Eire the only ones who know what is going
on, and if they are caught red-handed, they get a slap on the wrist,
not harsh “optimal punishments.”
This story is plausible but incomplete and easy to misinterpret. To
see why, return to the used-car market. Due to their informational
disadvantage, as Akerlof explained,43 prospective purchasers of used
cars are wary. Salesmen must demonstrate the quality of their product
to consumers’ satisfaction. If the demonstration is unconvincing,
buyers slash their bids to reflect uncertainty. If their doubts are strong
enough, they walk away. Thus, the greater sellers’ informational ad
vantage, the smellier the demand for their product. Asymmetric infor
mation is bad for sellers as well as buyers.
The same principle applies to politics. You do not need to follow
politics closely in order to realize that insiders know more than you do.
Armed with this epiphany, you have a straightforward countermove:
When in doubt, say no.44Voters can assign fewer responsibilities and

surrender less money to a government they do not trust by voting for
politicians who share their doubts. So contrary to popular stories,
asymmetric information leads to less government.45
To see why, suppose that there are 10 proposed government pro
grams. Four of them make the typical voter $100 better off; the other
six transfer $100 from the typical voter to an interest group. If voters
know which programs Eire good Eind which Eire bad, four of the 10 will
enjoy popular support. However, if there is asymmetric information,
if voters cannot distinguish good programs from bad, they expect to
lose $20 from any given program, and therefore oppose all 10.
If insiders lobbied harder for the bad programs, the effect of asym
metric information would be even stronger. There could be forty good
proposals, and only six bad ones. If voters hear about all of the bad
ones, but only 10% of the good ones, asymmetric information leads
voters to oppose every new program that crosses their path. The
whole barrel can go to waste because of a few bad apples.
Yes, in vitsil Eireas, voters might prefer corrupt government to none
at all. But these are rare compared to the countless marginal functions
that voters might assign to government if they knew it would do a
good job.46 Government transparency is bad for insiders with some
thing to hide, but good for government overall.
Inarticulate Knowledge and Cognitive Shortcuts. The preceding argu
ments are skeptical about the consequences of voter ignorance. None
question its severity. But some critics add that voters’ ignorance is
greatly exaggerated. Objective tests show that voters are bad at articu
lating what they know about politics. Perhaps, however, they hold the
same positions they would have adopted after intensive study. How?
By falling back on “cognitive shortcuts”—informal or subliminal
cues.47 Lupia and McCubbins use the example of a motorist crossing
a busy intersection:
Advocates of complete information might argue that successful
automotive navigation requires as much information as you
can gather about the intentions of other drivers and the speed, ac
celeration, direction, and mass of their cars. At many intersections,
however, there is a simple substitute for all of this information—a
traffic signal.48
Brand names help shoppers far more than Consumer Reports ever
will. Perhaps party labels play an analogous role in politics. Or con
sider word of mouth. You often buy on a friend’s recommendation.
You would look foolish if you were quizzed about the pros and cons
of your decision. But it was ultimately well informed. The same could
hold for political stances—a person who slavishly follows friends’ ad

vice might flunk a test of political knowledge despite the fact that his
decision indirectly draws from a well of careful deliberation. As Lupia
and McCubbins wryly observe: “Asserting that limited information
precludes reasoned choice is equivalent to requiring that people who
want to brush their teeth recall the ingredients of their toothpaste.”49
The leading version of this approach is the theory of retrospective
voting.50The intuition: Instead of second-guessing your leader’s deci
sions, look at the country during his tenure. If it enjoyed prosperity
and peace, reelect the incumbent or his anointed successor. If it
suffered from depression and war, throw the bums out. This cogni
tive shortcut rewards smart decisions, and in turn spurs politicians
to make smart decisions—even if you have no idea what the smart
decision is.
In my view, appeals to inarticulate knowledge are far less compel
ling than other objections to Classical Public Choice. Inarticulate
knowledge clearly exists, but you would expect articulate and inartic
ulate knowledge to positively correlate. Knowledge of anatomy does
not make one a surgeon, but most trained surgeons can still describe
in detail how the human body works. Low objective test scores are
not sure proof of incompetence, but they point in that direction.
Shoppers rely on brand names and word of mouth, but that is not
the limit of their knowledge. They also have a lot of articulate knowl
edge, without which their cognitive shortcuts would be far less useful.
If you do not grasp the difference between orange juice and detergent,
brand names will at best help you drink the finest detergent on the
market, and wash your dishes with the right amount of pulp. What
protects shoppers from making this mistake is their conscious ability
to identify and explain the pros and cons, the uses and limitations, of
hundreds of products.
In contrast, a voter unable to describe his representative’s policies,
demarcate his areas of authority—or name him—is not out of the
ordinary. This puts a serious damper on retrospective voting. If voters
do not know term lengths, incumbent politicians will be punished for
the sins of their predecessor, and share credit for their achievements
with their successors. If voters pay no attention to policy, “prosperity
and peace” voting heavily discourages the adoption of policies with
long-run gains but short-term costs—such as a preemptive war
against a rising menace.
Furthermore, what good does retrospective voting do if voters do
not know which branch—or branches—of government are responsi
ble for what?51 Reelecting incumbent presidents during periods of
prosperity is a silly shortcut if economic performance primarily de
pends on the independent central bank. Correctly assigning credit

Eind blame is especially important under divided government, when
retrospective voting could create truly perverse incentives. If voters
punish presidents for high unemployment, a Republican Congress
could defeat a Democratic president by fighting against recovery.
Someone unschooled in physics can be a great pool player. Re
searchers who emphasize inarticulate knowledge correctly point out
that tests of articulate knowledge understate functional know-how.52
But they do not show that tests of political knowledge understate
functional voter know-how to a larger than normal degree, still less
that articulate knowledge and voter know-how are unrelated. Indeed,
as Althaus observes, research on enlightened preferences shows the
opposite. Articulate knowledge usually predicts systematically differ
ent policy views:
While many respondents may use heuristics, on-line processing,
and information shortcuts to arrive at the political opinions they
express in surveys, these substitutes for political knowledge do
not necessarily help ill-informed people express policy prefer
ences similar to those of well-informed people. If they did, surveyed
opinion across the board should closely resemble fully informed
opinion.53

Wittman’s Fork

The most compelling objections to Classical Public Choice accommo
date rational ignorance. Instead of disputing its theoretical coherence
or empirical accuracy, they quarrel with conventional beliefs about
its consequences:
• Contrary to Classical Public Choice, the level of voter ignorance
has little effect on policy. More careful analysis, guided by the
law of large numbers, shows that the influence of well-informed
voters is disproportionate to their head count.
• Ignorance does not turn voters into easy marks for propaganda
and deceit. Lack of information is not equivalent to folly, and only
a fool would take unverified, self-serving political advertising at
face value.
• Voter ignorance does not imply corruption and insider manipula
tion. True, if the severity of formal and informal punishment
stays constant, voter inattention implies lower expected penalt
ies for misbehavior. But there is an obvious cure: compensate for
lax monitoring with unforgiving punishment.

• Finally, if harsh punishments cannot be imposed, the sensible
voter response to insider manipulation is skepticism. They can
reject so-called government “solutions” until the day—and that
day may never come to pass—when there is solid proof of their
efficacy.
The implications for Classical Public Choice are radical. Rational ig
norance, long since convicted by a vast literature of subverting de
mocracy, lacks the means to commit the crime of which is stands
accused. The defendant has a solid alibi. Appeals to the self-evidence
of the premise or the conclusion Eire beside the point. The issue is the
link, or lack thereof, between rational ignorance and inefficiently
large government.
Once we understand how rational ignorance does and does not
matter, there is a temptation to “close the case” against democracy.
Yet it would be premature to infer that the conclusions of Classical
Public Choice are false. The fact that the prime suspect in a murder
investigation is innocent does not mean that the victim died of natu
ral causes. Logic texts are full of examples of invalid arguments from
true premises to true conclusions. The premises “Some men are mor
tal” and “I am a m an” are true, and so is the conclusion, “I am mor
tal.” But “Some men are mortal; I am a man; therefore I am mortal”
is not a valid argument. (Consider the logically parallel “Some men
have red hair; I am a man; therefore I have red hair.”) The failure
of rational ignorance implies that democracy’s critics must find an
alternative mechanism.
This is not as easy as it sounds. The maverick economist Donald
Wittman of UC Santa Cruz persuasively contends that there are es
sentially three routes: “Behind every model of government failure is
an assumption of extreme voter stupidity, serious lack of competition,
or excessively high negotiation/transfer costs.”54 Wittman adds that
economists ordinarily treat all three sorts of explanations as dubious.
I call this Wittman’s Fork: there are but three paths to democratic
failure.55
Building on the preceding critique of rational ignorance, Wittman
deliberately says “extreme stupidity,” not “ignorance.” This is a bit
harsh: Wittman might make you wear a dunce cap for having a medi
ocre grasp of advanced game theory.56His point, though, is that igno
rance cannot carry the weight the critics of democracy assign to it. If
voters are to blame for the failures of democracy, their flaw has to be
deeper than “lack of information.”
What about Wittman’s two other options? Despite its focus on the
rational ignorance of the electorate, Classical Public Choice leaves

Figure 4.1 Wittman's Fork

room for fully informed political failure. A market monopoly can
fleece fully informed consumers; a political monopoly could do the
same to fully informed voters. But in recent decades economists have
met charges of "monopoly” with suspicion.57 How do you become a
"monopoly”—business, political, or other—in the first place? Wittman aptly encapsulates modern thinking:
Incumbents tend to be reelected for the same reason that the win
ner of the last footrace is likely to win the next one and the head of
a corporation is likely to maintain his position tomorrow. They are
the best. That is why they won in the first place and why they are
likely to win again.58
If market monopoly worries you, then probably so should political
monopoly. But before you rush to "restore competition,” in either
arena, reflect on the long-term dangers of penalizing success.
A parallel story holds for the remaining refuge of Classical Public
Choice: "excessively high negotiation/transfer costs.” Markets fail to
execute some otherwise beneficial trades because of transaction
costs. Political logrolling has the same problem.59Yet it is hard to get
excited about these missed opportunities. Will it not be the marginal
deals, of little consequence, that remain undone? On top of this, de
mocracy is designed to shear the transactions costs of ordinary con
tract law.60In markets, you need participants’ unanimous consent to

strike a bargain; under democracy, majorities often suffice to reach
a decision.
It is tempting to reply that Wittman’s sanguine views on political
competition and transactions costs have been empirically refuted
during the past decade.61Direct democracy yields different outcomes
than indirect democracy. Senators from the same state often disagree.
Open primaries, redistricting, campaign finance rules, and the degree
of party competition affect political outcomes.62 Besley and Case feel
comfortable stating, “At a general level, the median voter model, the
workhorse of so much political economy modeling for more than a
generation, receives little empirical support.”63
I suspect, however, that Wittman would be unfazed by these find
ings. In the grand scheme of things, he would probably say, the re
ported effects are small. Perhaps Besley and Case are right, for exam
ple, that “a ten percentage point increase in the fraction of seats held
by Democrats in both the lower and upper houses is associated with
an increase in overall state spending per capita of $10 in 1982 dol
lars.”64Does that refute the claim that government basically gives vot
ers what they want? Even the fact that senators from the same state
often disagree is not so troubling. Maybe voters deliberately elect sen
ators from different parties to dilute the effect of ideological shirk
ing.65And if new legislation slightly adjusts a status quo that is close
to constituents’ preferences to begin with, senators from the same
state only need a little slack in order to vote differently.
Wittman would also probably argue that other researchers misin
terpret their findings. If lopsided legislatures really pushed policy
away from voters’ preferences, they would stop voting for them. A
more plausible story, for Wittman, would be that researchers do not
correctly measure voter preferences. Voters elect lopsided legislatures
in order to get the policies lopsided legislatures typically deliver.
Surely, he might inquire, you are not suggesting that people system
atically underestimate the effects of giving one party the lion’s share
of power?
Wittman’s aim is to drive Classical Public Choice in his preferred
direction by blocking every option but his own. Then all serious stu
dents of politics will have to concede that democracy works well. In
fact, however, Wittman leaves the route of “extreme voter stupidity”
wide open. He provides little empirical evidence of voters’ mental
prowess.66 Instead, he tries to dissuade us with scary rhetoric. Faced
with a choice between the implausible view that “democracy works
well” and the embarrassing view that “voters are extremely stupid,”
Wittman bets that democracy’s detractors will endorse the former.

Rethinking “Extreme Voter Stupidity”

Efforts to minimize the effect of voter ignorance may have struck you
as far-fetched. Errors harmlessly cancel out? The average voter seam
lessly adjusts for media bias, and imposes probability multipliers to
discipline misbehavior? Government shrinks because voters do not
know how well its programs work? To escape such odd conclusions,
all you have to do is stop talking about voter ignorance, and start
talking about voter irrationality.61
Take the Miracle of Aggregation. The mistakes of ignorant voters
cancel each other out, leaving informed voters in charge. If you find
this conclusion fantastic, relief is at hand. Admit that voters have sys
tematic biases, that they are, in technical terms, somewhat irrational.
Then instead of canceling, the electorate’s errors tilt policy in the ex
pected direction.
The same goes for biased information. Rationally ignorant individ
uals would not be swayed, but that does not mean no swaying occurs.
If individuals fall short of full rationality, they might inadequately ad
just for the credibility of the source. They might embrace propaganda
because they like the way that a speaker sounds or smiles or dresses—
or the movies he starred in. Irrationality does not imply impression
ability, but —unlike rational ignorance—it does not rule it out.
Irrational voters’ punishment strategies may be equally inept. Just
because they possess the right tools for keeping politicians honest
does not mean they will deploy them. Optimal punishment rises as
the probability of detection falls and the benefit of breaking the rules
goes up. Irrational voters may flout these vital principles. They might
bemoan politicians’ dishonesty, then turn around and forgive flagrant
promise-breaking. Irrational voters could make the reputational fall
out for minor offenses higher than major ones with the same proba
bility of detection. In the real world, which is more likely to incur the
public’s wrath: an off-color joke, or a broken campaign promise? A
sex scandal, or failure to prevent a terrorist attack?
Along the same lines, irrational voters may respond to asymmetric
information with blind faith rather than cautious skepticism. Ratio
nally ignorant voters employ a “When in doubt, say no” strategy, giv
ing politicians and activists with good ideas a strong incentive to
prove their case. But irrational voters might take the naive stance, “If
they say we need a program, we must!”—tempting insiders to concoct
one scary story after another.68

Conclusion

Unlike ignorance, irrationality allows a wide range of outcomes. Many
see the absence of a unique prediction as a defect, or a sign of intellec
tual sloth. I do not. As Richard Thaler pointedly asks, “Would you
rather be elegant and precisely wrong, or messy and vaguely right?”69
Recognizing that objective facts do not nail down political beliefs
shows us how to spend our time more wisely. Theories o f irrationality
need discipline from the empirics o f public opinion. We should focus
on this vital task—as the last chapter did—instead of making tortured
arguments about how voters’ beliefs flow logically from the facts.
Unfortunately, many economists have trouble getting over the con
flict between voter irrationality and economic theory. One is tempted
to say “So what?” but this is a flippant response. In all fairness, the
economic approach to human behavior has been extremely fruitful.
Basic economic theory cannot be lightly cast aside.
Fortunately, there is no need to do so. With a slight conceptual
twist, voter irrationality becomes a natural extension of basic eco
nomic theory, not a deviation from it. The next chapter develops and
explores a new model of cognition to show how one Eind the ssime
individual can be both a “rational consumer” and an “irrational
voter.” From this standpoint, the evidence of systematic error ceases
to be anomalous. Economists should have expected it all along. With
this new groundwork laid, a disquieting yet intuitive vision of political
economy falls naturally into place.

Chapter 5
R A T I ON A L I R R A T I O N A L I T Y
For it seemed to me that I could find much more truth in
the reasonings that each person makes concerning mat
ters that are important to him, and whose outcome ought
to cost him dearly later on if he judged badly, than in
those reasonings engaged in by a man of letters in his
study, which touch on speculations that produce no effect
and are of no other consequence to him except perhaps
that, the more they are removed from common sense, the
more pride he will take in them.
—Rene Descartes, Discourse on Method

you grant that voters are irrational. Can you stop there? Vot
ers are people. If they are highly irrational on election day, one would
expect them to be equally irrational the rest of the year. Do individuals
magically transform into a lower form of life when they enter the vo
ting booth, then revert to their normal state upon exit?
The thesis of global human rationality is internally consistent. So
is the opposite thesis that humans are irrational through and through.
Is there a coherent intermediate position? Without one, the practical
relevance of voters’ folly shrinks or vanishes. If people are rational on
Monday and irrational on Tuesday, it is a good idea to shift decision
making to Monday. But if people are irrational twenty-four seven, you
just have to live with the fact that all decisions will be worse. By the
same reasoning, if people are rational as consumers but irrational as
voters, it is a good idea to rely more on markets and less on politics.
But if people are irrational across the board, we should expect less of
every form of human organization. The relative merits of alternative
systems stay roughly the same.2
Even if an intermediate position is coherent, is it consistent with
what we already know? One could postulate voter irrationality as an
ad hoc exception to the laws of human behavior. But ad hoc excep
tions to well-established principles understandably provoke skepti
cism.3 Is there any way to subsume established patterns and anoma
lies under a single rule?
Su p p o s e

This chapter meets these theoretical challenges. Though initially
jarring, it is coherent to assert that people are rational in some areas
but not others. Irrational beliefs probably play a role in all human
activities, but politics makes the “short list” of areas where irrational
ity is exceptionally pronounced. Furthermore, basic economic the
ory—properly interpreted—helps define the boundaries of rational
ity. Political irrationality is not an ad hoc anomaly, but a predictable
response to unusual incentives.
Preferences over Beliefs
“I ca’n’t believe that!” said Alice.
“Ca’n’t you?” the Queen said in a pitying tone.
“Try again: draw a long breath, and shut your eyes.”
Alice laughed. “There’s no use trying,” she said.
“One ca’n’t believe impossible things.”
“I dare say you haven’t had much practice,” said
the Queen. “When I was your age, I always did it for halfan-hour a day. Why, sometimes I’ve believed as many as
six impossible things before breakfast.”
—Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass4

The desire for truth can clash with other motives. Material self-inter
est is the leading suspect. We distrust salesmen because they make
more money if they shade the truth. In markets for ideas, similarly,
people often accuse their opponents of being “bought,” their judg
ment corrupted by a flow of income that would dry up if they
changed their minds. Dasgupta and Stiglitz deride the free-market
critique of antitrust policy as “well-funded” but “not well-founded.”5
Some accept funding from interested parties, then bluntly speak their
minds anyway. The temptation, however, is to balance being right
and being rich.
Social pressure for conformity is another force that conflicts with
truth-seeking.6Espousing unpopular views often transforms you into
an unpopular person. Few want to be pariahs, so they self-censor. If
pariahs are less likely to be hired, conformity blends into conflict of
interest. However, even bereft of financial consequences, who wants
to be hated? The temptation is to balance being right and being liked.
But greed and conformism are not the only forces at war with truth.
Human beings also have mixed cognitive motives.7 One of our goals
is to reach correct answers in order to take appropriate action, but
that is not the only goal of our thought. On many topics, one position

is more comforting, flattering, or exciting, raising the danger that our
judgment will be corrupted not by money or social approval, but by
our own passions.
Even on a desert isle, some beliefs make us feel better about our
selves. Gustave Le Bon refers to “that portion of hope Eind illusion
without which [men] csinnot live.”8 Religion is the most obvious ex
ample.9 Since it is often considered rude to call attention to the fact,
let Gaetano Mosca make the point for me:
The Christian must be enabled to think with complacency that ev
erybody not of the Christian faith will be dsunned. The Brahman
must be given grounds for rejoicing that he alone is descended from
the head of Brahma and has the exalted honor of reading the sacred
books. The Buddhist must be taught highly to prize the privilege he
has of attaining Nirvana soonest. The Mohammedan must recall
with satisfaction that he alone is a true believer, and that all others
are infidel dogs in this life and tormented dogs in the next. The
radical socialist must be convinced that all who do not think as he
does are either selfish, money-spoiled bourgeois or ignorant and
servile simpletons. These are all examples of arguments that pro
vide for one’s need of esteeming one’s self Eind one’s own religion
or convictions and at the same time for the need of despising and
hating others.10
Worldviews are more a mental security blanket than a serious effort
to understand the world: “Illusions endure because illusion is a need
for almost all men, a need they feel no less strongly than their material
needs.”11 Modern empiricsil work suggests that Mosca was on to
something: The religious consistently enjoy greater life satisfaction.12
No wonder human beings shield their beliefs from criticism, and cling
to them if counterevidence seeps through their defenses.
Most people find the existence of mixed cognitive motives so obvi
ous that “proof” is superfluous. Jost and his coauthors casually re
mark in the Psychological Bulletin that “Nearly everyone is aware of
the possibility that people are capable of believing what they want to
believe, at least within certsrin limits.”13But my fellow economists Eire
unlikely to sign off so easily. If one economist tells smother, “Your
economics is just a religion,” the allegedly religious economist nor
mally takes the distinction between “emotional ideologue” and “dis
passionate scholar” for granted, and paints himself as the latter. But
when I assert the generic existence of preferences over beliefs, msiny
economists chsillenge the whole category. How do I know preferences

over beliefs exist? Some eminent economists imply that this is impos
sible to know because preferences are unobservable.14
They are mistaken. I observe one person’s preferences every day—
mine. Within its sphere I trust my introspection more than I could
ever trust the work of another economist.15Introspection tells me that
I am getting hungry, and would be happy to pay a dollar for an ice
cream bar. If anything qualifies as “raw data,” this does. Indeed, it is
harder to doubt than “raw data” that economists routinely accept—
like self-reported earnings.
One thing my introspection tells me is that some beliefs Eire more
emotionally appealing than their opposites. For example, I like to be
lieve that I am right. It is worse to admit error, or lose money because
of error, but error is disturbing all by itself. Having these feelings does
not imply that I indulge them—no more than accepting money from
a source with sin agenda implies that my writings are insincere. But
the temptation is there.
Introspection is a fine way to learn about your own preferences.
But what about the preferences of others? Perhaps you are so abnor
mal that it is utterly misleading to extrapolate from yourself to the
rest of humanity. The simplest way to check is to listen to what other
people say about their preferences.
I was once at a dinner with Gary Becker where he scoffed at this
idea. His position, roughly, was, “You can’t believe what people say,”
though he still paid attention when the waiter named the house spe
cialties. Yes, there is a sound core to Becker’s position. People fail to
reflect carefully. People deceive.16But contrary to Becker, these are not
reasons to ignore their words. We should put less weight on testimony
when people speak in haste, or have an incentive to lie. But listening
remains more informative than plugging your ears. After all, human
beings can detect lies as well as tell them. Experimental psychology
documents that liars sometimes gives themselves away with de
meanor or inconsistencies in their stories.17
Once we take the testimony of mankind seriously, evidence of pref
erences over beliefs abounds. People can’t shut up about them. Con
sider the words of philosopher George Berkeley:
I can easily overlook any present momentary sorrow when I reflect
that it is in my power to be happy a thousand years hence. If it were
not for this thought I had rather be an oyster than a man.18
Paul Samuelson himself revels in the Keynesian revelation, approv
ingly quoting Wordsworth to capture the joy of the General Theory.

Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,
But to be young was very heaven!19
Many autobiographies describe the pain of abandoning the ideas
that once gave meaning to the author’s life. As Whittaker Chambers
puts it:
So great an effort, quite apart from its physical and practical haz
ards, cannot occur without a profound upheaval of the spirit. No
man lightly reverses the faith of an adult lifetime, held implacably
to the point of criminality. He reverses it only with a violence greater
than the faith he is repudiating.20
No wonder that—in his own words—Chambers broke with Commu
nism “slowly, reluctantly, in agony.”21 For Arthur Koestler, deconver
sion was “emotional harakiri.” He adds, “Those who have been
caught by the great illusion of our time, and have lived through its
moral and intellectual debauch, either give themselves up to a new
addiction of the opposite type, or are condemned to pay with a life
long hangover.” Richard Wright laments, “I knew in my heart that I
should never be able to feel with that simple sharpness about life,
should never again express such passionate hope, should never again
make so total a commitment of faith.”22
The desire for “hope and illusion” plays a role even in mental ill
ness.23According to his biographer, Nobel Prize winner and paranoid
schizophrenic John Nash often preferred his fantasy world—where he
was a “Messianic godlike figure”24 —to harsh reality:
For Nash, the recovery of everyday thought processes produced a
sense of diminution and loss.. . . He refers to his remissions not as
joyful returns to a healthy state, but as “interludes, as it were, of
enforced rationality.”25
Historians of thought also frequently document enthusiastic support
for dubious dogmas. Listen to Bohm-Bawerk trace the psychological
appeal of Marxian exploitation theory:
It drew up the line of battle on a field where the heart, as well as
the head is wont to speak. What people wish to believe, they believe
very readily.. . . When the implications of a theory point toward
raising the claims of the poor and lowering those of the rich, many
a man who finds himself faced with that theory will be biased from
the outset. And so he will in large measure neglect to apply that
critical acuity which he ordinarily would devote to an examination
o f scientific justification. Naturally it goes without saying that the
great masses will become devotees of such doctrines. Critical delib

eration is of course no concern of theirs, nor can it be; they simply
follow the bent of their wishes. They believe in the exploitation the
ory because of its conformity to their preferences, and despite its
fallaciousness. And they would still believe in it, if its scientific
foundations were even less stable than they actually are.26
If neither way of verifying the existence of preferences over beliefs
appeals to you, a final one remains. Reverse the direction of reason
ing. Smoke usually means fire. The more bizarre a mistake is, the
harder it is to attribute to lack of information. Suppose your friend
thinks he is Napoleon. It is conceivable that he got an improbable
coincidence of misleading signals sufficient to convince any of us.
But it is awfully suspicious that he embraces the pleasant view that
he is a world-historic figure, rather than, say, Napoleon’s dishwasher.
Similarly, suppose an adult sees trade as a zero-sum game. Since he
experiences the opposite every day, it is hard to blame his mistake on
“lack of information.” More plausibly, like blaming your team’s defeat
on cheaters, seeing trade as disguised exploitation soothes those who
dislike the market’s outcome.

The Material Costs of Error
The human being . . . very rarely fails to keep two great as
pirations before his eyes, two sentiments that ennoble, up
lift, and purify him. He seeks the truth, he loves justice;
and sometimes he is able to sacrifice to those two ideals
some part of the satisfaction he would otherwise give to
his passions and his material interests.
—Gaetano Mosca, The Ruling Class27

In extreme cases, mistaken beliefs are fatal. A baby-proofed house
illustrates many errors that adults cannot afford to make. It is danger
ous to think that poisonous substances are candy It is dangerous to
reject the theory of gravity at the top of the stairs. It is dangerous to
hold that sticking forks in electrical sockets is harmless fun.
But false beliefs do not have to be deadly to be costly If the price
of oranges is 50 cents each, but you mistakenly believe it is a dollar,
you buy too few oranges. If bottled water is, contrary to your impres
sion, neither healthier nor better-tasting than tap water, you may
throw hundreds of dollars down the drain. If your chance of getting
an academic job is lower than you guess, you could waste your twent
ies in a dead-end Ph.D. program.

Figure 5.1 The Material Costs of Error

More fancifully, suppose you think the world ends tomorrow. You
would probably decide you had more important tasks than going to
work. Maybe you would loudly quit your job, then spend all the money
in your bank account. If you awake the next morning to find that re
ports of the earth’s demise were exaggerated, you will be happy to be
alive but chagrined to realize that you are unemployed and broke.
It is amusing when the deluded triumph because of dumb luck: “I
started with wrong directions, but I took a wrong turn, so I got to
the right place on time.” The story works because it cuts against our
expectations. Ordinarily, false beliefs lead individuals to take actions
that would be optimal if the world were different. For example, figure
5.1 contrasts the number of oranges a person buys with the number
he would buy conditional on correctly perceiving the market price.
The larger his misperception, the larger the triangle representing the
dollar cost of the error.
The cost of error varies with the belief and the believer’s situation.
For some people, the belief that the American Civil War came before
the American Revolution would be a costly mistake. A history student
might fail his exam, a history professor ruin his professional reputa
tion, a Civil War reenactor lose his friends’ respect, a public figure
face damaging ridicule.
Normally, however, a firewall stands between this mistake and “real
life.” Historical errors are rarely an obstacle to wealth, happiness, de
scendants, or any standard metric of success. The same goes for phi
losophy, religion, astronomy, geology, and other “impractical” sub
jects. The point is not that there is no objectively true answer in these
fields. The Revolution really did precede the Civil War. But your opti
mal course of action if the Revolution came first is identical to your
optimal course if the Revolution came second.

To take another example: Think about your average day What
would you do differently if you believed that the earth began in 4004
b .c ., as Bishop Ussher infamously maintained?28 You would still get
out of bed, drive to work, eat lunch, go home, have dinner, watch TV,
and go to sleep. Ussher’s mistake is cheap.
Virtually the only way that mistakes on these questions injure you
is via their social consequences. A lone man on a desert island could
maintain practically any historical view with perfect safety. When an
other person washes up, however, there is a small chance that odd
historical views will reduce his respect for his fellow islander, imped
ing cooperation. Notice, however, that the danger is deviance, not
error. If everyone else has sensible historical views, and you do not,
your status may fall. But the same holds if everyone else has bizarre
historical views and they catch you scoffing.29
Mistakes on more practical questions also often fail to ricochet
back with dire consequences. Some errors are costly for the person
who commits them only under special circumstances that hardly ever
arise. The belief that you can outrun a cheetah would prove fatal at
the wrong place and the wrong time. But given the chance of cheetah
encounters, it is usually a safe mistake. More interestingly, errors with
drastic real-world repercussions can be cheap for the individual who
makes them. How? When most or all of the cost of the mistake falls
upon strangers. One person messes up, but other people live with
the aftermath.
To use economic jargon, the private cost of an action can be negligi
ble, though its social cost is high.30Air pollution is the textbook exam
ple. When you drive, you make the air you breathe worse. But the
effect is barely perceptible. Your willingness to pay to eliminate your
own emissions might be a tenth of a cent. That is the private cost of
your pollution. But suppose that you had the same impact on the air
of 999,999 strangers. Each disvalues your emissions by a tenth of a
cent too. The social cost of your activity—the harm to everyone in
cluding yourself—is $1,000, a million times the private cost.
Notice that in the pollution story, you are not—selfishly speaking—
making a mistake. But the distinction between social and private
costs also applies to erroneous beliefs. A mad scientist, convinced he
is too brilliant to fail, might unleash a virus on the world. If he is
immune—and if no one catches him—the private cost of his inflated
ego is zero, even though millions pay with their lives.
Stories with a lone polluter or a mad scientist are an unthreatening
way to illustrate the distinction between private and social costs. In
the real world, the roles of hero and villain Eire seldom so discrete.
Practically everyone is a victim and a perpetrator; most of the people

who breathe my auto emissions are drivers themselves. Returning to
the pollution example, suppose that all of the million people drive
and pollute, bringing the total social cost of pollution to a billion dol
lars.31 Commonsense morality brands anyone who complains as a
hypocrite, but the pollution level is still inefficiently high.
Gulfs between the private and social costs of error permeate group
decision-making. Take a hiring committee. Its members deliberate
between candidates A and B. The committee as a group has absolute
power over the decision, Eind sill members Eire worse off if the com
mittee msikes the inferior choice. Nevertheless, the most that Einy
member can do is slightly tilt the scales, implying a gap between the
private and social costs of mistaken beliefs about A and B.32 When I
tilt the scsiles the wrong way, I hurt everyone on the committee, not
myself Eilone.

Rational Irrationality
Thus the typical citizen drops down to a lower level of
mental performance as soon as he enters the political
field. He argues and analyzes in a way which he would
readily recognize as infantile within the sphere of his real
interests. He becomes a primitive again.
—Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism,
Socialism, and Democracy33

Two forces lie at the hesirt of economic models of choice: preferences
Eind prices. A consumer’s preferences determine the shape of his de
mand curve for oranges; the msirket price he faces determines where
along that demand curve he resides. What makes this insight deep is
its generality. Economists use it to analyze everything from having
babies to robbing banks.
Irrationality is a glaring exception. Recognizing irrationality is typi
cally equated with rejecting economics.34 A “logic of the irrational”
sounds self-contradictory. This chapter’s central message is that this
reaction is premature. Economics can handle irrationality the same
way it handles everything: Preferences Eind prices. As I have Eilready
pointed out:
• People have preferences over beliefs: A nationalist enjoys the be
lief that foreign-made products are overpriced junk; a surgeon
tsikes pride in the belief that he operates well while drunk.

Figure 5.2 The Demand for Irrationality

• False beliefs range in material cost from free to enormous: Acting
on his beliefs would lead the nationalist to overpay for inferior
domestic goods, and the surgeon to destroy his career.
Snapping these two building blocks together leads to a simple model
of irrational conviction. If agents care about both material wealth
and irrational beliefs, then as the price of casting reason aside rises,
agents consume less irrationality.35 I might like to hold comfort
ing beliefs across the board, but it costs too much. Living in a Pollyanna dreamworld would stop me from coping with, my problems,
like that dead tree in my backyard that looks like it is going to fall on
my house.
I refer to this approach as rational irrationality to emphasize both
its kinship with and divergence from, rational ignorance.36 Both treat
cognitive inadequacy as a choice, responsive to incentives. The differ
ence is that rational ignorance assumes that people tire of the search
for truth, while rational irrationality says that people actively avoid
the truth.37
Rational irrationality implies that people have “demand for irratio
nality” curves (fig. 5.2). As usual, quantity is on the x-axis and price
on the y-axis, but with an interpretive twist. The “quantity” is a degree
of irrationality—the magnitude of the agent’s departure from the un
biased, rational belief. To consume zero irrationality is to be fully ra
tional. The “price of irrationality” is the amount of wealth an agent
implicitly sacrifices by consuming another unit of irrationality.38
Economic theory says little about the shape of demand curves.39As
the price of irrationality falls, quantity demanded rises. But demand
for irrationality (fig. 5.3) could be relatively flat—like Dx—with a small
increase in price leading to a large reduction in quantity, or relatively

Figure 5.3 Varying Price-Sensitivity of Demand for Irrationality

steep—like D2—requiring large price increases to curtail consump
tion. Demand could in fact be a vertical line overlapping the y-axis,
indicating an agent who has no desire to be irrational at any price. I
call this a neoclassical demand-for-irrationality curve because it is the
assumption that most economists adopt by default (fig. 5.4).
One interesting prediction of rational irrationality is that fluctuat
ing incentives make people bounce between contradictory view
points.40As a consumer, for instance, the protectionist usually casts
bad economic theory aside. Suddenly, products’ price and quality
become more important, and national origin is lucky to have any
influence. Similarly, most people reject the view that pushing up
wages increases unemployment. When I teach intro econ, linking un
employment and excessive wages frequently elicits not only stu
dents’ disbelief, but anger: How could I be so callous? But irrational
ity about labor demand is selective. What happens when my
outraged students reach the “Salary Requirements” line on job appli
cations? They could ask for a million dollars a year, but they don’t.
When their future rides on it, students honor the economic truism
that labor demand slopes down.
The cynical explanation is that my students understood labor de
mand curvesall along. But why would you get angry at a profes
sor for saying what you believe yourself? They Eire more likely in de
nial. When they fill out the application, though, their standby ratio
nality kicks in, telling them: “This is no time to get angry.” It does
not take an A student to reflect: “I do not want to lowball it, but I am
an entry-level worker, and the only way I am going to land a job is
by asking for an entry-level salary. The more I ask for, the less likely
they are to hire me.”

Neoclassical
^ Dem and Curve
overlaps the y-axis

Quantity of Irrationality

Figure 5.4 Neoclassical Demand for Irrationality

Psychological Plausibility
The bulk of available evidence suggests that people in all
societies tend to be relatively rational when it comes to
the beliefs and practices that directly involve their
subsistence.. . . The more remote these beliefs and
practices are from subsistence activities, the more likely
they are to involve nonrational characteristics.
—Robert Edgerton, Sick Societies41

Arguably the main reason why economists have not long since
adopted an approach like mine is that it seems psychologically
implausible.42 Rational irrationality appears to map an odd route to
delusion:
Step 1: Figure out the truth to the best of your ability.
Step 2: Weigh the psychological benefits of rejecting the truth
against its material costs.
Step 3: If the psychological benefits outweigh the material costs,
purge the truth from your mind Eind embrace error.
The psychological plausibility of this stilted story is underrated. It
coheres well with George Orwell’s chilling account of “doublethink”
in 1984:
Doublethink means the power of holding two contradictory beliefs
in one’s mind simultsineously, and accepting both of them. The
Party intellectual knows in which direction his memories must be
altered; he therefore knows he is playing tricks with reality; but by

the exercise of doublethink he also satisfies himself that reality is
not violated. The process has to be conscious, or it would not be
carried out with sufficient precision, but it also has to be uncon
scious, or it would bring with it a feeling of falsity and hence of
guilt.. . . Even in using the word doublethinkit is necessary to exer
cise doublethink. For by using the word one admits that one is tam 
pering with reality; by a fresh act of doublethink one erases this
knowledge; and so on indefinitely, with the lie always one step
ahead of the truth.43
But rational irrationality does not require Orwellian underpinnings.
The psychological interpretation can be seriously toned down with
out changing the model. Above all, the steps should be conceived as
tacit. To get in your car and drive away entails a long series of steps—
take out your keys, unlock and open the door, sit down, put the key
in the ignition, and so on. The thought processes behind these steps
Eire rarely explicit. Yet we know the steps on some level, because when
we observe a would-be driver who fails to take one—by, say, trying to
open a locked door without using his key—it is easy to state which
step he skipped.
Once we recognize that cognitive “steps” are usually tacit, we can
enhance the introspective credibility of the steps themselves. The
process of irrationality can be recast:
Step 1: Be rational on topics where you have no emotional attach
ment to a particular answer.
Step 2: On topics where you have an emotional attachment to a
particular answer, keep a “lookout” for questions where false be
liefs imply a substantial material cost for you.
Step 3: If you pay no substantial material costs of error, go with the
flow; believe whatever makes you feel best.
Step 4: If there are substantial material costs of error, raise your level
of intellectual self-discipline in order to become more objective.
Step 5: Balance the emotional trauma of heightened objectivity—
the progressive shattering of your comforting illusions—against
the material costs of error.
There is no need to posit that people start with a clear perception of
the truth, then throw it away. The only requirement is that rationality
remain on “standby,” ready to engage when error is dangerous.
What does this mean in practice? To help convince readers of the
psychological plausibility of rational irrationality, this section illus
trates my thesis using case studies from a wide variety of fields. Obvi
ously, a series of examples will not prove me correct. The point, rather,

is to get readers to look at different fact patterns, and see what the
lens of rational irrationality brings into focus.
Nudity and the Jains. John Noss’s comparative religion textbook,
Man’s Religions, summarizes an amusing doctrinal dispute between
two branches of the Jain religion:
Early in the history of the faith the Jains divided on the question of
wearing clothes. The Shvetambaras or the “white-clad” were the
liberals who took their stand on wearing at least one garment,
whereas the stricter and more conservative Digambaras got their
name from their insistence on going about, whenever religious duty
demanded it, “clad in atmosphere.” Mahavira [the last of the
founding prophets of Jainism] did not wear clothes, they pointed
out, so why, when there is a religious reason for not wearing clothes,
should they? The Shvetambaras were in the north and yielded a bit
both to the cold winds and to the social and cultural influences of
the Ganges River plain. The Digambaras, not looked at askance by
the Dravidian residents of their southland, have more easily main
tained the earlier, sterner attitudes down the years.44
How could these suspiciously convenient doctrinal differences
emerge? A plausible story: The default of members of both branches
is to accept the teachings of their religion. But their beliefs about per
missible clothing affect their bodily comfort—especially in colder cli
mates. So northern Jains apply stricter intellectual scrutiny to their
doctrines than southern Jains: “How do we really know that Mahavira
wanted it this way?” The northerners are therefore less likely to accept
their religion’s more extreme teachings.
Mosca and Jihad. In the Jain example, stubborn belief leads to dis
comfort. Gaetano Mosca presents a case where stubborn belief leads
to death.
Mohammed, for instance, promises paradise to all who fall in a
holy war. Now if every believer were to guide his conduct by that
assurance in the Koran, every time a Mohammedan army found
itself faced by unbelievers it ought either to conquer or to fall to
the last man. It cannot be denied that a certain number of individu
als do live up to the letter of the Prophet’s word, but as between
defeat and death followed by eternal bliss, the majority of Moham
medans normally elect defeat.45
Economists’ knee-jerk reading is that Mosca describes a Prisoners’
Dilemma. Soldiers who run away improve their own chances of sur

vival at the expense of their compatriots; though widespread deser
tion ensures defeat of the group, deserters act in their individual inter
est. But this misses the heart of Mosca’s story. If a soldier believes that
death in battle sends him to paradise, running away is imprudent,
not cowardly. He is literally better o ff dead. As danger approaches,
then, the Muslim warrior does not act more selfishly; he revises his
beliefs about how to pursue his self-interest.
Rational irrationality makes sense of Mosca’s example. Muslim sol
diers’ “default belief’ is that their religion’s teachings are true. As long
as they are at peace or militarily have the upper hand, the belief that
Allah brings the fallen to paradise gives psychological comfort with
little risk. When they are losing, however, soldiers’ “standby” rational
ity kicks in. The devil on their shoulders whispers: “What makes you
think that paradise even exists?” Some would rather die than doubt.
But, confronting the choice between fidelity and death, most quietly
put on their thinking caps and abandon their fatal belief.
The reader may be tempted to throw the World Trade Center sui
cide attacks in his face, but Mosca does not forget heterogeneity. He
presciently adds that “a certain number of individuals do live up to
the letter of the Prophet’s word.” A handful of people climb Mount
Everest in spite of risks that scare off the rest of the human race. A
few Muslims sacrifice their lives for their faith, but a billion do not.46
Sati. On some interpretations of Hinduism, a widow must join her
deceased husband on his funeral pyre, a practice known as sati. Ful
filling this duty supposedly has great rewards in the afterlife. On the
surface, sati looks like a clear case of persistent irrationality despite
deadly incentives. But the reality, explains anthropologist Robert Edgerton, is different. Few Hindu widows ever complied with their puta
tive duty: “Even in Bengal where sati was most common, only a small
minority of widows—less than 10 percent—chose sati although the
prospect of widowhood was dismal at best.”47 Some of these were
frankly murdered by their husband’s relatives. When the widow re
fused the pyre, she was not allowed to resume a normal life. She could
not remarry, and had to spend the rest of her years in fasting and
prayer. Overall, one of the world’s most shocking religious practices
coheres well with rational irrationality:
Despite the wretched conditions of widowhood, the promised re
wards of sati, and the often relentless pressure exerted by the de
ceased husband’s relatives on the widow to choose their supreme
act of devotion, the great majority of widows preferred to live.48

Genetics, relativity, and Stalin. Marxist philosophers have dogmatic
objections to modern biology and physics. Genetics is “a bourgeois
fabrication designed to undermine the true materialist theory of bio
logical development,” and relativity theory and quantum mechanics
are “idealist positions” that “contravene [d] the materialism es
poused by Lenin in Materialism and Empirio-Criticism. ”49But Marx
ist regimes—and Stalin in particular—treated biology and physics
asymmetrically.
In biology, Stalin and other prominent Marxist leaders elevated
the views of the quack antigeneticist Trofim Lysenko to state-sup
ported orthodoxy, leading to the dismissal of thousands of geneticists
and plant biologists.50Lysenkoism hurt Soviet agriculture, and helped
trigger the deadliest famine in human history during China’s Great
Leap Forward.51
In physics, on the other hand, leading scientists enjoyed more
intellectual autonomy than any other segment of Soviet society. Inter
nationally respected physicists ran the Soviet atomic project, not
Marxist ideologues. When their rivals tried to copy Lysenko’s tactics,
Stalin balked. A conference intended to start a witch hunt in Soviet
physics was abruptly canceled, a decision that had to originate with
Stalin. Holloway recounts a telling conversation between Beria, the
political leader of the Soviet atomic project, and Kurchatov, its scien
tific leader:
Beria asked Kurchatov whether it was true that quantum mechanics
and relativity theory were idealist, in the sense of antimaterialist.
Kurchatov replied that if relativity theory and quantum mechanics
were rejected, the bomb would have to be rejected too. Beria was
worried by this reply, and may have asked Stalin to call off the
conference.52
The “Lysenkoization” of Soviet physics never came.
The best explanation for the difference is that modern physics had
a practical payoff that Stalin and other Communist leaders highly val
ued: nuclear weapons. “The Soviet Union wanted the bomb as soon
as possible, and was prepared to pay virtually any price to obtain it.”53
Lysenkoist biology, in contrast, injured the low-priority agricultural
sector. Stalin had already presided over decades of hunger, and knew
that it posed little threat to the Soviet state.
Most of Stalin’s biographers view him as power-hungry but fairly
sincere.54His default was to embrace the secular religion of MarxismLeninism, but he retained a good helping of “standby” rationality.
When he sensed that strict adherence to Leninist dogma put his
power at risk, he set ideology aside:

Stalin was not so concerned about the condition of agriculture—
he tolerated, after all, a desperate famine in the Ukraine in 1947—
and so it may not have mattered very much to him whether Lysenko
was a charlatan or not. The nuclear project was more important,
however, than the lives of Soviet citizens, so it was crucial to be sure
that the scientists in the nuclear project were not frauds.55
Indeed, not only did Stalin squelch philosophical attacks on modern
physics; he also embraced other commonsensical “bourgeois” heres
ies to accelerate his atomic program. Soviet economic failures were
routinely blamed not on inadequate resources, but on “Trotskyite
wrecking” and other bizarre conspiracies. For the atomic project,
though, Stalin recognized the realities of scarcity: “He told Kurchatov
that ‘it was not worth engaging in small-scale work, but necessary to
conduct the work broadly, with Russian scope, that in that connection
the broadest all-round help would be provided. Comrade Stalin said
it was not necessary to seek cheaper paths.’ ”56
Similarly, in many other areas of the Soviet economy, Marxism fos
tered reluctance to motivate workers with material rewards for suc
cess. In the atomic project, however, Stalin dumped Marxist dogma
in favor of bourgeois horse sense:
Stalin said also that he was anxious to improve the scientists’ living
conditions, and to provide prizes for major achievements—“for ex
ample, for the solution of our problem,” Kurchatov wrote. Stalin
“said that our scientists were very modest and they sometimes did
not notice that they live poorly . . . our state has suffered very
much, yet it is surely possible to ensure that several thousand
people can live very well, and several thousand people better than
very well, with their own dachas, so that they can relax, and with
their own cars.”57
He kept his promises, tripling the science budget, giving scientists
large pay raises in 1946, and dachas and cars to the leading nuclear
scientists after the successful nuclear test in 1949.58
Maybe Stalin covertly scoffed at the inanities of Marxism, but a
more plausible interpretation is that he was rationally irrational.
Marxism-Leninism was important to his sense of identity, but his
preference was not absolute. As the price of illusion went up, he chose
to be less fanatical and more objective.
Want to bet? We encounter the price-sensitivity of irrationality
whenever someone unexpectedly offers us a bet based on our pro
fessed beliefs.59 Suppose you insist that poverty in the Third World is
sure to get worse in the next decade. A challenger immediately retorts,

“Want to bet? If you’re really ‘sure,’ you won’t mind giving me ten-toone odds.” Why are you are unlikely to accept this wager? Perhaps
you never believed your own words; your statements were poetry—
or lies. But it is implausible to tar all reluctance to bet with insincerity.
People often believe that their assertions are true until you make
them “put up or shut up.” A bet moderates their views—that is,
changes their minds—whether or not they retract their words.60
How does this process work? Your default is to believe what makes
you feel best. But an offer to bet triggers standby rationality. Two facts
then come into focus. First, being wrong endangers your net worth.
Second, your belief received little scrutiny before it was adopted. Now
you have to ask yourself which is worse: Financial loss in a bet, or
psychological loss of self-worth? A few prefer financial loss, but most
covertly rethink their views. Almost no one “bets the farm” even if—
pre-wager—he felt sure.

Rational Irrationality and Politics
Merchants eagerly grasp all philosophic generalizations
presented to them without looking closely into them, and
the same is true about politics, science, and the arts. But
only after examination will they accept those concerning
trade, and even then they do so with reserve.61

—Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America
Suppose a referendum determines whether we have policy A or policy
B. A is $10,000 better for you. What is the material cost of believing
the opposite and voting accordingly? The naive answer of $10,000 is
wrong unless your vote is “decisive”; that is, if it reverses or flips the
electoral outcome. This is possible only if the choices of all other vot
ers exactly balance. Thus, in elections with millions of voters, the
probability that your erroneous policy beliefs cause unwanted poli
cies is approximately zero.62 The infamous Florida recounts of 2000
do not undermine this analysis.63 Losing by a few hundred votes is a
far cry from losing by one vote.
Critics of polling say it hurts democracy. The leading complaint is
that polls provide no incentive to seriously weigh policy conse
quences.64Unlike elections, polls do not change policy, right? Wrong.
Politicians frequently take action based on polls, and your response
might push them over the edge. Survey respondents have about as
much—or as little—incentive to think seriously as voters do. Indeed,

elections are surveys. Responses to both are cheap talk bundled with
a remote chance of swaying policy
If you listen to your fellow citizens, you get the impression that they
disagree. How many times have you heard, “Every vote matters”? But
people are less credulous than they sound. The infamous poll tax—
which restricted the vote to those willing to pay for it—provides a
clean illustration. If individuals acted on the belief that one vote
makes a big difference, they would be willing to pay a lot to partici
pate. Few are. Historically, poll taxes significantly reduced turnout.65
There is little reason to think that matters are different today. Imagine
setting a poll tax to reduce presidential turnout from 50% to 5%. How
high would it have to be? A couple hundred dollars? What makes the
poll tax alarming is that most of us subconsciously know that most
of us subconsciously know that one vote does not count.
Citizens often talk as if they personally have power over electoral
outcomes. They deliberate about their options as if they were order
ing dinner. But their actions tell a different tale: They expect to be
served the same meal no matter what they “order.”
What does this imply about the material price a voter pays for polit
ical irrationality? Let D be the difference between a voter’s willingness
to pay for policy A instead of policy B. Then the expected cost of
voting the wrong way is not D, but the probability of decisiveness p
times D. If p = 0, pD = 0 as well. Intuitively, if one vote cannot change
policy outcomes, the price of irrationality is zero.
This zero makes rational irrationality a politically pregnant idea. The
institutional structure of democracy makes political irrationality a free
good for its ultimate decision-makers, the electorate.66 So we should
expect voters to be on their worst cognitive behavior; in the words of
Le Bon, to “display in particular but slight aptitude for reasoning, the
absence of the critical spirit, irritability, credulity, and simplicity.”67
A diner at an all-you-can-eat buffet stuffs himself until he cannot
bear another bite. In economic jargon, he consumes up to his “satia
tion point,” where his demand curve and the x-axis intersect (fig. 5.5).
Voter irrationality works the same way. Since delusional political be
liefs are free, the voter consumes until he reaches his “satiation
point,” believing whatever makes him feel best. When a person puts
on his voting hat, he does not have to give up practical efficacy in
exchange for self-image, because he has no practical efficacy to give
up in the first place.
Consider how the typical person forms beliefs about the deterrent
effect of the death penalty. Ordinary intellectual self-discipline re
quires you to look at the evidence before you form a strong opinion.
In practice, though, most people with definite views on the effective-

Figure 5.5 Voters’ Demand for Irrationality

ness of the death penalty never feel the need to examine the extensive
empirical literature. Instead, they start with strong emotions about
the death penalty, and heatedly “infer” its effect.68
The death penalty is an unusually emotional issue, but its template
fits most politically relevant beliefs. How many people can take sides
in a military conflict and still have the detachment of George Orwell?
I have little direct evidence about the atrocities in the Spanish civil
war. I know that some were committed by the Republicans, and far
more (they are still continuing) by the Fascists. But what impressed
me then, and has impressed me ever since, is that atrocities are
believed in or disbelieved in solely on grounds of political predilec
tion. Everyone believes in the atrocities of the enemy and disbe
lieves in those of his own side, without ever bothering to examine
the evidence.69
The same people who practice intellectual self-discipline when they
figure out how to commute to work, repair a car, buy a house, or
land a job “let themselves go” when they contemplate the effects of
protectionism, gun control, or pharmaceutical regulation. Who ever
made an enemy by contradicting someone’s belief about what is
wrong with her car? For practical questions, standard procedure is
to acquire evidence before you form a strong opinion, match your
confidence to the quality and quantity of your evidence, and remain
open to criticism. For political questions, we routinely override these
procedural safeguards.
The contrast between markets and politics is sharpest when voters
have what I call near-neoclassical demand for irrationality.70 Under
normal market conditions, an agent with these preferences appears
fully rational. He is willing and able to live without irrationality. Under
normal political conditions, however, he pulls off the mask of objec-
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Top: Distribution of Beliefs on Welfare-Maximizing Level of Protection
Bottom: Distribution of Most-Preferred Platforms on Protection

tivity. His reasonableness in one sphere fails to carry over to the other;
or to be more precise, he chooses not to carry it over because the
market has a "user fee” for irrationality, and democracy does not.
When Joseph Schumpeter compares rationality in politics and the
market, he seems to have near-neoclassical demand for irrationality
in mind.71 Alongside his famous complaints about voters’ illogic in
Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, Schumpeter affirms that "Nei
ther the intention to act as rationally as possible nor the steady pres
sure toward rationality can seriously be called into question at what
ever level of industrial or commercial activity we choose to look.”72
He adds:
And so it is with most of the decisions of daily life that lie within the
little field which the individual citizen’s mind encompasses with a
full sense of its reality. Roughly, it consists of the things that directly
concern himself, his family, his business dealings, his hobbies, his
friends and enemies, his township or ward, his class, church, trade
union or any other social group of which he is an active member—
the things under his personal observation, the things which are fa
miliar to him independently of what his newspaper tells him, which
he can directly influence or manage and for which he develops the
kind of responsibility that is induced by a direct relation to the fa
vorable or unfavorable effects of a course of action.73
Bastiat similarly states that make-work bias has zero effect on private
action:
No one has ever seen, and no one will ever see, any person who
works, whether he be farmer, manufacturer, merchant, artisan, sol

dier, writer, or scholar, who does not devote all the powers of his
mind to working better, more quickly, and more economically—in
short, to doing more with less.74
Whether or not Schumpeter and Bastiat are right, the near-neoclassi
cal demand curve is analytically useful. It is a microscopic departure
from standard economic assumptions, so economists would have to
be awfully dogmatic to rule it out.75
Rational Irrationality and Experimental Evidence

Rational irrationality is a modest refinement of existing models of
human behavior. Assuming that all people are fully rational all the
time is bad economics. It makes more sense to assume that people
tailor their degree of rationality to the costs of error.76
Researchers at the intersection of psychology and economics often
take a more radical position: Not only are people irrational, but their
irrationality stays the same or increases as its cost rises. The eminent
Richard Thaler said so at the 2004 American Economic Association
Meetings.77The abstract of a well-known survey article by Colin Camerer and Robin Hogarth on the experimental effects of financial in
centives seems to back Thaler up:
We review 74 experiments with no, low, or high performance-based
financial incentives. The modal result is no effect on mean perfor
mance (though variance is usually reduced by higher paym ent). . .
We also note that no replicated study has made rationality viola
tions disappear purely by raising incentives.78
On closer reading, however, Camerer and Hogarth reach a nuanced
conclusion. First, they emphasize that experimental findings are het
erogeneous. Incentives often improve performance on tasks of judg
ment and decision. People “spend” hypothetical money more freely
than actual money; they are much more likely to say they will buy
something than to actually do so.79Incentives also lead subjects away
from “favorable self-presentation behavior toward more realistic
choices.”80 Furthermore, a recent paper finds that people get less
overconfident when they have to bet real money on their beliefs.81
Second, and more importantly, Camerer and Hogarth recognize ex
periments’ limitations.
Our view is that experiments measure only short-run effects, essen
tially holding capital fixed. The fact that incentives often do not in
duce different (or better) performance in the lab may understate the

effect of incentives in natural settings, particularly if agents faced with
incentive changes have a chance to build up capital—take classes,
seek advice, or practice.82
Think about any skilled worker. Would he have his specialized
knowledge if there were no market demand for what he does? To an
swer no is to admit that incentives massively improve human judg
ment in the real world. It just takes time for incentives to work their
magic. Camerer and Hogarth concur: “Useful cognitive capital proba
bly builds up slowly, over days of mental fermentation or years of
education rather than in the short-run of an experiment (1-3 hours)
. . . [I]ncentives surely do play an important role in inducing longrun capital formation.”83 This claim is consistent with the growing
literature on field experiments: Economic actors in their “natural
habitat” look considerably more rational than they do in the lab.84
Camerer and Hogarth also admit that experiments slight the power
of incentives by relying on volunteers, whose “intrinsic motivation”—
desire to do well for its own sake—is unusually high.85 Money cannot
spur greater effort in those who are already trying their best. A related
point that Camerer and Hogarth do not make is that most experi
ments avoid touchy subjects like religion and politics, where partici
pants have “intrinsic motivation” to reach incorrect answers. Once
there is a trade-off between psychological and material well-being,
incentives have more room to operate.
A common summary of the experimental literature is that incen
tives improve performance on easy problems but hurt performance
on hard problems.86As Einhorn Eind Hogarth argue:
Performance . . . depends on both cognition Eind motivation. Thus,
if incentive size can be thought of as analogous to the speed with
which one travels in a given direction, cognition determines the
direction. Therefore, if incentives are high but cognition is faulty,
one gets to the wrong place faster.87
What Camerer and Hogarth highlight, however, is that the difficulty
of a problem falls if you have more time and flexibility to solve it.
Hard problems naturally decay into easier problems. Once they are
easy enough, incentives work like they are “supposed to.”
The moral is that we should take experimental evidence seriously,
but not be intimidated when experimentalists announce that “there
is little or no experimental evidence that stronger incentives make
people more rational.” As Camerer and Hogarth observe, few experi
ments on human beings last more than a few hours. It would be too
expensive to continue for days or years. If rationality gradually re
sponds to incentives, existing experiments will not detect it.

Fortunately, experiments are not our only information. Everyday
experience is relevant. The typical person faces both practical ques
tions—doing his job, buying groceries, or driving—and impractical
ones—like politics and religion. It is hard to deny that both intellec
tual effort and accuracy are much higher for practical questions.
How many people believe they can catch bullets in their teeth—or
fly without mechanical assistance? Furthermore, when previously im
practical questions suddenly become practical—perhaps due to a
change in occupation—intellectual effort plainly rises, and accuracy
eventually along with it. In a world without water, there would be no
demand for ships, so few would know how to design and build them.
To me, these are ubiquitous facts; I leave it to readers to judge whether
they agree.
Even if we trust only experimental evidence, rational irrationality
is a credible explanation for the public’s biased beliefs about econom
ics. Experimentalists admit that incentives help for relatively easy
questions. Antimarket, antiforeign, make-work, and pessimistic bias
all qualify. These are not subtle errors, but knee-jerk reactions. In non
political contexts, people routinely overcome them. How many re
frain from buying appliances because it “destroys jobs”? Experimen
talists also emphasize that incentives help less when there is intrinsic
motivation to get things right. In economics, there is intrinsic motiva
tion to get things wrong. If you think the right answer, you feel insen
sitive and unpatriotic; if you say the right answer, you feel like a pa
riah. There is about as much intrinsic motivation to understand
economics as there is to take out the garbage.
Rational Irrationality and Expressive Voting

My work owes a great deal to Geoffrey Brennan and Loren Lomasky’s
expressive voting model, best articulated in their Democracy and De
cision: The Pure Theory o f Electoral Preference.88 Though complemen
tary, our accounts differ in several key respects.
Since the work of Brennan and Lomasky has enjoyed less attention
than it deserves, let me begin with a summary. Nearly all economists
assume that people vote instrumentally, that is, they vote to get the
policies they prefer. What else would they do?
Brennan and Lomasky point to the expressive function of voting.
Fans at a football game cheer not to help the home team win, but to
express their loyalty. Similarly, citizens might vote not to help policies
win, but to express their patriotism, their compassion, or their devo
tion to the environment. This is not hair-splitting. One implication is

that inefficient policies like tariffs or the minimum wage might win
because expressing support for them makes people feel good about
themselves.
The same holds to some degree for consumer products. Even if ge
neric perfume smelled as good as Calvin Klein, some shoppers would
pay extra for the glamorous image of the name brand. In politics,
though, Brennan and Lomasky point out that voters’ low probability
of decisiveness drastically distorts the trade-off. If your vote does not
change the outcome, you can safely vote for “feel good” policies even
if you know they will be disastrous in practice.
Case in point: When economists analyze discrimination, they em
phasize the financial burden of being a bigot.89 In politics, the social
cost of prejudice remains, but the private cost vanishes due to voters’
low probability of decisiveness:
The bigot who refuses to serve blacks in his shop foregoes the profit
he might have made from their custom; the anti-Semite who will
not work with Jews is constrained in his choice of jobs and may
well have to knock back one she would otherwise have accepted.
To express such antipathy at the ballot box involves neither threat
of retaliation nor any significant personal cost.90
Brennan and Lomasky do not merely draw the moderate conclusion
that political decisions, like market decisions, depend on expressive
as well as instrumental concerns. Their conclusion is instead the radi
cal one that—unlike market decisions—political decisions depend
primarily on expressive concerns:
Private interests in the electoral context will be heavily muted and
the purely expressive or symbolic greatly magnified. This is simply
a matter of relative prices. We should, moreover, emphasize that
the relative price change at stake is of an order of magnitude that
is enormous in comparison with those with which economists nor
mally deal.91
The parallels with rational irrationality are clear. Both views focus on
the psychological benefits voters enjoy, not their microscopic effect
on policy. Both argue that voters’ low probability of decisiveness bi
furcates economic and political behavior; as Brennan and Lomasky
put it, “Considerations dormant in market behavior become signifi
cant in the polling booth.”92Both explain how ineffective and counter
productive policies can be politically popular.
The key difference is the mechanism. In expressive voting theory,
voters know that feel-good policies are ineffective. Expressive voters
do not embrace dubious or absurd beliefs about the world. They sim

ply care more about how policies sound than how they work. The
expressive protectionist thinks: “Sure, protectionism makes Ameri
cans poorer. But who cares, as long as I can wave the flag and chant
‘U.S.A.! U.S.A.!’” In contrast, rationally irrational voters believe that
feel-good policies work. The rationally irrational protectionist genu
inely holds that protectionism makes Americans richer. If he must
deny comparative advantage, so be it.
To repeat, expressive voting and rational irrationality are not
mutually exclusive. A person might simultaneously think, “Protec
tionism leads to prosperity” and, “I do not care if protectionism leads
to prosperity.” But in most cases, the rational irrationality account is
more credible. False descriptive views usually accompany support for
feel good policies. Few protectionists see their policies as economi
cally harmful.93 If they realistically assessed the effect of this “feel
good” policy, supporting the policy would no longer make its friends
feel good.
The best way to illustrate the contrast between the two approaches
is with one of Brennan Eind Lomasky’s own exsimples. Suppose sin
electorate chooses between a cataclysmic war with honor, or peace
and prosperity with dishonor. The majority pragmatically prefers the
latter: “Just as individuals, in situations of interpersonal strain, will
often swel Uo w their pride, shrug their shoulders, Eind stroll off rather
than commit to an all-out fight (particularly one that might imply
someone’s death), so the interests of most voters would be better
served by drawing back from the belligerent course.”94But by the logic
of expressive voting, a wsir referendum could easily prevsiil. “Individ
ual voters may, each of them, be entirely rational in voting for war—
even where no one of them would, if decisive, tsike that course.”95
Brennan Eind Lomasky’s story is logicsilly possible. But unless we
relax the rationality assumption, it comes off as odd. How many vocal
hawks would admit to themselves that war leads to devastation and
appeasement to prosperity? They would more likely insist, against all
evidence, “The boys will be out of the trenches by Christmas”—and
add that no matter how bad war looks, appeasement is the true threat
to our well-being. And most of the people who took this position
would sincerely believe it! Consider this famous scene from Gone with
the Wind:96
The situation is very simple. The Yankees can’t fight
and we can.
C h o r u s : You’re right!
M a n : There won’t even be a battle, that’s what I think! They’ll just
turn and run every time.
M

r

. O ’h a r a :

One Southerner can lick twenty Yankees.
We’ll finish them in one battle. Gentlemen can always fight
better than rabble.

M

an

:

M

an

:

Rhett Butler enrages the crowd by taking the contrary position:
I think it’s hard winning a war with words,
gentlemen.
C h a r l e s : What do you mean, sir?
R h e t t : I mean, Mr. Hamilton, there’s not a cannon factory in the
whole South.
M a n : What difference does that make, sir, to a gentleman?
R h e t t : I’m afraid it’s going to make a great deal of difference to a
great many gentlemen, sir.
C h a r l e s : Are you hinting, Mr. Butler, that the Yankees can lick us?
R h e t t : N o , I’m not hinting. I’m saying very plainly that the Yankees
are better equipped than we. They’ve got factories, shipyards,
coal mines . . . and a fleet to bottle up our harbors and starve us
to death. All we’ve got is cotton, and slaves and . . . arrogance.
M a n : That’s treacherous!
C h a r l e s : I refuse to listen to any renegade talk!
R h e t t : I’m sorry if the truth offends you.
R h e t t Bu t l e r :

The Southerners are not pretending to overestimate their military
strength. They really do overestimate it. If they had as accurate an
assessment of their side’s military prospects as Rhett Butler, their war
fervor would be hard to sustain. The lesson: Support for counterpro
ductive policies and mistaken beliefs about how the world works nor
mally come as a package. Rational irrationality emphasizes this link;
expressive voting theory—despite its strengths—neglects it.
Conclusion

Rational irrationality does not imply that political views are invariably
senseless. You will not gorge on all-you-can-eat pizza if you hate Ital
ian food. But rational irrationality does put political beliefs under sus
picion—and yes, that includes mine.
Democracy asks voters to make choices, but gives each only an
infinitesimal influence. From the standpoint of the lone voter, what
happens is independent of her choice. Practically every economist
admits this. But after their admission, most economists minimize the
broader implications.97
I take the opposite approach: Voters’ lack of decisiveness changes
everything. Voting is not a slight variation on shopping. Shoppers

have incentives to be rational. Voters do not. The naive view of de
mocracy, which paints it as a public forum for solving social prob
lems, ignores more than a few frictions. It overlooks the big story
inches beneath the surface. When voters talk about solving social
problems, they primary aim is to boost their self-worth by casting off
the workaday shackles of objectivity.
Many escape my conclusion by redefining the word rational. If silly
beliefs make you feel better, maybe the stickler for objectivity is the
real fool. But this is why the term rational irrationality is apt: Beliefs
that are irrational from the standpoint of truth-seeking are rational
from the standpoint of individual utility maximization. More im
portantly—whatever words you prefer—a world where voters are hap
pily foolish is unlike one where they Eire csilmly logical. We shall soon
see how.
Political behavior seems weird because the incentives that voters
face Eire weird. Economists have often been criticized for evading the
differences between political and market behavior.98 But this is a fail
ure of economists rather than a failure of economics. Economists
should never have expected political behavior to parallel market be
havior in the first place. Irrationsility in politics is not a puzzle. It is
precisely what an economic theory of irrationality predicts.

Chapter 6
F RO M I R R A T I O N A L I T Y TO P OL I CY
A jaded old statehouse reporter noticed my astonishment
and offered some perspective on the unruly behavior of
the elected representatives. “If you think these guys are
bad,” he said, “you should see their constituents.”
—William Greider, Who Will Tell the People?1

open up novel ways for democracy to fail—
counter-intuitive to economists, but perhaps common sense to oth
ers. For example:

I r r a t io n a l

voters

• People might blame all their troubles on harmless scapegoats,
and rally to politicians who persecute them.2
• Irrational voters could “kill the messenger” of bad news, giving
politicians an incentive to paper over problems instead of facing
them. Histories of the savings-and-loan bailouts often appeal to
this mechanism.3
• Citizens of a wealthy, well-fed nation may vote for a candidate
who warns of imminent starvation unless the Fatherland ac
quires more Lebensraum.4
There are parallels with a classic philosophical paradox.5 Recall the
story of Oedipus. Oedipus wanted to marry Jocasta. Jocasta was
Oedipus’ mother. But Oedipus did nofwant to marry his mother: He
put out his own eyes when he found he had. Similarly: The median
voter wants protection. Protection makes the median voter worse
off. But the median voter does not want to be worse off. The ef
forts of both Oedipus and the median voter backfire due to their false
beliefs. For Oedipus, the false belief is that Jocasta is not his mother;
for the median voter, the false belief is that protectionism is good for
the economy.
Economists have spent more time criticizing the public’s miscon
ceptions than precisely explaining how they cause bad policies. They
take the connection largely for granted. For Bohm-Bawerk, bad poli
cies virtually imply public confusion: “The legal prohibitions of inter
est may, of course, be taken as evidence of a strong and widespread

conviction that the taking of interest was, as a practical thing, to be
condem ned.. . . ”6Donald Wittman himself casually grants that
A model that assumes that voters or consumers are constantly
fooled and there are no entrepreneurs to clear up their confusion
will, not surprisingly, predict that the decision-making process will
lead to inefficient results.7
Bohm-Bawerk and Wittman are too hasty. In theory, it is conceivable
that the public’s biases spin the wheels of democracy with little effect
on policy.8 In a variant of the Miracle of Aggregation, different delu
sions might mutually annihilate. Maybe each voter who overesti
mates the social benefits of protectionism also overestimates his abil
ity to thrive under free trade. With selfish voters, free trade would
still prevail, enriching a population convinced that “free trade hurts
everyone but me.”
The purpose of this chapter is to move from the microfoundations
of individual voter irrationality to the macro outcome of democratic
policy. I proceed in the economist’s usual way: Start with a simple
case, then gradually complicate it. The method is pedantic, but works
better than any other. As Paul Krugman amusingly begins his essay
“The Accidental Theorist”:
Imagine an economy that produces only two things: hot dogs and
buns. Consumers in this economy insist that every hot dog come
with a bun, and vice versa. And labor is the only input to production.
OK, time out. Before we go any further, I need to ask what you
think of an essay that begins this way. Does it sound silly to you?9
Krugman retorts:
One of the points of this essay is to illustrate a paradox: You can’t
do serious economics unless you Eire willing to be playful. Econom
ics . . . is a menagerie of thought experiments—parables, if you
like—that are intended to capture the logic of economic processes
in a simplified way. In the end, of course, ideas must be tested
against the facts. But even to know what facts are relevant, you must
play with those ideas in hypothetical settings.10
Because the real world is tricky, I start with a thought experiment
that has a transparent link between irrational beliefs and inefficient
policy outcomes. I then progressively add empiricEilly relevant com
plications, which usually leave the connection between irrational
public opinion and inefficient public policy intact.11 Finally, in an
swer to the question, “Given public opinion, why isn’t democracy far

worse than it is?,” I discuss forces that dilute the policy fallout of
voter irrationality

Thought Experiment Number 1: Irrationality
with Identical Voters

Democracy aggregates preferences. Members of a group want things
done. Democracy combines their wants and stirs to get a group deci
sion. This process is terribly confusing because humans almost never
completely agree. So what happens? On every issue, democracy must
either impose a compromise, or favor one side over its rivals—which
is another way of answering, “Who knows?”
In order to demystify democracy, we need to start small. Since ubiq
uitous disagreement makes the waters of democracy murky, let us
temporarily forget about it. For the sake of argument, ask yourself:
How would democracy work in the absence of disagreement?12 How
would democracy respond to a unanimous public demand? To be
more precise, assume the following:
1. All voters have the same preferences and endowments.13
2. Two politicians compete for voter support by taking positions
on a single issue.
3. People vote for the politician whose position is closer to their
own. If both politicians take the same position, they flip a coin.
4. Politicians care only about winning, not how they play the game.
5. The politician with more votes wins the election and imple
ments his promised position.
What happens? The politician closer to everyone’s first choice cap
tures 100% of the votes. Since both politicians want to prevail but only
one can, they race to match the electorate’s preferences, until both
adopt the voters’ most-preferred position. Voters get their first choice,
and politicians settle for a fifty-fifty shot of holding office.
This democracy seems above reproach. Every voter gets her first
choice. How many political decisions in the real world can claim half
as much? It is easy to fault the outcome, however, if voters share a
taste for a relevant form o f irrationality.
Suppose the tariff rate is at issue. The conceivable positions range
from complete free trade—0% tariff—to absolute embargo—infinite
tariff. Since voters are identical, class conflict cannot be a motive for
protectionism. If each member of the electorate votes for the policy
most in his material self-interest, indifferent to the fate of everyone
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else, the Law of Comparative Advantage tells us that the unanimous
first pick is a 0% tariff.14
But what if one of the voters’ shared preferences is a mild fondness
for antiforeign bias? To be more concrete, what happens if voters want
to believe that the best tariff rate for people like themselves (i.e., ev
eryone!) is not 0%, but 100%?
An inkling of this desire turns the election upside down. A 100%
tariff could reduce per capita income by $1,000 a person, and each
person could put a $1 value on fealty to antiforeign bias. As long as
the probability of voter decisiveness is under 1 in 10,000, each voter
sticks to his belief in the glory of the 100% tariff.15Voters unanimously
prefer a protectionist over a free-trader, so rival politicians scramble
to endorse the public’s ideal. The 100% tariff wins hands down, in
flicting a net loss of $9,999 per capita. A mild taste for psychological
well-being precipitates a massive reduction in material well-being.
If individuals get a sense of meaning and identity from their
worldview, cost-benefit analysis counts it a benefit. Nevertheless, be
cause voters are not decisive, the social cost of irrationality exceeds
its benefit. Think of it this way. Irrationality makes society as a whole

better off as long as the psychological benefits minus the material
costs are positive:
Psychological Benefits - Material Costs > 0.
Irrationality makes the individual better off under far less stringent
conditions:
Psychological Benefits - p * Material Costs > 0.
where p is the probability of casting the decisive vote. If p = 0, irratio
nality is utility-maximizing as long as there are any psychological
benefits:
Psychological Benefits > 0
The implications are especially stark if voters have what the last chap
ter dubbed near-neoclassical demand for irrationality (fig. 5-6). Under
this assumption, Psychological Benefits—the area under the demand
for irrationality curve—are negligible. Unless the Material Costs of
acting on irrational beliefs are negligible, too, heeding irrational be
liefs always makes society worse off. Yet everyone chooses to be irra
tional, because the private benefits ever so slightly exceed zero. With
identical preferences, lots of voters, and near-neoclassical demand
for irrationality, acting on irrational beliefs is invariably a bad idea for
society, but society obeys these irrational beliefs without fail—indeed,
without dissent.
With identical voters, most of the biases from the SAEE readily
map into foolish policies. Antimarket bias boosts price controls and
shortsighted redistribution. Antiforeign bias pushes for protectionism
and immigration restrictions, and against trade agreements. Makework bias recommends labor market regulation to “save jobs.” The
policy ramifications of pessimistic bias are less clear, but it is a cata
lyst for all sorts of ill-conceived crusades and scapegoating.16 In this
simple thought experiment, fallacies remain harmless primarily if
they are irrelevant.
What about relevant errors that mutually cancel, leaving no net ef
fect of irrationality on policy? Even if voters are identical, this cannot
be completely ruled out. Especially on issues that engage the emo
tions, however, it seems more common for errors to compound, not
cancel. When you dislike someone, you tend to see all his actions
through a negative filter. When you dislike imports, similarly, it is only
natural to overestimate the economic harm of imports, their quantity,
the number of jobs they destroy, and the “unfairness” of other coun
tries’ trade policies.

As beliefs rise to higher levels of generality, the link between error
and poor policy tightens. If voters underestimate the benefit of trade
with Japan, maybe this is balanced by their overestimate of the benefit
of trade with Great Britain, leaving the tariff rate at its optimal level.17
But if voters underestimate the benefit of foreign trade in general—
as they empirically do—what countervailing beliefs are left to undo
the damage?

Thought Experiment Number 2: Irrationality with
Belief Heterogeneity

In the real world, unanimity is an unmistakable sign of dictatorship,
not democracy. An empirically relevant model of democracy must
allow for disagreement. To get it takes only a small twist on the first
thought experiment. Keep assumptions 2-5, but change assumption
1 to assumption 1':
1'. All voters have the same endowments. All voters have the same
preferences with one exception: their preference over beliefs.
Since endowments remain the same, there is still no room for class
conflict. The disagreement that emerges is ideological. The near
clones have diverse tastes over beliefs, and therefore choose to see
the political world differently.
Returning to the trade policy example: voters no longer unani
mously prefer to believe that a tariff of 100% is optimal. Some feel the
right tax rate is 110%, or 200%. Others say 0%. What are politicians to
do? Whatever stance they adopt, they make enemies. Fortunately, all
the winner needs is a majority.
Since citizens vote for the politician closer to them, and both politi
cians want to win. Thought experiment 2 has a simple outcome: Both
politicians adopt the position of the median voter, offering a tariff
rate that half the electorate sees as too high, and half sees as too low.18
The only novelty: Since conflicting beliefs Eire the source of voter dis
agreement, executing the wishes of the median voter is equivalent to
acting as if the median belief about the optimal tariff were true.
If the Miracle of Aggregation holds, then the median belief is true.
There is no cause for alarm. Democracy listens to those who are “in
the know” and ignores the deluded fanatics. Unfortunately, the Mira
cle of Aggregation is a hoax. It is both theoretically possible and em
pirically typical for the median voter to be one of the deluded fanatics,
albeit a relatively moderate one.

Figure 6.2 Electoral Impact of Irrationality of Otherwise Identical Voters with
Heterogeneous Beliefs

A Necessary Digression on the Self-Interested Voter Hypothesis

The link between irrationality and policy is plain in highly stylized
thought experiments. But relaxing more assumptions seems to make
matters painfully intractable. If voters have different endowments,
then many may objectively benefit from socially harmful policies. In
equality of wealth is the simplest reason: Even if redistribution is an
awfully leaky bucket, it might still enrich the majority.19But inequality
is only the beginning. The owner of a textile mill may be just as rich
as the owner of a clothing store, but tariffs affect their interests oppo
sitely. With so much complexity, perhaps the people who overesti
mate the social benefits of protection really do lose out because of
foreign competition. They might be protectionists because they cor
rectly judge its effect on their personal well-being, not because they
overestimate its effect on national well-being.
If people vote in a narrowly selfish way, there is no easy way to
untangle the effect of misconceptions on policy. The problem seems
insoluble. Fortunately, the problem does not need to be solved, be
cause, contrary to both economists and the man in the street, voters
are not selfishly motivated.20 The self-interested voter hypothesis—or

SIVH—is false. In the political arena, voters focus primarily on na
tional well-being, not personal well-being. That makes it straightfor
ward to move from systematic errors about the causes of national
well-being to policies that are—from the standpoint of national well
being—counter-productive.
The SIVH is so embedded in both economics and popular culture
that it has to be debunked before I can go on. Many economists find
it peculiar even to speak of self-interested voting as a “hypothesis” in
need of empirical support.21Political cynicism drives the general pub
lic to the same conclusion: If you still haven’t noticed that people vote
their pocketbooks, grow up!
Since economists and the public rarely agree on anything of sub
stance, their shared sympathy for the SIVH has long made me uneasy.
In graduate school, I rarely came across hard evidence one way or the
other. Many economists took the SIVH for granted, but few bothered
to defend it.22After completing my doctorate I read more outside my
discipline, and discovered that political scientists have subjected the
SIVH to extensive and diverse empirical tests.23 Their results are im
pressively uniform: The SIVH fails.
Start with the easiest case: partisan identification.24 Both econo
mists and the public almost automatically accept the view that poor
people are liberal Democrats and rich people are conservative Repub
licans. The data paint a quite different picture. At least in the United
States, there is only a flimsy connection between individuals’ incomes
and their ideology or party. The sign fits the stereotype: As your in
come rises, you are more likely to be conservative and Republican.
But the effect is small, and shrinks further after controlling for race.
A black millionaire is more likely to be a Democrat than a white jani
tor.25 The Republicans might be the party for the rich, but they are
not the party o f the rich.
We see the same pattern for specific policies.26 The elderly are not
more in favor of Social Security and Medicare than the rest of the
population. Seniors strongly favor these programs, but so do the
young.27 Contrary to the SIVH-inspired bumper sticker “If men got
pregnant, abortion would be a sacrament,” men appear a little more
pro-choice on abortion than women.28Compared to the overall popu
lation, the unemployed are at most a little more in favor of govern
ment-guaranteed jobs, and the uninsured at most a little more sup
portive of national health insurance.29 Measures of self-interest
predict little about beliefs about economic policy.30 Even when the
stakes are life and death, political self-interest rarely surfaces: Males
vulnerable to the draft support it at normal levels, and families and
friends of conscripts in Vietnam were in fact more opposed to with
drawal than average.31

The broken clock of the SIVH is right twice a day. It fails for party
identification, Social Security, Medicare, abortion, job programs, na
tional health insurance, Vietnam, and the draft. But it works tolerably
well for a few scattered issues.32You might expect to see the exceptions
on big questions with a lot of money at stake, but the truth is almost
the reverse. The SIVH shines brightest on the banal issue of smoking.
Donald Green and Ann Gerken find that smokers and nonsmokers are
ideologically and demographically similar, but smokers are a lot more
opposed to restrictions and taxes on their favorite vice33. Belief in
“smokers’ rights” cleanly rises with daily cigarette consumption: fully
61.5% of “heavy” smokers want laxer antismoking policies, but only
13.9% of people who “never smoked” agree. If the SIVH were true,
comparable patterns of belief would be everywhere. They are not.
Most voters disown selfish motives. They personally back the poli
cies that are best for the country, ethically right, and consistent with
social justice. At the same time, they see other voters—not just their
opponents, but often their allies too —as deeply selfish. The typical
liberal Democrat says he votes his conscience, and impugns oppo
nents for caring only about the rich. But he often ascribes selfish mo
tives to fellow Democrats too: “Why do lower-income people vote
Democratic? In order to better their own condition, of course.” The
typical voter’s view of the motivation of the typical voter is schizo
phrenic: I do not vote selfishly, but most do.
When individuals contrast their own faultless motives to the slfishness of others, our natural impulse is to interpret it as self-serving bias.
But the empirical evidence suggests that self-descriptions are accu
rate. People err not in overestimating their own altruism, but in under
estimating the altruism of others. Indeed, “underestimate” is an un
derstatement. Individuals are not just less politically selfish than
usually thought. As voters, they scarcely appear selfish at all.
I suspect that the real reason most economists embrace the SIVH
is not empirical evidence, but basic economic theory. If people are
selfish consumers, workers, and investors, how can they fail to be
selfish voters? It is tempting to respond, “If the theory fails empiri
cally, so much the worse for the theory.” But we should first verify
that the theory has been correctly applied.
Consider. First, altruism and morality generally Eire consumption
goods like any other, so we should expect people to buy more altruism
when the price is low.34Second, due to the low probability of decisive
ness, the price of altruism is drastically cheaper in politics than in
markets.35 Voting to raise your taxes by a thousand dollars when
your probability of decisiveness is 1 in 100,000 has an expected cost
of a penny.36

Figure 6.3 The Price of Altruism in Markets versus Politics
% Belief Gap Relative to Average

Now snap the pieces together. If people buy more altruism when
the price is low, and altruistic voting is basically free, we should expect
voters to consume a lot more altruism. It would cut against basic eco
nomics if the SIVH did work.37
Hollywood is famous for its leftist millionaires like Tim Robbins and
Susan Sarandon. Clinton’s victory over Bush in 1992 probably cost the
respective stars of The Shawshank Redemption and The Rocky Horror
Picture Show hundreds of thousands in extra taxes. But Robbins’s and
Sarandon’s votes were not six-figure philanthropy. All they did was
buy a negative lottery ticket: In the astronomically unlikely case that
Clinton won because o f their actions, they would have lost a large sum.
With these incentives, you would expect Hollywood millionaires to
“vote their conscience.” If they pay hundreds of dollars for a trendy
haircut, it would be odd if they refused to pay a few expectational
pennies to enhance their self-image.
The case of Hollywood leftists is unusually vivid, but entirely typi
cal. The average American has less money riding on the outcome of
a presidential election. But given the tiny probability of decisiveness,
any psychological benefit is almost sure to outweigh its expected fi
nancial cost.38
Summing up: Correctly interpreted, the simple economic model
specifically predicts that people will be less selfish as voters than as
consumers. Indeed, like diners at an all-you-can-eat buffet, we should
expect voters to “stuff themselves” with moral rectitude. Once again,
analogies between voting and shopping are deeply misleading.
Thought Experiment Number 3: Irrationality with Unselfish Voters

The empirical evidence against the SIVH points to our next thought
experiment. Replace assumption 1 with 1":

1". All voters want to maximize social welfare, but they have differ
ent preferences over their beliefs about howto maximize it. Vot
ers can have any endowments.
If voters’ goal is to maximize social welfare, if their motivation is, as
political scientists term it, sociotropic, the complex interaction be
tween policy Eind individual endowments can be ignored.39 Whether
you are rich or poor, a landowner or a stockholder, a creditor or a
debtor, does not change the answer to the question “Which policies
are best for society overall?” If people have the common goal of max
imizing social welfare, the only source of conflict is disagreement
about how to maximize it. The only obstacle to maximum social wel
fare is false beliefs about what policies work best.
Suppose the polity is fighting over tariffs. According to thought ex
periment 3, this is a symptom of ideological struggle between those
who think high tariffs Eire good for the nation, Eind those who do not.
If the median voter has antiforeign bias, the system performs poorly.
Even though everyone wants to maximize social welfare, even though
democratic competition gives the people what they want, the out
come paradoxically disappoints.
Politicsil theorists often allege that economists’ belief in the SIVH
leads them to underestimate democracy. According to Virginia Held,
“There are good reasons to believe that a society resting on no more
than bargains between self-interested or mutually disinterested indi
viduals will not be able to withstand the forces of egoism and dissolu
tion pulling such societies apart.”40 However, once you accept the re
ality of systematic biases, the SIVH fades in importance as a handicap
for democracy. Voters who solemnly put their own interests aside still
do a bad job. If voters are rational and selfish, at least the status quo
benefits somebody.
Unselfishness expands the range of democratic performance.41
Good gets better. With rational selfishness, you get socially optimal
outcomes if and only if incentives align private interests and the pub
lic interest. With rational unselfishness, this alignment is superfluous:
People pursue the public interest for its own sake.
But unselfishness also lets democratic performance fall from bad to
worse. Irrational unselfish voters are probably more dangerous than
irrational selfish ones. If unselfish voters misunderstand the world,
they can easily reach a misguided consensus. Their irrationality
points them in the wrong direction; their unselfishness keeps them
in marching formation, enabling them to rapidly approach their des
tination. In contrast, if selfish voters misunderstand the world, dis
sension persists. They move less cohesively—or not at all.

Suppose voters overestimate the social benefits of price controls on
petroleum. If they vote altruistically, then everyone—from owners of
gas-guzzling Hummers to oil barons—supports price controls. The re
sponse of selfish voters would be less monolithic. Some—like those
who own petroleum stock—would want to protect their “right to
gouge” despite what they misperceive as its negative effect on society.
Their selfishness helps mitigate the effect of antimarket bias on policy.
The upshot is that the failure of the SIVH makes democracy look
worse. Voter irrationality is not tempered by the petty squabbling or
dinarily guaranteed by human selfishness. Precisely because people
put personal interests aside when they enter the political arena, intel
lectual errors readily blossom into foolish policies.

Multi-Issue Democracy and the Dimensionality
of Public Opinion

All of the thought experiments so far assume that the public is only
concerned about one issue, such as the tariff rate. In reality, there are
hundreds or thousands of contentious topics, which means that the
tidy results of the Median Voter Theorem cease to hold. The winning
platform for N issues decided as a package differs from the winning
platform for N issues decided one by one. Strange as it sounds, a “win
ning platform”—a platform able to defeat any other—may not exist.
Theorists often expect democratic policies to “cycle,” and wonder
why real-world policies are so stable.42
In my view, this is another dilemma that can be sidestepped using
existing research on public opinion. There are countless issues that
people care about, from gun control and abortion to government
spending and the environment. But on closer inspection, these super
ficially disparate topics contain a great deal of structure. If you know
a person’s position on one, you can predict his views on the rest to a
surprising degree.43
In formal statistical terms, political opinions look roughly one-di
mensional. They boil down roughly to one big opinion, plus random
noise. Numerical ratings of “how liberal” or “how conservative” a con
gressman is often accurately predict his votes.44 Higher-powered sta
tistical analyses reach the same conclusion.45The same is true for the
general public. Partisan voting is prevalent, suggesting that the public
and elites use a similar ideological framework.46 Data on specific be
liefs confirms this story. For economic beliefs, for instance, self-re
ported position on the liberal-conservative spectrum predicts a lot

about respondents’ specific views, and almost always confirms ideo
logical stereotypes.47
Opinion is more clearly one-dimensional at some times and places
than others.48 Overall, though, one overriding fact about public opin
ion is that it is far less multi-dimensional than you might guess. The
analytically tractable Median Voter Theorem stands on firmer empiri
cal ground than usually supposed.
But suppose you are not convinced by the empirical work on the
dimensionality of public opinion.49 What follows? It definitely gets
harder to specify which policies will win out and stay on top. But
that is no reason to expect better policies. Multi-dimensionality might
undermine an especially foolish policy that the median voter favors,
but it is equally able to sustain policies so silly even the median voter
balks. In short, the policy consequences of one-dimensional opinion
are more predictable—but not predictably worse—than those of
multi-dimensional opinion.

Another Necessary Digression: What Makes
People Think Like Economists?

The preceding thought experiments put a spotlight on a widely ne
glected variable: the economic literacy o f the median voter. When the
median voter suffers from strong systematic biases, foolish policies
prevail; if the median voter sees clearly, democracy picks socially opti
mal policies.
This suggests a pressing question: What determines the median
voter’s economic literacy? Are all segments of the population equally
in the dark? Or do some “think more like economists” than others?
We know from chapter 3 that education reduces the lay-expert belief
gap. But this is only one of several regularities in the data.50 All else
equal, the following predict greater agreement with economists:
•
•
•
•

Education
Income growth
Job security
Male gender

Consistent with the failure of self-serving bias and ideological bias to
account for the lay-expert belief gap, income level and ideological
conservatism do not make the list.
Figure 6.4 shows how much education, income growth, job security,
and gender matter.51 The top bar is the yardstick. It indicates how
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Figure 6.4 The Distribution of Economic Illiteracy

much two otherwise average people would disagree if one were a
Ph.D. economist and one were not. The lower bars show how much
larger or smaller the belief gap gets if the noneconomist is, in one
respect, not average. Bars smaller than 100% mean below-average lev
els of disagreement. Bars larger than 100% mean the opposite.
Education is the strongest predictor of economic literacy. The belief
gap of the least educated is 127% as large as average; the belief gap

of the most educated is only 81% as large as average. In other words,
moving from the highest to the lowest education level expands dis
agreement by over 50%.
Income growth is a close runner-up. The SAEE asked respondents
whether their income rose, fell, or stayed the same during the last five
years, and asked them what they expect will happen to their income
during the next five years. Individuals who both had Eind expect rising
income think msirkedly more like economists than individuals who
gave the opposite answers. The risers’ belief gap was 79% of the usual
size; the fallers’ 115%. This is almost as large as five steps up the
seven-step educational ladder.
Job security and male gender have smellier effects. Moving from
being “very concerned” about losing your job to “not at all con
cerned” matters as much as two steps of education; being male rather
than female matters slightly less.
What do all these results mean? The role of education is no sur
prise. Education predicts knowledge on a wide variety of subjects.
Economics is no exception. Figuring out why is harder. Does educa
tion directly cause greater knowledge of economics in the class
room?52 Does it do so indirectly by raising the economic knowledge
of the people you socialize with? Or is education just a proxy for other
traits—like intelligence or curiosity?53Given the limits of the data, this
is an open question.
The gender gap is not out of the ordinary either. One gender often
knows more about a field than the other. Economics is a field where
men happen to have the advantage. Other researchers document sim
ilar disparities. Men also have more political knowledge than women,
Eind think more like toxicologists.54There Eire many possible explana
tions, but the differences do exist.55
The link between income growth, job security, Eind economic liter
acy is the hardest to rationsilize. Determined believers in self-serving
bias will probably take comfort in these patterns: Upwardly mobile
people with secure jobs can safely adopt economists’ callous outlook.
But then why does income level conspicuously fail to matter? A more
plausible story is that personal and social optimism go together.
Maybe some people are just optimists, or perhaps personal experi
ence with progress makes it easier to spot on a larger scale.
Selective Participation

Failure to vote is a major leak in the pipeline between public opinion
and public policy. Politicians only need the support of a majority of

people who exercise their right to vote. If they can win the affection
of one voter by alienating a thousand nonvoters, competition spurs
them to do so.
This would not affect policy if voters and nonvoters had the same
distribution of preferences and beliefs, but voters are not a random
sample. The most visible difference is that voters Eire richer than non
voters. On closer exEimination, income is largely a proxy for educa
tion; education increases both income and the probability of voting.
The other big predictor of turnout is age; the old vote more than
the young.56
Most commentators treat disparate turnout as a grave social evil. If
voters are out to promote their own interests, then groups that show
up use and abuse groups that stay home.57Many blame the high turn
out of the rich for policies that “make the rich richer and the poor
poorer,” and the high turnout of the elderly for the expense of Social
Security and Medicare.
The weakness of these complaints is that they take the discredited
SIVH for granted. Yes, the rich are more likely to vote. But since the
rich are not trying to advance upper-class interests, it does not follow
that the interests of the poor suffer. Similarly, just because the old
vote in greater numbers, it does not follow that the young lose out. For
that fear to be justified, the young would have to be less supportive of
old-age programs than their seniors. They are not.58
Good intentions are ubiquitous in politics; what is scarce is accu
rate beliefs. The pertinent question about selective participation is
whether voters are more biased than nonvoters, not whether voters
take advantage of nonvoters.59 Empirically, the opposite holds: The
median voter is less biased than the median nonvoter. One of the
main predictors of turnout, education, substantially increases eco
nomic literacy. The other two—age and income—have little effect on
economic beliefs.
Though it sounds naive to count on the affluent to look out for the
interests of the needy, that is roughly what the data advise. All kinds
of voters hope to make society better off, but the well educated are
more likely to get the job done.60 Selective turnout widens the gap
between what the public gets and what it wants. But it narrows the
gap between what the public gets and what it needs.
In financial and betting markets, there are intrinsic reasons why
clearer heads wield disproportionate influence.61 People who know
more can expect to earn higher profits, giving them a stronger to in
centive to participate. Furthermore, past winners have more assets to
influence the market price. In contrast, the disproportionate electoral
influence of the well educated is a lucky surprise. Indeed, since the

value of their time is greater, one would expect them to vote less. To
be blunt, the problem with democracy is not that clearer heads have
surplus influence. The problem is that, compared to financial and
betting markets, the surplus is small.
If education causes better economic understanding, there is an ar
gument for education subsidies—albeit not necessarily higher sub
sidies than we have now.62 If the connection is not causal, however,
throwing money at education treats a symptom of economic illiteracy,
not the disease. You would get more bang for your buck by defunding
efforts to “get out the vote.”63One intriguing piece of evidence against
the causal theory is that educational attainment rose substantially in
the postwar era, but political knowledge stayed about the same.64
Education is the only variable that predicts both economic literacy
and voter participation. But other predictors of economic literacy—
particularly income growth and job security—interact with demo
cratic politics in potentially interesting ways. For example, suppose
income growth and job security cause higher economic literacy. Then
given a negative economic shock, income growth and job security
would decline, reducing the median voter’s economic literacy, in
creasing the demand for foolish economic policies, which in turn
hurts economic performance further. I refer to this downward spiral
as “the idea trap.”65 Perhaps it can help solve the central puzzle of
development economics: Why poor countries stay poor.66
Before studying public opinion, many wonder why democracy does
not work better. After one becomes familiar with the public’s system
atic biases, however, one is struck by the opposite question: Why does
democracy work as well as it does? How do the unpopular policies
that sustain the prosperity of the West survive? Selective participation
is probably one significant part of the answer. It is easy to criticize
the beliefs of the median voter, but at least he is less deluded than
the median nonvoter.
Thought Experiment Number 4:
Mixed Policy/Outcome Preferences

Now let us see where one last empirically interesting complication
leads. Suppose voters have systematically biased beliefs about the ef
fectiveness of economic policies, but perceive the current state of the
economy without bias. What happens if they hold politicians account
able for both their policy decisions and the state of the economy?67
With these incentives, politicians who want to retain power need
to keep their eyes on two balls, not one. If voters’ beliefs about effec

tive policy were correct, this would be easy, because the two balls
would be fused together. But in the real world, politicians face a visual
challenge: keeping their eyes on two balls flying in different direc
tions. If leaders ignore the public’s policy preferences, they will be
thrown out of office no matter how good economic conditions Eire.
If they fully implement those preferences, though, leaders become
scapegoats for poor economic performance.
This mechanism resembles what political scientists call “retrospec
tive voting.”68Its novel feature is the perverse trade-off between poli
cies and outcomes. In most retrospective voting models, voters are
agnostic about policy, and judge politicians purely for their observ
able success. Leaders’ dominant strategy is therefore to implement
the most effective policies.69 This is no longer true, however, if voters
“know what ain’t so”—if they want specific policies but resent their
predictable consequences.
These incentives interestingly lead politicians to supply better eco
nomic policies than the public wants. Take Clinton’s support of
NAFTA.70He knew both that NAFTA would raise American living stan
dards, and that a majority of Americans thought the opposite. If Clin
ton’s sole goal were to maximize his probability of reelection, what
should he have done? Both options were unappealing. The first was
to defy the public, lose face, and hope that the economic benefits of
NAFTA undid the damage before the next election. The second was
to go along with the public, retain its trust, and hope it would overlook
the lackluster economy. Clinton took the first route, and it may well
have been the prudent choice.
If voters are systematically mistaken about what policies work,
there is a striking implication: They will not be satisfied by the politi
cians they elect. A politician who ignores the public’s policy prefer
ences looks like a corrupt tool of special interests. A politician who
implements the public’s policy preferences looks incompetent be
cause of the bad consequences. Empirically, the shoe fits: In the GSS,
only 25% agree that “People we elect to Congress try to keep the
promises they have made during the election,” and only 20% agree
that “most government administrators can be trusted to do what is
best for the country.”71Why does democratic competition yield so few
satisfied customers? Because politicians are damned if they do and
damned if they don’t. The public calls them venal for failing to deliver
the impossible.
One problem with outcome-linked voting is that judgments about
outcomes may be biased too. “Believing is seeing”—people may wear
rose-colored glasses if Eind only if their preferred policies hold sway.72
During the 1990s, employment rates reached peaks not seen in three

decades, but opponents of NAFTA announced that its dire conse
quences were plain for all to see.73
Another weakness of outcome-linked voting is that voters may
punish leaders for problems outside their control.74 As Achen and
Bartels observe:
If jobs have been lost in a recession, something is wrong, but is that
the president’s fault? If it is not, then voting on the basis of eco
nomic results may be no more rational than killing the pharaoh
when the Nile does not flood.75
This is especially troublesome under divided government. If the pub
lic holds the president accountable for economic turmoil, then Con
gressmen from the other party might prevent his reelection by doing
a bad job. Alternately, Congress might push popular but counterpro
ductive policies, forcing the president to either veto them (and lose
votes for being out of sync with public opinion) or sign them (and
lose votes for bad economic performance). Costly but popular social
legislation sponsored by the Democrats during the 1988-92 Bush
presidency has been interpreted this way.76
A final reason not to overrate outcome-linked voting is that many
people have a low threshold for what counts as a “result.” Social sci
entists conceive of “results” as things like economic growth, life ex
pectancy, crime rates, or peace. But politicians habitually equate “re
sults” with passing legislation and spending money. How many
campaign ads cite “achievements” like a “tough new gun control
bill”? It would be odd to call this a “result” if gun control increases
the murder rate.
Despite these caveats, mixed policy/outcome preferences remain a
plausible explanation for why democracy is not worse. Respondents
in the SAEE have biased beliefs about outcomes, not just policies. Yet
their outcome judgments are less biased, and their perceptions about
the current state of the economy are fairly accurate.77Unless the costs
of economic policy are well in the future, politicians have to think
twice before caving in to popular misconceptions.
Bias beyond Economics: Systematically Biased
Beliefs about Toxicology

Most of my examples come from economics, and with good reason:
Economics dominates the agenda of modern governments. But my
analysis can and should be applied to other politically relevant fields
where the general public’s beliefs are systematically mistaken.

The Public versus Toxicologists on Dosage
Q“For pesticides, it’s not how much of the chemical you are exposed to that
should worry you, but whether or not you are exposed at all.”
Strongly
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Don’t
Know

Disagree

Public

11.9%

47.3%

29.2%

6.9%

4.6%

Toxicologists

61.5%

33.1%

1.8%

2.4%

1.2%

Source: Kraus et al (1992: 223)

Toxicology, with its obvious implications for environmental, health,
and safety policy, is a compelling example. The public has numerous
prejudices about this apparently dry, technical field.78 For instance,
Kraus, Malmfors, and Slovic ask people whether they agree with this
statement: “For pesticides, it’s not how much of the chemical you are
exposed to that should worry you, but whether or not you are exposed
at all.”79
Toxicologists Eire far more likely to emphasize dosage. Nontoxicolo
gists “tend to view chemicals as either safe or dangerous and they
appear to equate even small exposures to toxic or carcinogenic chem
icals with almost certain harm.”80
As in economics, laymen reject the basics, not merely details. Toxi
cologists are vastly more likely than the public to affirm that “use of
chemicals has improved our health more than it has harmed it,” to
deny that natural chemicals are less harmful than man-made chemi
cals, and to reject the view that “it can never be too expensive to
reduce the risks associated with chemicals.”81While critics might like
to impugn the toxicologists’ objectivity, it is hard to take such accusa
tions seriously. The public’s views are often patently silly, and toxicol
ogists who work in industry, academia, and regulatory bureaus largely
see eye to eye.82
How would the public’s misconceptions about, say, dosage, affect
policy? This chapter’s thought experiments are a useful guide. With
identical voters, failure to recognize the importance of dosage leads
straight to misguided environmental regulations. Instead of focusing
on quantitatively significant risks, the government wastes resources
trying to eliminate minute dangers.83If otherwise identical voters dis
agree about the importance of dosage, but the median believer doubts
the truism that “the poison is in the dosage,” environmental regula
tions lean in a wasteful direction. Similarly wasteful policies can be
expected if voters are not identical but seek to maximize social welfare.

Why then does environmental policy put as much emphasis on
dosage as it does? Selective participation is probably part of the story.
Mirroring my results, Kraus, Malmfors, and Slovic (1992) find that ed
ucation makes people think like toxicologists.84The bulk of the expla
nation, though, is probably that voters care about economic well-being
as well as safety from toxic substances. Moving from low dosage to
zero is expensive. It might absorb all of GDP. This puts a democratic
leader in a tight spot. If he embraces the public’s doseless worldview
and legislates accordingly, it would spark economic disaster. Over
60% of the public agrees that “It can never be too expensive to reduce
the risks associated with chemicals,”85 but the leader who complied
would be a hated scapegoat once the economy fell to pieces. On the
other hand, a leader who dismisses every low-dose scare as “unscien
tific” and “paranoid” would soon be a reviled symbol of pedantic in
sensitivity. Given their incentives, politicians cannot disregard the
public’s misconceptions, but they often drag their feet.
Conclusion

The proposition that irrational beliefs lead to foolish policies is largely
correct. Under realistic assumptions, irrational thought leads to fool
ish action. Recognizing the empirical weakness of the SIVH sweeps
away needless complexity. If voters’ aim to advance the public inter
est rather than their own, there is no need to build a rickety bridge
from the public interest to each individual’s private interests. We can
walk straight from misperceptions about the public interest to sup
port for misguided policy.
The main caveat is that if the public got exactly what it asked for,
policy would be a lot worse. The United States is more market-oriented
and open to international competition than you would expect after
studying the economic beliefs of its inhabitants, whose aspirations
seem more in tune with those of Latin American populists like Peron.
On further consideration, this disparity should be expected. Selec
tive participation, so often maligned as a source of class bias, leaves
the median voter more economically literate than the median citizen.
More importantly, the public’s ungracious tendency to scapegoat its
most faithful agents encourages felicitous hypocrisy. Politicians face
an uneasy predicament: “Unabashed populism plays well at first, but
once the negative consequences hit, voters will blame me, not them
selves.” This hardly implies that it never pays to take the populist
route. But leaders have to strike a balance between doing what the
public thinks works, and what actually does.

TECHNICAL APPENDIX
What Makes People Think Like Economists

Qualitatively, there are five main variables in the SAEE that make peo
ple “think like economists”: education, male gender, past income
growth, expected income growth, and job security.86 They frequently
push beliefs in the same direction as economic training, and almost
never push in the opposite direction. But how strong is the overall
link between these variables Eind the economic way of thinking? My
article in the Journal o f Law and Economics quantified it using the
following technique.87
Step 1 is to set up a system of 37 equations, one for each question
in the SAEE:
(1)

TAXHIGH = c ( l )

+

ii /(1)

e{\)Education + e(2)Male + e(3)Yourlast5 +
+e
e(4)Youmext5 + e{5)Jobsecurity + Ecom

(2) DEFICIT = c(l) + w(2)

e{\)Education + e(2)Male + e(3) Yourlast5 +
+e
e(4) YournextS + e{5)Jobsecurity + Ecom

FORAID = c(3) + w{3)

e{\)Education + e(2)Male + e(3) Yourlast5 +
+e
e(4)Youmext5 + e{5)Jobsecurity + Ecom

(3)

and so on for equations (4)-(37). Each of the coefficients inside the
brackets—the e’s— has to be the same across all 37 equations. For in
stance, the coefficient on Education, e(l), has the same value in equa
tion (1), equation (2), equation (3), and so on. Conversely, the con
stants and the w coefficients freely vary in each equation. The impact
of the set of economistic variables in a given equation can thus be
positive, negative, or zero, because there is an equation-specific w
coefficient in front of the brackets. Intuitively, the e coefficients cap
ture “how economistic” an independent variable is, while the w coef
ficients capture “how economistic” a dependent variable is.
Step 2 is to estimate the whole system’s coefficients using nonlinesir
least squares. The results are completely consistent with qualita
tive appearances. Despite the strong collinearity restrictions, the w
coefficients are highly significant in both statistical and economic
terms. Economistic variables are significant at the 5% level in 34 out
of 37 equations.
Furthermore, all of the e coefficients Eire positive Eind overwhelm
ingly statistically significant, indicating that they really do march in
formation with economic training.

Table 6-2

The w Coefficients

Variable

#

Coefficient

t-stat

#

-0.51
-0.14
-0.88
-0.70
-0.52
-0.01
-0.58
-0.36
-0.37
-0.18
0.07
-0.77
-0.63

-16.96
-9.58
-26.84
-22.34
-17.12
-0.24
-18.85
-12.29
-12.48
-6.14
2.26
-23.94
-20.29
3.95
-22.14
-22.51
-21.37
-8.71
-7.32

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1 TAXHIGH

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

DEFICIT
FORAID
IMMIG
TAXBREAK
INADEDUC
WELFARE
AA
HARDWORK
REG
SAVINGS
PROFHIGH
EXECPAY
BUSPROD
TECH
OVERSEAS
DOWNSIZE
COMPEDUC
TAXCUT

0.11

-0.70
-0.71
-0.67
-0.26
-0.22

Variable
WOMENWORK
TECHGOOD
TRADEAG
DOWNGOOD
CHANGE20
TRADEJOB
WHYGASSD
PRES
GASPRICE
NEWJOB
GAP20
INCOME20
WAGE20
NEED2EARN
STAN5
CHILDGEN
CHILDSTAN
CURECON

Coefficient

t-stat

0.18
0.31
0.43
0.50
0.56
0.58
0.40
0.01
-0.69
0.47
0.06
0.49
0.30

6.21
10.38
14.15
16.21
18.15
18.88
13.33
0.20
-21.51
15.04
2.21
16.24
10.30
-3.63
11.44
4.17
-0.04
13.97

-

0.11

0.34
0.12
0.00

0.43

Using the information in table 6-3, one can express the economic
literacy of various subgroups of the general public as a scalar. The
estimated belief gap between (a) a noneconomist with average char
acteristics across-the-board and (b) the Enlightened Public equals:
the coefficient on education, e(l), times 2.46 (the amount by which
Table 6-3

The e Coefficients

Variable

Coefficient

t-stat

Education

0.093

18.1

Male

0.157

11.3

Yourlast5

0.122

11.8

Yournext5

0.099

10.1

Jobsecurity

0.059

10.0

the Enlightened Public exceeds the average education level) plus 1
(the implicit coefficient on Econ). This comes out to .093 * 2.46 + 1 =
1.229. The belief gaps of other segments of the population can then
be compared to this benchmark, as shown in Figure 6.4.
Example 1. The belief gap between the Enlightened Public and oth
erwise average members of the public with the lowest education
level is 6 * .093 + 1 = 1.558. In percentage terms, this means that
the belief gap of the lowest-educated segment of the population
is roughly 1.558/1.229 = 127% as large as the benchmark.
Example 2. The belief gap between the Enlightened Public and oth
erwise average members of the public with maximal job security
is e(5) multiplied by -1.12 (the difference between the average
level of job security and the highest possible level) plus 1.229 (the
normal gap). This simplifies to 1.163, roughly 95% the size of the
benchmark.

Chapter 7
I R R A T I O N A L I T Y A N D T HE S U P P L Y
S I D E OF P O L I T I C S
First, even if there were no political groups trying to
influence him, the typical citizen would in political
matters tend to yield to extra-rational or irrational
prejudice and impulse . . .
Second, however, the weaker the logical element in the
processes of the public mind and the more complete
the absence of rational criticism . . . the greater are the
opportunities for groups with an ax to grind.
—Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism,
and Democracy1

My j a u n d i c e d v i e w of the average voter is the most distinctive feature
of my political economy, but it is not the only distinctive feature.
Competing for the affection of irrational voters calls for different tac
tics and talents than competing for the affection of rational voters.2
Voter irrationality reshapes the whole political landscape, from lead
ership and delegation to propaganda and lobbying.
The Rationality of Politicians
The successful politician instinctively feels what the vot
ers feel, regardless of what facts and logic say His guiding
principle is neither efficiency nor equity but electability—
about which he knows a good deal.
—Alan Blinder, Hard Heads, Soft Hearts3

What happens if fully rational politicians compete for the support of
irrational voters—specifically, voters with irrational beliefs about the
effects of various policies? It is a recipe for mendacity. If politicians
understand the benefits of free trade, but the public is dogmatically
protectionist, honest politicians do not get far. Every serious con
tender must not only keep his economic understanding to himself,

but “pander”—zealously advocate the protectionist views he knows
to be false.
Machiavelli infamously advises his readers to break promises when
it enhances their political careers: “A prudent ruler ought not to keep
faith when by so doing it would be against his interest.. . . If all men
were good, this precept would not be a good one; but as they are bad,
and would not observe their faith with you, so you are not bound to
keep faith with them.”4Machiavelli is saying that—morally objection
able or not—lying is equilibrium behavior. In a modern democratic
milieu, he could as easily written, “A prudent ruler ought not to pro
mote socially beneficial policies when by so doing he would lose
votes.. . . If all men were rational, this precept would not be a good
one; but as they are irrational, and prone to kill the bearers of bad
tidings, so you are not bound to challenge their misconceptions.”
But are politicians likely to be paragons of rationality, a breed apart?
It depends on the topic.5Sometimes politicians—unlike ordinary vot
ers—have strong incentives for rationality. Above all, it pays a politi
cian to understand how her policy positions and other actions change
her electoral prospects. Politicians have as strong an incentive to think
rationally about their popularity as capitalists have to think rationally
about their profits.
For example, it is valuable for politicians to accurately estimate the
effect of political advertising and the “rate of exchange” between
campaign contributions and votes. If they overestimate the vote-benefit of money, they allocate too much time to raising money, and make
too many damaging compromises. If they underestimate the votebenefit, they allocate too little time to fund-raising, and are overly
squeamish about repaying donors’ favors.
Or consider incentives to think rationally about the media. Politi
cians often have skeletons in their closet, and face daily temptations
to add to their collection. Unbiased beliefs about the probability of
getting caught and the severity of the backlash are useful tools of po
litical survival. This does not mean that politicians put zero value on
illicit fun, but we should expect them to make intelligent trade-offs.
Clinton’s relations with “that woman, Miss Lewinsky” ultimately drew
massive media attention, but he took many measures along the way
to protect himself.6
In sum, politicians, unlike average voters, make some political
choices where their cost of systematic error is high. In these cases, we
should expect leaders to be shrewd and clear-eyed. Selection pressure
reinforces this point. Politicians who alienate voters soon cease to be
politicians at all.7

However, there is one important area where matters are less clear:
Beliefs about policy effectiveness. Does it pay politicians to correctly
diagnose how well policies work? If all that voters care about is adher
ence to their policy preferences, the answer is no. For the votemaximizing politician, the majority is always right. Thomas Sowell
explains:
When most voters do not think beyond stage one, many elected
officials have no incentive to weigh what the consequences would
be in later stages—and considerable incentives to avoid getting be
yond what their constituents think and understand, for fear that
rival politicians can drive a wedge between them and their constit
uents by catering to public misconceptions.8
If voters Eire committed protectionists, politic isms do not win their
friendship with patient lectures on comparative advantage. Instead
of trying to correct popular errors, they indulge them. As Alexander
Hamilton put it in The Federalist Papers, they “flatter their prejudices
to betray their interests.”9
Unusually talented politicians do more than cater to current mis
conceptions. They steer the grateful public toward the “new and im
proved” misconceptions of tomorrow. A good politician tells the pub
lic what it wants to hear; a better one tells the public what it is going
to want to hear. After a sudden rise in oil prices, the public would
probably blame the greed of the oil companies on its own initiative,
but lack the imagination to propose price controls. A skillful politician
capitalizes on the crisis by alerting his constituents to an attractive
solution: “Price controls! Why didn’t we think of that?”
Leaders’ incentive to rationally assess the effects of policy might be
perverse, not just weak. Machiavelli counsels the prince “to do evil if
constrained” but at the same time “take great care that nothing goes
out of his mouth which is not full of” “mercy, faith, integrity, humanity
and religion.” One can freely play the hypocrite because “everybody
sees what you appear to be, few feel what you are, and those few will
not dare oppose themselves to the many.”10 Yet, contra Machiavelli,
psychologists have documented humans’ real if modest ability to de
tect dishonesty from body language, tone of voice, and more.11George
Costanza memorably counseled Jerry Seinfeld, “Just remember, it’s
not a lie if you believe it.”12The honestly mistaken politician appears
more genuine because he is more genuine. This gives leaders who
sincerely share their constituents’ policy views a competitive advan
tage over Machiavellian rivals.13
As discussed in the previous chapter, there is a countervailing force.
If voters care about both policies and outcomes, the pandering cynic

has a fighting chance against the deluded idealist. The cynic suffers
from voters’ uneasy sense that, deep down, he is not one of them. But
the cynic is more equipped to avoid disaster than the idealist, because
he independently weighs the cost of the public’s favorite policies. The
true child of Machiavelli undermines and soft-pedals the public’s
worst ideas, paying them lip service the whole time.
To get ahead in politics, leaders need a blend of naive populism
and realistic cynicism. No wonder the modal politician has a law de
gree. Dye and Zeigler report that “70 percent of the presidents, vice
presidents, and cabinet officers of the United States and more than
50 percent of the U.S. senators and House members” have been law
yers.14The economic role of government has greatly expanded since
the New Deal, but the percentage of congressmen with economic
training remains negligible.15 Economic issues Eire important to vot
ers, but they do not want politicians with economic expertise—espe
cially not ones who lecture them and point out their confusions.
Instead, the electoral process selects people who are professionally
trained to plead cases persuasively and sincerely regardless of their
merits.16 Many politicians keep economists around to advise them.
But the masters of rhetoric call the shots because they possess the
most valuable political skill: Knowing how to strike the optimal bal
ance between being right and being popular.

The Political Economy of Faith

Leaders have been known to inspire blind faith. Michels refers to “the
belief so frequent among the people that their leaders belong to a
higher order of humanity than themselves” evidenced by “the tone
of veneration in which the idol’s name is pronounced, the perfect
docility with which the least of his signs is obeyed, and the indigna
tion which is aroused by any critical attack on his personality.”17Many
totalitarian movements insist upon their leaders’ infallibility. “The
Duce is always right,” was a popular Fascist slogan.18 Rudolf Hess
waxed poetic about the perfection of Hitler’s judgment:
With pride we see that one man remains beyond all criticism, that
is the Fiihrer. This is because everyone feels and knows: he is always
right, and he will always be right. The National Socialism of all of us
is anchored in uncritical loyalty, in the surrender to the Fiihrer that
does not ask for the why in individual cases, in the silent execution
of his orders. We believe that the Fiihrer is obeying a higher call to
fashion German history. There can be no criticism of this belief.19

Democratically elected leaders rarely claim anything so outrageous.
But they seem to enjoy a milder form of unreasoning deference.20The
most charismatic president may not radiate infallibility to anyone,
but that does not stop people from choosing to believe that he is
honest in the absence of rock solid evidence to the contrary. As an
exasperated Paul Krugman writes:
Mr. Bush has made an important political discovery. Really big mis
statements, it turns out, cannot be effectively challenged, because
voters can’t believe that a man who seems so likable would do that
sort of thing.21
Even a colorless politician might find that his title makes his words
credible. It works for the pope. Why not the president?
One striking instance of unreasoning deference: Shortly after 9/11,
polls strangely found that the nation’s citizens suddenly had more
faith in their government.22How often can you “trust the government
in Washington to do what is right”? In 2000, only 30% of Americans
said “just about always” or “most of the time.” Two weeks after 9/11,
that number more than doubled to 64%. It is hard to see consumers
trusting GM more after a major accident forces a recall. The public’s
reaction is akin to that of religious sects who mispredict the end of
the world: “We believe now more than ever.”
A close relative of blind faith is the ability to change m en’s minds
with mere rhetoric. Think about it: People modify their view of the
world because a current or aspiring leader redescribes the facts. With
normal faith, the audience says, “I believe because he said it.” Faith
inspired by verbal ability is a slight variation: “I believe because he
said it so well” Perhaps the most extreme illustration is the political
influence of great poets like Pablo Neruda. Common sense snaps,
“What does he know? He’s a poet,” but many would rather listen and
be swayed by the beautiful words.
What happens to democracy if the public puts a degree of irrational
faith in its leaders? The most obvious effect is to give leaders slack or
“wiggle room.” Though they have to conform to public opinion,
public opinion becomes partly a function of the politicians’ own
choices. If doing A gives the public faith in the wisdom of A, and doing
B gives the public faith in the wisdom of B, then a politician may
safely choose either one. It is arrogant for a leader to snicker that “the
people will think what I tell them to think,” but that does not make
him wrong.
Faith helps explain politicians’ tendency to dodge pointed ques
tions with vague answers.23 How can refusing to take a position (or
changing the subject) be strategically better than candidly endorsing

a moderate position?24 Put yourself in the shoes of a voter who op
poses the moderate view but has a degree of faith in a candidate’s
good intentions. If the candidate announces his allegiance to the
moderate view, faith in him dissolves. But as long as the candidate is
silent or vague, it does not tax your faith to maintain, “He’s a decent
man, he must agree with me.” From politicians’ point of view, the
critical fact is that voters on both sides of the issue can “reason” in
the same fashion.
The downside of quasi-religious faith in the powers-that-be (or
want-to-be) is plain. Cushioned by the masses’ credulity, an elected
official could shirk to their detriment.25 Recall that the simplest way
to keep politicians in line is to harshly punish them when you catch
them misbehaving. An electorate with faith in its leaders spares the
rod and spoils the child.
Machiavelli notoriously urges leaders to take full advantage of
leader worship: “But it is necessary . . . to be a great feigner and dis
sembler; and men are so simple and so ready to obey present necessi
ties, that one who deceives will always find those who allow them 
selves to be deceived.”26A corrupt politician can use faith-based slack
to cater to special interests, a ideologue to push her agenda. Regard
less of what one thinks about the war on terror, it is hard to deny
that George Bush would have enjoyed comparable support if he made
fairly different choices. If he decided that invading Iraq was not worth
the effort, how many of his supporters would have balked? Since
some of Bush’s options were better for his financial backers and co
hered more with his ideology, he faced temptations to shirk. The only
question is whether he gave into temptation.
Still, one should not ignore the upside of political faith: its ability
to neutralize the public’s irrationality. A leader who understands the
benefits of free trade might ignore the public’s protectionism if he
knows that the public will stand behind whatever decision he makes.
Since politicians are well educated, and education makes people
think more like economists, there is a reason for hope. Blind faith
does not create an incentive to choose wisely, but it can eliminate the
disincentive to do so. Whether this outweighs the dangers of political
faith is an open question.
The same goes for faith in experts. It opens up a low road and a
high road. The low road is for experts to take advantage of the public,
promoting their personal finances or ideology. The high road is for
experts to help the public in spite of itself. Suppose the public has
faith in the FDA. Its drug policy experts could take the low road, telling
the credulous public that it is “in the public interest” to test drugs for
efficacy as well as safety, ignoring the lives lost from years of delay.27

But sometimes experts take the high road instead. The public might
be sure that Thalidomide should be totally banned, but defer when
the FDA approves it as a treatment for leprosy.28
Irrationality and Delegation
Princes should let the carrying out of unpopular duties
devolve on others, and bestow favors themselves.29
—Niccold Machiavelli, The Prince

In complex modern political systems, leaders can only make a hand
ful of big decisions. The rest must be left in subordinates’ hands.
High-level subordinates face the same dilemma, pushing concrete
decisions further down the bureaucratic food chain. This fosters the
sense that elected leaders are not in charge. The real power, suppos
edly, is the “faceless bureaucracy.”
The economics of principal-agent relations cuts against this inver
sion.30 When a principal delegates a task to a subordinate, his tacit
instruction is, “Do what I myself would have done if I had the time,”
not, “Do as you please.” The former does not have to evolve into the
latter. Common sense tells a principal to occasionally audit his sub
ordinates to see how well they mimic the decisions he would have
made himself.31
It makes little difference if there is one principal and one agent, or
one principal at the top of a tall bureaucratic pyramid. The preferences
of the apex trickle down to the base. Imagine the pyramid has 26 lay
ers, from A at the top to Z at the bottom. If the Z’s ask, “What is ex
pected of me?” the answer is, “To do what the Y above you would have
done.” If the Y’s in turn ask, “What is expected of me?” the answer is,
“To do what the X above you would have done.” For any given Z, serv
ing the wishes of the Y above him is equivalent to serving the wishes
of the X two levels up. This principle lets us ascend the entire pyramid.
In a deep sense, the leader of an organization is responsible for
everything her organization does. Mistakes happen, but part of the
job is keeping an eye on subordinates. That includes keeping an eye
on whether they are keeping an eye on their subordinates. If the gro
cery bagger at a supermarket is rude to you, it is more than a personal
failing. It reflects poorly on the entire chain for failing to detect and
correct the bagger’s etiquette.
This argument remains relevant for tenured professors, Supreme
Court justices, and others who cannot be fired. When you cannot
punish insubordination, rely on reputation instead. Choose candi

dates with a long history of support for your approach. If a justice
undercuts the president who appointed him, a rational electorate can
and should blame the president for being a poor judge of character.
So at first pass, simple models seem able to capture the complexi
ties of modern government. Those who have been a cog in the politi
cal machine frequently relay a different impression, but their objec
tions are fairly superficial. The fact that you have some latitude over
the cosmetics of a delegated decision hardly shows that you—not
your nominal superior—control its substance. The fact that your boss
rarely double-checks your work or second-guesses you does not show
that he is really working for you. More plausibly, it means that your
superior rationally trusts you to make the decision he would have
made without being asked. If he thinks you are sound, he leaves you
alone, conserving his scrutiny for more questionable underlings.
By itself, irrationality does not amplify the importance of delega
tion. If voters believe that protectionism promotes the general
welfare, they want more than a leader who promotes protectionism
when a chance to do so lands on his desk. They expect their leader
to impose his protectionist aims on his underlings—to make it known
throughout the hierarchy that all decisions should have a protection
ist flavor.
However, the right kind of irrationality undermines the standard
analysis. Suppose that voters underestimate the ability of politicians
to control their subordinates. This creates strange new leeway for pol
iticians. They can take the crowd-pleasing action themselves, but
allow or encourage their subordinates to do the opposite.
In the United States, the president appoints Supreme Court justices
and the Senate confirms them. Rationally speaking, a justice’s rulings
reflect on the officials who put him on the bench. If a justice defies
public opinion by protecting flag-burning, his decision should dimin
ish the popularity of the president who appointed him and the sena
tors who confirmed him.32This assumes, however, that average voters
correctly perceive the chain of responsibility. If they systematically
underestimate the strength of its connections, delegation under
mines the popular will. Politicians have to denounce flag-burning to
win voter approval, but it stays legal as long as the decision is in the
hands of subordinates who demur.
The ability to wash his hands of his underlings’ actions gives a
leader extra slack. If he wants something unpopular to happen, he
does not have to become unpopular himself. Instead, he publicly
stands with the majority, but privately leads his subordinates to
undercut him. In its crassest form, he could tell his subordinates, off
the record, that his public statements are the opposite of his true

wishes. But it is easier to appoint people who want to do the unpopu
lar thing, then look the other way.
When the popular view and the reasonable view overlap, systemati
cally biased beliefs about ultimate political responsibility are all for
the bad. Corruption Eind favoritism flower if politicians csin wink at
their underlings as they denounce “influence-peddling.” On a classic
episode of The Simpsons, Bart became famous for excusing his misbe
havior with the catchphrase “I didn’t do it.”33 No one believed Bart.
But if the electorate believes politicians who use Bart’s strategy, they
have a license to steal. To be more precise, they can sell licenses to
steal, hiding behind the fact that they personally stole nothing. Ideo
logically committed politicians could use the same means for puta
tively nobler ends: “Funds for the Contras? I didn’t do it.”
But equating the popular and the reasonable unfairly tilts the scales
against political slack. Irrationality about political responsibility has
the potential to defuse the effect of irrationality on policy, as Tullock
shows in one of his little fables:
Consider a professor of economics and the dullest student in his
class. Let us assume th a t. . . the dull student becomes a king, and
. . . the professor of economics becomes his principEil advisor.. . .
Such a minister has open to him three courses of action: he may
resign; he csin stop trying to improve the economic conditions of
the kingdom Eind simply implement the king’s stupid ideas on eco
nomic matters; or he can try to deceive the king into carrying out
the policies that he, the minister, thinks wise while agreeing with
the king in council.34
False beliefs about who is responsible for what are particularly potent
if voters care about both policies and results. Then a leader could
win on both metrics. He publicly backs the popular view to show his
laudable intentions. Meanwhile, he nudges his underlings to ignore
public opinion and shoot for prosperity, proving his competence.
Biased beliefs about political responsibility have arguably greased
much of the progress toward free trade. Congress and the president
have full authority over trade policy. They can leave World Trade Orga
nization any time they want. When the WTO overrules protectionist
moves by the United States, however, our leaders blame the WTO,
conveniently forgetting that it has only the power they gave it.35 Has
democracy been undermined by bureaucratic sleight of hand? Yes—
and the electorate is better off as a result.
Admittedly, to say this plays right into the hands of detractors of
the economics profession like William Greider:

Disparaging public opinion is, of course, a necessary prelude to
ignoring it. The elites’ language of despair over the commonweal is
a vital element in their politics, for it creates another screen—a cli
mate that encourages political leaders to be “responsible” by going
against the obvious wishes of their constituents.36
But his lament dodges the hard question: What if public opinion de
serves to be disparaged?
Another oddity that thrives on misconceptions about political re
sponsibility: Leaders often feel public pressure to “do something”
about a problem, but the world finds fault with every concrete solu
tion. A way out is to pass legislation that is loudly well intentioned,
but vague.37Practically speaking, this leaves the hard decisions to socalled independent agencies or judges. One might object, “If you cre
ated the agency and retain the power to alter or abolish it with a sim
ple majority vote, in what sense is it ‘independent’?” But tough ques
tions are a weak obstacle. Assuming the public falls for their semantic
trickery, politicians can rise in popular esteem for “doing something,”
but deflect inevitable disappointment onto the shoulders of others.
U.S. antitrust laws are a beautiful example. Try to decipher the
meaning of “attempted monopolization” or “restraint of trade” with
the help of a dictionary. Am I “attempting to monopolize” the market
for books about economics right now? No matter. Though the written
law verges on meaningless, sponsors like Senator Sherman and Rep
resentative Clayton won credit for “fighting the trusts.” Only after
judges and regulators “interpreted” the laws could their effects be
seen. From the point of view of the Shermans and Claytons, this
makes the deal sweeter still. Someone else makes the tough decisions
and risks embarrassment. All it takes to see through this ruse is the
common sense to ask, “Who passed the ambiguous law that allowed
the bad decisions to happen in the first place?” The ruse works if
common sense is not so common.
Economists of little faith in democracy emphasize how hard it is
for constituents to control their “representatives.”38 Defenders of de
mocracy like Donald Wittman downplay the role of political slack. On
balance, Wittman gets the better of the theoretical debate: Voters have
several easy ways to keep leaders on a short leash. But both sides tend
to misjudge the broader implications of their stance on slack. Given
everything else we know about democracy, agency “problems” may
be agency solutions.
When a master does not know his own best interests, a disobedient
servant can be a blessing. The more misguided the electorate is, the
less desirable it is for politicians to unquestioningly grant its wishes.

If voters want price controls, a politician with slack can ignore them
for their own good. Or he might take money from Big Oil to oppose
controls, proverbially turning a private vice into a public virtue. The
lesson is that agency “problems” temper majoritarian extremes. Good
outcomes become less good, because corrupt politicians stand in the
way of the public’s grand design. Bad outcomes become less bad,
because politicians have the wiggle room to tone them down.
Strangely, then, if Wittman is right about agency problems, democ
racy arguably looks worse. As explained in the previous chapter, un
selfish motivation amplifies the risks of irrational cognition. So when
the electorate is irrational and unselfish, perhaps you should hope for
agency “problems” to open up a livable gap between what voters
want and what voters get. If politicians have no choice but to carry out
constituents’ wishes, democracy loses one of its main safety valves.
Irrationality and Propaganda
I believe that voter preferences are frequently not
a crucial independent force in political behavior. These
“preferences” can be manipulated and created through
the information and misinformation provided by
interested pressure groups, who raise their political
influence partly by changing the revealed “preferences”
of enough voters and politicians.39

—Gary Becker, “A Theory of Competition Among
Pressure Groups for Political Influence”
The media want to entertain citizens; politicians, to influence their
votes. If informing voters achieves these ends, the media and politi
cians have an incentive to distribute free information. Many social
scientists think these giveaways help democracy work, and if voters
are rational, they are correct.40 But what happens if voters fall short
of this ideal?
Irrationality and the Media
Perhaps the most common reaction to evidence of the public’s sys
tematic biases is to blame the media. Conservatives point to liberal
bias in the programming. Liberals are more likely to assail the biases
of the advertisers. In both cases, the model is persuasion through
repetition: If people on TV repeat themselves often enough, viewers
eventually believe them.41 Many successful propagandists subscribe
to this model, though few are as blunt as Hitler:

The receptivity of the great masses is very limited, their intelligence
is small, but their power of forgetting is enormous. In consequence
of these facts, all effective propaganda must be limited to a very
few points Eind must harp on these in slogans until the last member
of the public understands what you want him to understand by
your slogan.42
Blaming the media for biased beliefs has gut-level appeal. Journalists
routinely endorse economic fallacies. Trade coverage paints imports
as a cost. Business news equates jobs with prosperity, and greed with
high prices and dishonesty. BlEiming the media for pessimistic bias is
easiest of all. As Julian Simon argues:
The only likely explanation is that newspapers Eind television—the
main source of notions about matters which people do not experi
ence directly—are systematically misleading the public, even if un
intentionally There is Eilso a vicious circle here: The media carry
stories about environmental scares, people become frightened,
polls then reveal their worry, and the worry is then cited as support
for policies to initiate action about the supposed scares, which then
raise the level of public concern. The media proudly say “We do
not create the ‘news.’ We Eire merely messengers who deliver it.”
The data show that the opposite is true in this case.43
But the “blame the media” hypothesis has serious flaws. First, the writ
ings of the classical economists show that most economic biases were
popular before newspapers and periodicals were widely read.44People
are plainly able to form foolish beliefs about economics without jour
nalists’ assistance. Second, uninformative content does not sway ratio
nal voters. They discount biased information, and do not naively swal
low whatever journalists tell them—especially if they flagrantly rely on
logical fallacies like “proof by repetition.” The media can therefore be
no more than a catalyst for the public’s preexisting cognitive flaws.
For pseudoinformation to work as intended, voters need to be not
only irrational, but irrational in the right way. The simplest of these
is overconfidence in the reliability o f the media. Imagine an audience
puts blind, unconditional faith in Bill O’Reilly. Its gullibility Eillows
O’Reilly to remake his audience in his own image. If he wanted to
transform their faith into personal riches, he could “rent out” the sup
port of his drones to the highest bidder.45 O’Reilly’s influence natu
rally falls short of this extreme, but there is a continuum from full
rationality to utter fanaticism.
Overconfidence in the media can rationalize complaints about
ideological bias. If viewers have faith in journalists, and most journal
ists are committed liberals, they have slack to pull audiences in their

direction. Especially in a competitive news industry, however, the
crafty approach is to move along the margins of the audience’s indif
ference. If there are two equally entertaining stories, but one has a
more left-wing flavor, liberal media can emphasize it without hurting
ratings. It may well be, moreover, that most of the entertainment
value of the news comes from the charisma of the reporter, not the
story. If “star power” is unequally distributed across the political spec
trum—as Hollywood suggests—we should expect stories to have a
liberal slant.
Media can also shape opinion if the public is overconfident in par
ticular kinds o f content, as opposed to media per se. Schumpeter fears
that “Information and arguments in political matters will ‘register’
only if they link up with the citizen’s preconceived ideas.”46 Paul
Rubin makes the more specific claim that systematically biased be
liefs about economics Eire sin “innate property of the mind.” We would
not originate them in solitary confinement, but they are easy for our
minds to digest. Otherwise
it would be relatively easy to unlearn these beliefs. There is no rea
son to expect that cultural errors should persist for over 200 years
(about ten human generations), the time since Adam Smith first
pointed out the benefits of a market economy. We have easily
learned to adapt to numerous new technologies in much shorter
times, when these technologies did not conflict with innate mental
modules.47
Maybe we are inherently receptive to messages about bad foreigners
who want to hurt us. It could be a leftover from our evolutionary past,
when intergroup violence made xenophobia a lifesaver.48 Similarly,
despite his complaints about the media’s scare-mongering, Julian
Simon co-indicts the minds of the audience for their pessimistic bias:
We will always find grounds for worry. Apparently it is a built-in
property of our mental systems that no matter how good things
become, our aspiration levels ratchet up so that our anxiety levels
decline hardly at all, and we focus on ever smaller actual dangers.49
If people are more susceptible to some messages than others, expo
sure to balanced media can bring out people’s “inner protectionist”
or “inner pessimist.” Coverage consistent with our prejudices reso
nates, so even a neutral stream of messages propels us deeper into
error. Left to their own devices, viewers overreact only to evidence
that they personally stumble upon. If the media magically vanished,
their former audience would have to search harder for reasons to fear
foreigners, and might grow less antiforeign out of laziness. The news

industry, no matter how balanced, stops this from happening. It en
sures that the public gets a steady stream of antiforeign coverage to
which it can overreact.50People who lack the initiative or creativity to
reach misconceptions under their own steam can relax and let the
media tow them there.
But if this is so, balanced journalism is the last thing to expect.
Journalism is a business. If consumers prefer news that fits their prej
udices, journalists have an incentive to cater to them.51 Pessimistic
bias is probably the strongest example. No one spontaneously worries
about Alar; it takes coverage to launch a panic.52 But this does not
make the media an independent causal force. The media are not forc
ing pessimism down the public’s throats; the public lines up to get
its daily dose of pessimism.53 The Web offers “good news every day”
at PositivePress.com, but this is no match for traditionally negative
CNN.com. If the public were not predisposed to pessimism, CNN’s
days would be numbered.
Irrationality, Political Advertising, and Special Interests
Perhaps the angriest complaint against modern democracy is the fol
lowing: Special interests purchase anti-social favors from politicians;
then politicians use the money to “buy elections” with abundant ad
vertising, and the worst candidate wins. As Kuttner laments:
Lately, money has become newly influential in political life. As cam
paigns become more expensive, money tends to drive out more
civic forms of participation . . . Money-driven elections feed into a
brand of politics that leaves out ordinary voters, except as objects
to be manipulated by polling, focus groups, mass mailings, and
paid TV spots.54
Donald Wittman objects that a rational electorate would stop this
perverse process cold.55 Rational voters would wonder how a politi
cian raised the money to purchase airtime. If candidates get money
solely by selling socially harmful favors to special interests, then ad
vertising would backfire. The populace would reason: The more a pol
itician spends on advertising, the more money he must have; the
more money he has, the more illicit favors he must have sold. Lots of
ads equal lots of corruption. If the public thought like this, no politi
cian would advertise in the first place. Better not to advertise and be
thought corrupt than to advertise and remove all doubt.
Wittman’s mechanism has some empirical relevance: Politicians
love to “out” their rivals for accepting money from tobacco compa
nies and other reviled donors. Furthermore, most empirical work

finds weak effects of money in politics. The typical study reports little
or no effect on how politicians vote, and relative to GDP, the total
value of donations is small.56
Still, the strategy of responding negatively to well-funded campaigns
seems artificial. Rational voters would do it, but real voters? All it takes
to avoid Wittman’s curious conclusion is the right kind of irrationality.
Suppose voters underestimate the strength of the link between adver
tising and corruption. Then selling favors to special interests to pay
for commercials works as long as naive voters who think more of you
outnumber sophisticated voters who think less of you.
It helps to sell the right kind of favors. Like a journalist with an ax
to grind, a shrewd politician moves along the margins of voter indif
ference. The public is protectionist, but rarely has strong opinions
about which industries need help. This is a great opportunity for a
politician and a struggling industry to make a deal. Steel manufactur
ers could pay a politician to take (a) a popular stand against foreigners
combined with (b) a not unpopular stand for American steel. In
maxim form: Do what the public wants when it cares; take bids from
interested parties when its doesn’t. Bear in mind, though, that the
important thing is not how burdensome a concession is, but how bur
densome voters perceive it to be.

Conclusion

After studying irrationality on the demand side of politics, it is only
human to shift hope to the supply side. Unlike voters, individuals
on the supply side—whether politicians, civil servants, the media, or
lobbyists—are professionals. Are they standing by to clean up the am
ateurs’ mess? Unfortunately, it is often more rewarding to exacerbate
voter irrationality than defuse it.57 Political expertise mainly consists
in understanding what the public wants—or will want—Eind handing
it to them. Demand for corrective pedantry is minimal. As Paul Krug
man puts it, “Voters have a visceral dislike for candidates who seem
intellectual, let alone try to make the electorate do arithmetic.”58Nei
ther do they want politicians to tell them that their complaints about
downsizing are misplaced, or watch news about the long-run benefits
of flexible labor markets.
Experts are not an antidote to voter irrationality. But for better and
worse, they loosen the link between public opinion Eind policy.
The electorate’s blind spots open loopholes for politicians, bureau
crats, and the media to exploit. But if the public was working against

its own interests in the first place, the welfare effect of “exploitation”
is ambiguous.
Faith in leaders is the clearest example. Its dangers are obvious—
picture a charismatic sociopath, or a “rally round the flag” effect that
reelects an incompetent incumbent. But political faith also allows
leaders—if they are so inclined—to circumvent their supporters’ mis
conceptions. Faith creates slack, and slack in the right hands leads
to better outcomes. All you need are leaders who are somewhat well
intentioned and less irrational than their followers. Since leaders Eire
well educated, and education dilutes sympathy for popular miscon
ceptions, at least the second condition is not hard to satisfy.
Bureaucracy also has mixed effects. If the public lets them, politi
cians pass the buck, blaming their mistakes and misdeeds on subor
dinates. Before we condemn buck-passing, however, we should re
member how many good ideas and socially beneficial actions the
public classifies as “mistakes” and “misdeeds.”
Last, consider propaganda. We tend to think that causes twist the
facts and appeal to emotions when truth is not on their side. Nazism
and Communism are obvious examples. But in theory, propaganda
can be used to fight error as well. If a person clings to his mistakes
despite the evidence, irrational persuasion is his only hope.
On balance, most economists underestimate the dangers of the
supply side of politics, but orthodox provoter critics of democracy
overestimate them. Economists correctly reason that as long as the
general public is rational, the best servants of voter interests win elec
tions. This makes economists reluctant to recognize political phe
nomena like blind faith, buck-passing, or propaganda. “Blind faith”
becomes “reputation,” “buck-passing” becomes “agency costs,” and
“propaganda” becomes “information.” If voters fall short of full ratio
nality, however, these concerns can no longer be dismissed.
Noneconomists, in contrast, are too quick to pin democracies’ fail
ings on suppliers. Supply-side problems usually need voter irrational
ity to get off the ground, and if you acknowledge voters’ irrationality,
you weaken the presumption against thwarting their will. If a princi
pal does not knows his own interests, his agent’s shirking may benefit
principal and agent alike. Supply-side chicanery is only unambigu
ously harmful given conditions—full voter rationality—under which
it does not arise.

Chapter 8
“MARKE T F U N D A M E N T A L I S M ” V E R S U S T HE
R E L I G I O N OF D E M O C R A C Y
The trouble with the world is that the stupid are cocksure
and the intelligent are full of doubt.

—Bertrand Russel?

i s t s perennially debate each other about how well the free
market works. They have to step outside their profession to remember
how much—underneath it all—they agree.2 For economists, greedy
intentions establish no presumption of social harm. Indeed, their rule
of thumb is to figure out who could get rich by solving a problem—
and start worrying if no one comes to mind. Most noneconomists
find this whole approach distasteful, even offensive. Disputes be
tween economists are quibbles by comparison.
Out of all their contrarian views, nothing about economists aggra
vates other intellectuals more than their sympathy for markets. As
Melvin Reder aptly states, comprehension of mainstream economics
“tends to generate appreciation of the merits of laissez-faire even
when that appreciation does not extend to acceptance.”3 Left to
their own devices, “normal” intellectuals could spend their careers
cataloging human greed and the evils that flow from it. But econo
mists stand in their midst, a fifth column, using their mental gifts to
defend the enemy.
The hostility that economists provoke is evident from all the namecalling. Karl Marx, the classic poison pen, accused Ricardo and his
fellow classical economists of “miserable sophistry,” of suffering from
“the obsession that bourgeois production is production as such, just
like a man who believes in a particular religion and sees it as the
religion, and everything outside of it only as false religions.” For Marx,
economists are apologists for the bourgeoisie, who “set up that single,
unconscionable freedom—Free Trade” and replaced the feudal era’s
“exploitation veiled by religious and political illusions” with “naked,
shameless, direct, brutal exploitation.”4Rosa Luxemburg, in her essay
“What is Economics?” proclaims with disgust that

Econom

The bourgeois professors serve up a tasteless stew made from the
leftovers of a hodge-podge of scientific notions Eind intentionEil cir
cumlocutions—not intending to explore the real tendencies of cap
italism, at all. On the contrary, they try only to send up a smoke
screen for the purpose of defending capitalism as the best of all
possible orders, and the only possible one.5
Modern detractors continue to oscillate between calling economists
hired intellectual guns of the rich Eind a coven of conservative ideo
logues. But the more sophisticated critics protest that they object to
certain brands of economics, not the whole field. For instance, Robert
Kuttner’s “quarrel is with a utopian—really, a dystopian—view of
markets, not with economists as a breed.”6But he takes back with one
hand what he gives with the other, accusing “self-described liberal”
economists of “dismantling much of the case for a mixed economy.”
If liberal Democratic economists are beyond the pale, who is not?
The Charge of Market Fundamentalism

“Market fundamentalism” is probably the most popular insult against
economics these days. The world listened when billionaire George
Soros declared that “Market fundamentalism . . . has rendered the
global capitalist system unsound and unsustainable.”7Robert Kuttner
has a handy summary of what market fundamentalism amounts to:
There is at the core of the celebration of markets a relentless tautol
ogy. If we begin, by assumption, with the premise that nearly
everything can be understood as a market and that markets opti
mize outcomes, then everything comes back to the same conclu
sion—marketize! If, in the event, a particular market doesn’t opti
mize, there is only one possible inference: it must be insufficiently
marketlike.8
He insists, moreover, that this fault is not limited to a right-wing
fringe: “Today, the only difference between the utopian version Eind
the mainstream version is degree.” Indeed, “As economics has be
come more fundamentalist, the most extreme version o f the market
model has carried the greatest political, intellectual, and professional
weight.”9Even worse, economists’ fundamentalism overflows into the
policy arena:
American liberals and European social democrats often seem un
able to offer more than a milder version of the conservative pro
gram—deregulation, privatization, globalization, fiscal discipline,

but at a less zealous extreme. Few have been willing to challenge
the premise that nearly everything should revert to a market.10
Joseph Stiglitz joins the chorus against market fundamentalism, hap
pily discarding the guarded professorial prose of his Nobel prize-win
ning research:
The discontent with globalization arises not just from economics
seeming to be pushed over everything else, but because a particular
view of economics—market fundamentalism—is pushed over all
other views. Opposition to globalization in many parts of the world
is not to globalization per se . . . but to the particular set of doc
trines, the Washington Consensus policies that the international
financial institutions have imposed.11
Market fundamentalism is a harsh accusation. Christian fundamen
talists are notorious for their strict biblical literalism, their unlimited
willingness to ignore or twist the facts of geology and biology to match
their prejudices. For the analogy to be apt, the typical economist
would have to believe in the superiority of markets virtually without
exception, regardless of the evidence, and dissenters would have to
fear excommunication.
From this standpoint, the charge of “market fundamentalism” is
silly, failing even as a caricature. If you ask the typical economist to
name areas where markets work poorly, he gives you a list on the spot:
Public goods, externalities, monopoly, imperfect information, and so
on. More importantly, almost everything on the list can be traced back
to other economists. Market failure is not a concept that has been
forced upon a reluctant economics profession from the outside. It is
an internal outgrowth of economists’ self-criticism. After stating that
markets usually work well, economists feel an urge to identify im
portant counterexamples. Far from facing excommunication for sin
against the sanctity of the market, discoverers of novel market failures
reap professional rewards. Flip through the leading journals. A high
fraction of their articles present theoretical or empirical evidence of
market failure.
True market fundamentalists in the economics profession are few
and far between. Not only are they absent from the center of the pro
fession; they Eire rare at the “right-wing” extreme. Milton Friedman,
a legendary libertarian, makes numerous exceptions, on everything
from money to welfare to antitrust:
Our principles offer no hard and fast line how far it is appropriate
to use government to accomplish jointly what is difficult or impos
sible for us to accomplish separately through strictly voluntary ex

change. In any particular case of proposed intervention, we must
make up a balance sheet, listing separately the advantages and dis
advantages.12
When Friedman prefers laissez-faire, he often openly acknowledges
its defects. He has no quasi-religious need to defend the impeccability
of the free market. For example, his discussion of natural monopoly
states:
[T]here are only three alternatives that seem available: private mo
nopoly, public monopoly, or public regulation. All three are bad
so we must choose among evils.. . . I reluctantly conclude that, if
tolerable, private monopoly may be the least of the evils.13
Friedman is far more market-friendly than the average economist.
But a “market fundamentalist”? Hardly. He recognizes numerous
cases where market performance is poor, and does not excommuni
cate less promarket colleagues for heresy.
If neither the typical economist nor Milton Friedman himself quali
fies as a market fundamentalists, who does? The only plausible candi
dates are the followers of Ludwig von Mises and especially his student
Murray Rothbard. The latter does seem to categorically reject the no
tion of suboptimal market performance:
Such a view completely misconceives the way in which economic
science asserts that free-market action is ever optimal. It is optimal,
not from the personal ethical views of an economist, but from the
standpoint of the free, voluntary actions of all participants and in
satisfying the freely expressed needs of the consumers. Govern
ment interference, therefore, will necessarily and always move
away from such an optimum.14
Both Mises and Rothbard have passed away, but their outlook—in
cluding Ph.D.s who subscribe to it—lives on in the Ludwig von Mises
Institute. But groups like these have basically given up on mainstream
economics; members mostly talk to each other and publish in their
own journals. The closest thing to market fundamentalists are not
merely outside the mainstream of the economics profession. They Eire
way outside.
Popular accusations of market fundamentalism are plain wrong.
Yes, economists think that the market works better than other people
admit. But they acknowledge exceptions to the rule. The range of
these exceptions changes as new evidence comes in. And it is usually
economists themselves who discover the exceptions in the first place.

Democratic Fundamentalism
In wide areas of life majorities are entitled to rule, if
they wish, simply because they are majorities.
—Robert Bork, The Tempting of America15

The disparity between economists’ open-mindedness and the charge
of market fundamentalism is so vast that it is hard not to speculate
about the motives behind it. I sense a strong element of projection:
accusing others of the cognitive misdeeds one commits oneself. Take
“creation scientists.” Faculty and researchers of the Institute for Cre
ation Research follow a party line: “The scriptures, both Old and New
Testaments, are inerrant in relation to any subject with which they
deal, and are to be accepted in their normal and intended sense . . .
”16You can hardly get less scientific. Yet a standard debating tactic of
creation scientists is to insist that “evolutionary theory, along with
its bedfellow, secular humanism, is really a religion.”17 Creationists’
attacks on the objectivity of mainstream evolutionists seem to stem
from their sense of scientific inferiority to their opponents.
Similarly, the most vocal opponents of “market fundamentalism”
are themselves often believers in what can accurately be called “dem
ocratic fundamentalism.” Its purest expression is the cliche, attrib
uted to failed 1928 presidential candidate A1 Smith, that “All the ills
of democracy can be cured by more democracy.”18In other words, no
matter what happens, the case for democracy remains untouched.
Victor Kamber has a book called Giving Up on Democracy,:19The title’s
rhetorical power stems from the widespread belief that democracy
has to be the answer. You can complain about democracy, but you
cannot “give up” on it. Indeed, many admire its flaws. As Adam Michnik exclaims, “Democracy is gray,” but “Gray is beautiful!”20
A person who said, “All the ills of markets can be cured by more
markets” would be lampooned as the worst sort of market fundamen
talist. Why the double standard? Because unlike market fundamental
ism, democratic fundamentalism is widespread. In polite company,
you can make fun of the worshippers of Zeus, but not Christians or
Jews. Similarly, it is socially acceptable to make fun of market funda
mentalism, but not democratic fundamentalism, because market
fundamentalists are scarce, and democratic fundamentalists are all
around us.
Everyone from journalists and politicians to empirical political sci
entists Eind academic philosophers is willing to publicly profess his
democratic fundamentalism without embarrassment. At the end of a

book cataloging his decades of disappointment with American poli
tics, William Greider still cheerfully writes:
After thirty years of working as a reporter, I am steeped in disap
pointing facts about self-government. Having observed politics
from the small-town courthouse to the loftiest reaches of the fed
eral establishment, I know quite a lot about duplicitous politicians
and feckless bureaucracies, about gullible voters and citizens who
are mean-spirited cranks. These experiences, strangely enough,
have not undermined my childhood faith in democratic possibilit
ies, but rather tended to confirm it.21
What—if anything— would undermine Greider’s “childhood faith”?
The post-1992 political direction was probably not a dramatic im
provement in his eyes. But you can bet that his faith is as vibrant as
ever. If an economist waxed poetic about his childhood faith in the
free market, he would be tagged a market fundamentalist, and his
credibility would plummet.
Perhaps we should expect no better of journalists, however talented
their writing. But one would hope that empirical social scientists
would strive harder for objectivity, or at least feel social pressure to
keep their faith to themselves. Yet democratic fundamentalism is not
hard to find there either. To take only one example, Praban Bardhan
rigorously analyzes the causal relationship between democracy and
development.22But before he gets down to business, Bardhan not only
virtually admits to democratic fundamentalism, but presumes his
readers to be democratic fundamentalists too! “Most of us, ardent
democrats all, would like to believe that democracy is not merely
good in itself, it is also valuable in enhancing the process of develop
ment.” Unfortunately, the empirical literature testing this claim is
“rather unhelpful and unpersuasive. It is unhelpful because it usually
does not confirm a causal process and the results go every which
way.” Despite the shortage of empirical support, Bardhan gratuitously
ends with an affirmation of faith: “I remain an incorrigible optimist
for the long-run healing powers of democracy.”23 How many scholars
would survey an expansive literature on market performance, admit
that the evidence is too mixed to draw any conclusion, then speak
of the “long-run healing powers of capitalism”? They would be too
embarrassed—and should be.
Democratic fundamentalism is also evident in analytic philosophy,
legendary for its guarded skepticism. Normative political theorist Ian
Shapiro is a prime example. He objects to the notion of “some ‘bird’seye’ standpoint, existing previously to and independently of demo
cratic procedures, by reference to which we can evaluate the out

comes they produce.”24 In plain language, democracy is right by defi
nition, for there is no extra-democratic standard of right and wrong.
This is an admittedly uncharitable reading. Like most philosophers,
Shapiro quickly qualifies his position, affirming that political princi
ples must be defended on “consequentialist grounds.” But he then
qualifies his qualification, leaving his democratic fundamentalism in
tact. “The difficulty then becomes that the desirability of the conse
quences in question is debatable, suggesting that they should have to
vie for support with other values and policies. Like it or not, democ
racy rears its head in the very definition of justice.”25This is one of the
baldest rigged juries in the history of philosophy: Democracy must be
judged by its consequences, but the only way to judge its conse
quences is by a vote!
Lest someone dare to assert that the consequences of a policy are
not “debatable,” Shapiro elsewhere rules out the possibility. Highly
technical matters might be beyond debate, but not questions of sub
stantive democratic interest:
In certain (though not all) circumstances one can reasonably act
on the advice of an airplane pilot, an auto mechanic, an architect,
or a physician without understanding its rationale or even being
interested in it. But the idea that there is an analogous political
expertise reasonably prompts suspicion.26
Why?
Most minimally, the suggestion that there is political expertise is
suspect because there are few reasons to believe that there is in fact
much of it. What is typically billed as knowledge about the world
of politics seems so meager, and is so regularly undermined by
events, that people who set themselves up as political experts often
give off the whiff of snake oil.27
By now, sweeping rejections of expert opinion should be painfully
familiar, but it is still odd for a noted political expert to belittle the
idea of political expertise. If Shapiro does not consider himself an
expert, why does he bother writing books? Anyone who grades final
exams in political science courses has seen for himself that disparities
in political knowledge are real and large. If that is not good enough,
there is plenty of empirical evidence about political knowledge, none
of which Shapiro bothers to challenge.28
But isn’t he right about the experts being “regularly undermined
by events”? It depends on how strictly you grade them. If the “experts”
Eire less than impressive, try comparing them to laymen. Moreover,
much of the experts’ bad press can be explained by selection: Sensible

experts and questions with well-established answers get less coverage
than cranks and controversy.
Shapiro is slightly more hesitant to make a sweeping dismissed of
economics. But democratic fundamentalism triumphs in the end:
It would be foolish not to recognize that economists, for instance,
often have esoteric knowledge (perhaps less than they think they
have) about the workings of the economy that is relevant to demo
cratic deliberation about it. But because decisions about the limits
of the market sphere and the structure of its governance are linked
to the controversial exercise of power, they are inescapably politi
cal; thus economic policy making should never be ceded to profes
sional economists. They must persuade lay representatives, in non
technical terms, if we are to be bound by their advice.29
Perversely, then, the more irrational the electorate is, the less of a say
economists have. If a lay audience wdl listen to reason, economists
wield some influence. But a stubbornly wrongheaded lay audience is
entitled to do whatever it likes: “Economic policy making should
never be ceded to professional economists.”30If this is not democratic
fundamentalism, what is?
In his research on “sacred values,” psychologist Phdip Tetlock ob
serves that “people often insist with apparently great conviction that
certain relationships and commitments are sacred and that even to
contemplate trade-offs with the secular values of money or conve
nience is anathema.”31 In the modern world, democracy is one of the
best examples; the faithful equate minor deviations with total apos
tasy, and condemn sinful thoughts as harshly as wicked deeds.
A standard rhetorical tactic is to equate modest reductions in the
role of government with the elimination of government regulation al
together. Robert Kuttner tells us that “in the emblematic case of airline
regulation, what began under President Carter as ‘regulatory reform’
quickly evolved into a drive for complete deregulation.”32Apparently,
the Federal Aviation Administration’s continuing regulation of safety
does not count. A similar ploy is to equate mere talk of cutting govern
ment with doing it. Richard Leone of the Twentieth Century Fund
alleges that “faith in idealized market structures also has spawned a
political jihad intent upon stripping away the community and govern
ment safeguards against market abuses and imperfections.. . . Demo
crats and moderate Republicans are stumbling all over each other to
prove their conversion to the one true faith of laissez-faire econom
ics.”33 Strangely, the laissez-faire jihad failed to push federal spending
as a percentage of GDP below 18%—and most of the decline during
the 1990s clearly stemmed from the end of the Cold War.34

In the end, apologists for democracy often fall back on Winston
Churchill’s slogan, “Democracy is the worst form of government, ex
cept all those other forms that have been tried from time to time.”35
On the surface, this sounds like mature realism, not democratic fun
damentalism. But Churchill’s maxim is an all-or-nothing rhetorical
trick. Imagine if an economist dismissed complaints about the free
market by snapping: “The free market is the worst form of economic
organization, except all the others.” This is a fine objection to com
munism, but only a market fundamentalist would buy it as an argu
ment against moderate government intervention. Churchill’s slogan
is every bit as weak. Just because dictatorship is disastrous, it hardly
follows that democracy must have free rein. Like markets, democracy
can be limited, regulated, or overruled. Contramajoritarian proce
dures like judicial review can operate alongside democratic ones. Su
permajority rules allow minorities to thwart the will of the majority.
Twisting a marginal trade-off into a binary choice is fundamentalism
trying to sound reasonable.
Will the Real Fundamentalism Please Stand Up?
The Case of the Policy Analysis Market

A major story broke on July 28,2003.36Senators Ron Wyden and Byron
Dorgan demanded that the Department of Defense end funding for
an obscure program, the Policy Analysis Market (henceforth PAM).
Still in its preliminary stage, the program’s aim was to create online
betting markets for questions of national security. PAM traders could
profit by—among other things—correctly predicting the number of
Western terror casualties. Critics quickly labeled it the “Terror Mar
ket” scheme. Wyden and Dorgan condemned it without reservation:
Spending taxpayer dollars to create terrorism betting parlors is as
wasteful as it is repugnant. The American people want the Federal
government to use its resources enhancing our security, not gam
bling on it.37
Television and newspaper coverage was almost entirely unfavor
able—and so was public opinion. Could the PAM’s backers be too
blind to see that it gave a financial incentive for terrorism? Was there
any more egregious case of market fundamentalism? The Secretary
of Defense killed the program on July 29— one day after the publicity
began. John Poindexter, head of the Information Awareness Office,
had to offer his resignation the next day. After two months, all funding
for the office was terminated. So much for bureaucratic inertia.

Then a funny thing happened. Other media—published less fre
quently and aimed at more sophisticated audiences—followed up on
the Terror Market story. They delved into the rationale of the project,
and talked to its creators about possible flaws in its design. Several
lessons emerged.38
First, there is a large body of empirical evidence on the predictive
accuracy of speculative markets, on everything from horse-racing to
elections to invasions. “Put your money where your mouth is” turns
out to be a great way to get the well informed to reveal what they
know, and the poorly informed to quiet down. No system is perfect,
but betting markets outperform other methods of prediction in a
wide variety of circumstances. The PAM was inspired not by ivory
tower theorizing, but by the proven success of betting markets in
other areas.
Second, the amount of money on the PAM table was very small.
Individual bets were limited to a few tens of dollars. The idea that
these paltry sums would motivate additional terrorism is ludicrous.
Terrorists who wanted to profit from their attacks could make a lot
more money by manipulating normal financial markets—shorting
airline stocks and such. Incidentally, the 9/11 Commission found that
did not happen either.39
Third, the program was shut down so quickly that there was no
time to verify the accusations. According to Robin Hanson, my col
league and one of the brains behind the PAM, “During that crucial
day, no one from the government asked the PAM team if the accusa
tions were correct, or if the more offending aspects could be cut from
the project.”40 The creators had anticipated and already addressed
the obvious objections, but opponents were too inflamed to listen.
Constructive criticism was in short supply, to say the least; the goal
was to kill the program, not improve it.
Last, the PAM experience raised a dilemma for those who embrace
the “wisdom of crowds.” Surowiecki forcefully defends the merits of
decision markets like the PAM. But he also affirms that “there’s no
reason to believe that crowds would be wise in most situations but
suddenly become doltish in the political arena.” As long as there is
a right answer, “Democracy’s chances of adopting good policies are
high.”41 How then can Surowiecki account for the public’s extreme
hostility to the PAM? If decision markets and democracy both work
well, the PAM should be popular.42
If the critics studied the PAM more thoroughly, they would have
been angrier still. A key feature was the ability to make conditional
bets. You could wager, for example, on the number of Western terror
ist casualties if the United States invades Iraq, and the number if it

does not. Comparing the price of those two bets would reveal whether
the market thinks an invasion will make us more or less safe from
terrorist attacks. In short, betting markets could second-guess not
only political leaders, but public opinion itself. This is bound to rub
democratic fundamentalists the wrong way.
Overall, the creators of the PAM were far from market fundamental
ists. They built on a solid body of evidence, thought carefully about
potential problems, and were open to criticism. Their plan was to test
the program out on a small scale, work out the bugs, and gradually
expand it.
Almost the opposite holds for opponents. They did not question
the track record of predictive betting markets. Apparently, they knew
nothing about it and did not care to learn. Despite the obvious failures
of traditional intelligence in recent years, they were convinced that
the best policy was more of the same. Listen to Wyden and Dorgan:
The example that you provide in your report would let participants
gamble on the question, “Will terrorists attack Israel with biowea
pons in the next year?” Surely, such a threat should be met with
intelligence gathering of the highest quality—not by putting the
question to individuals betting on an Internet website.43
Surely? How do they know? At minimum, the PAM would have raced
betting markets against old-fashioned intelligence gathering. But
democratic fundamentalists did not want to put their antimarket
dogma to the test.
Private Choice as an Alternative to Democracy and Dictatorship

Undemocratic politics is not the only alternative to democratic poli
tics. Many areas of life stand outside the realm of politics, of “collec
tive choice.” When the law is silent, decisions Eire “up to the individ
ual” or “left to the market.” If the term were not preempted, private
choice could be called “the Third Way,” the alternative to both de
mocracy and dictatorship.
For most of human history, religion was a state responsibility. The
idea that government could have no established religion was incon
ceivable. All that has changed; now individuals decide which religion,
if any, to practice. Verbal gymnastics notwithstanding, this depolitici
zation is undemocratic. The majority now has as little say about my
religion as it would under a dictatorship; in both cases, the law ig
nores public opinion. Before the 1930s, similarly, many areas of U.S.
economic life were undemocratically shielded from federal and state

regulation.44 The market periodically trumped democracy, on every
thing from the minimum wage to the National Recovery Administra
tion. And unless you are a democratic fundamentalist, you have to be
open to the possibility that this was all for the good.
Fervent partisans of democracy often grant that democracy and
the market are substitutes. As Kuttner puts it, “The democratic state
remains the prime counterweight to the market.”45 Their complaint
is that the public has less and less say over its destiny because corpo
rations have more and more say over theirs. To “save democracy,” the
people must reassert its authority.
Fair enough. Though their opponents greatly overstate the extent
of privatization and deregulation, these policies take decisions out of
the hands of majorities and put them into the hands of business own
ers. But the critics rarely wonder if this transfer might be desirable.
They treat less reliance on democracy as automatically objectionable.
This is another symptom of democratic fundamentalism. If all that
an economist had to say against a government program were, “That’s
government intervention. Government is supplanting markets!”
he would be pigeonholed, then marginalized, as a market funda
mentalist. But when an equally simplistic cry goes up in the name of
democracy, there is a sympathetic audience. It is logically possible
that clear-eyed business greed makes better decisions than confused
voter altruism. Why not at least compare their performance, instead
of prejudging?
The complaint that we are “losing democracy” is especially weak
when we bear in mind that this is not a binary choice between unlim
ited democracy and pure laissez-faire. Just because some democracy
is beneficial or necessary, it scarcely follows that we should not have
less. Consider deregulation of the television and radio spectrum.
Democratic fundamentalists find the idea offensive because it ends
democratic oversight.46But it is hard to see the value of democracy in
the entertainment industry. Premium networks like HBO demon
strate that the profit motive, uninhibited by majority preferences, is
a recipe for high-quality, creative programming. Democratic funda
mentalism holds back the rest of the industry.
Most democratic enthusiasts recognize that free markets are a sub
stitute—albeit a self-evidently undesirable one—for democracy. A few
take the more extreme position that the notion of depoliticized choice
is incoherent.47This position is best expressed in the work of Ian Sha
piro, who criticizes the “implausible notion that a scheme of collec
tive action is an alternative to a scheme of private action.”48 “Were it
possible somehow for society to ‘not undertake’ collective action,”
defects in collective decision-making “might amount to a prima facie

argument against all collective action.”49 But in fact, private action is
“parasitic” on collective action:
The institutions of private property, contract, and public monopoly
of coercive force . . . were created and are sustained by the state,
partly financed by implicit taxes on those who would prefer an al
ternative system. The real question, for democrats, is not “whether
or not collective action?” but whether or not democratic modes of
managing it are superior to the going alternatives.50
This argument is seriously flawed.
First, even if private action presupposes the existence of collective
action, it remains feasible to eschew collective action in some or most
areas. Just because a doctor’s treatment keeps you alive hardly shows
that you have to grant him absolute authority over your whole
life. You can heed his advice if your survival depends on it, and other
wise do as you please. Similarly, suppose we grant that private action
is a parasite on the body of government. It does not follow that the
host must have final say across the board. Indeed, a presumption
against collective action is compatible with the view that private ac
tion depends upon government: What better reason could there be
to overrule the presumption than that private action could not other
wise survive?
Second, Shapiro’s argument can be readily reversed. Collective
decision-making is “parasitic” on the wealth created by the market
economy. It would be hard to have an orderly vote if businesses
had not fed, clothed, housed, and transported the electorate and
candidates. Does this reveal an internal contradiction in every regula
tion? Hardly.
Last, it is not true that private action is inherently parasitic or de
pendent upon collective action. The existence of the black market
proves that property rights and contracts are possible without govern
ment approval. That is why one drug dealer can meaningfully tell
another, “You stole my crack” or, “We had a deal.” Indeed, the black
market shows not only that property and contract can persist without
the government’s support, but that they can survive in the face of its
determined resistance.
Contrary to naysayers, there is no conceptual flaw in prescriptions
to rely more on private choice and less on collective choice. The pro
posal is quite intelligible. In fact, the counterarguments are so weak
that their popularity seems to be another symptom of democratic
fundamentalism. People want to rule alternatives to democracy out
of court, to avoid putting their faith to the test.

Voter Irrationality, Markets, and Democracy

Critics of the economics profession are right about one thing. Econo
mists really do subscribe to a long list of views that are unpopular,
even offensive. Perhaps most offensive is economists’ judgment that
markets work considerably better than the general public thinks. That
judgment is the foundation of economists’ promarket outlook, the
so-called Washington Consensus.
While this book has debunked the main efforts to undermine the
objectivity of the economics profession, it adds little to the debate on
the virtues of markets. My book weighs on the other side of the
scales. The optimal mix between markets Eind government depends
not on the absolute virtues of markets, but on their virtues compared
to those of government. No matter how well you think markets work,
it makes sense to rely on markets more when you grow more pessimis
tic about democracy. If you use two car mechanics and discover that
mechanic A drinks on the job, the natural response is to shift some
of your business over to mechanic B, whatever your preexisting com
plaints about B.
Should my book push you toward democratic pessimism? Yes.
Above all, I emphasize that voters are irrational. But I also accept two
views common among democratic enthusiasts: That voters are largely
unselfish, Eind politicians ususilly comply with public opinion. Coun
terintuitively, this threefold combination—irrational cognition,
selfless motivation, and modest slack—is “as bad as it gets.”51
If public opinion is sensible, selfishness and slack prevent democ
racy from fulfilling its full promise. But if public opinion is senseless,
selfishness Eind slack prevent democracy from csirrying out its full
threat. Selfishness and slack are like water rather than poison. They
are not intrinsically injurious; they dilute the properties of the sys
tems they affect. Thus, when the public systematically misunder
stands how to maximize social welfare—as it often does—it ignites a
quick-burning fuse attached to correspondingly misguided policies.
This should make almost anyone more pessimistic about democracy.
The striking implication is that even economists, widely charged
with market fundamentalism, should be more promarket than they
already are. What economists currently see as the optimal balance
between markets and government rests upon an overestimate o f the
virtues o f democracy. In many cases, economists should embrace the
free market in spite of its defects, because it still outshines the demo
cratic alternative.

Consider the insurance market failure known as “adverse selec
tion.” If people who want insurance know their own riskiness, but
insurers only know average riskiness, the market tends to shrink. Lowrisk people drop out, which raises consumers’ average riskiness,
which raises prices, which leads more low-risk customers to drop
out.52In the worst-case scenario, the market “unravels.” Prices get so
high that no one buys insurance, and consumers get so risky that
firms cannot afford to sell for less.
Economists often take the presence of adverse selection as a solid
reason to deviate from their laissez-faire presumption.53But given the
way that democracy really works, the shift in presumption is prema
ture. Given public opinion, what kind of regulation is democracy
likely to implement? The essence of the adverse selection problem is
that insurers do not know enough to charge the riskiest consumers
the highest premiums. But how would a person with antimarket bias
see things? The last thought on his mind would be, “If only insurance
companies could identify the riskiest consumers and charge them
accordingly.” Reflected in the fun-house mirror of antimarket bias,
the “obvious” problem to fix is higher rates for riskier people, not the
imperfect match between risks and rates.
The fact that regulation could help correct the adverse selection
problem—for example, by making everyone buy insurance—is there
fore a weak argument for regulation. Given the public’s antimarket
bias, democracy will probably force companies to charge high-risk cli
ents the same as everyone else. The basic economics of insurance tells
us that this makes the adverse selection problem worse by encouraging
low-risk consumers to opt out. But basic economics is what the public
refuses to accept. It does not take a market fundamentalist to recognize
that it may be prudent to muddle through with the imperfections of
the free market, instead of asking the electorate for its opinion.
Even among economists, market-oriented policy prescriptions Eire
often seen as too dogmatic, too unwilling to take the flaws of the free
market into account.54 Many prefer a more “sophisticated” position:
Since we have already belabored the advantages of markets, let us not
forget to emphasize the benefits of government intervention. I claim
that the qualification needs qualification: Before we emphasize the
benefits of government intervention, let us distinguish intervention
designed by a well-intentioned economist from intervention that ap
peals to noneconomists, and reflect that the latter predominate. You
do not have to be dogmatic to take a staunchly promarket position. You
just have to notice that the “sophisticated” emphasis on the benefits of
intervention mistakes theoretical possibility for empirical likelihood.

In the 1970s, the Chicago school became notorious for its “markets
good, government bad” outlook. One could interpret my work as an
attempt to revive that tradition. Many of its arguments were flawed,
even contradictory. If people were as uniformly rational as Chicago
economists assumed, government policy could not stay bad for long.
George Stigler eventually pulled the rug out from under Milton Fried
man by saying so.55But flawed arguments can still lead to a true con
clusion; Stigler was a better logician, but Friedman had greater in
sight. Placed on a foundation of rational irrationality, perhaps the
Chicago research program that Friedman inspired can live again.
Correcting Democracy?

The main upshot of my analysis of democracy is that it is a good
idea to rely more on private choice and the free market. But what—if
anything—can be done to improve outcomes, taking the supremacy
o f democracy over the market as fixed?. The answer depends on how
flexibly you define “democracy.” Would we still have a “democracy”
if you needed to pass a test of economic literacy to vote? If you needed
a college degree? Both of these measures raise the economic under
standing of the median voter, leading to more sensible policies. Fran
chise restrictions were historically used for discriminatory ends, but
that hardly implies that they should never be used again for any rea
son. A test of voter competence is no more objectionable than a driv
ing test. Both bad driving and bad voting are dangerous not merely
to the individual who practices them, but to innocent bystanders. As
Frederic Bastiat argues, “The right to suffrage rests on the presump
tion of capacity”:
And why is incapacity a cause of exclusion? Because it is not the
voter alone who must bear the consequences of his vote; because
each vote involves and affects the whole community; because the
community clearly has the right to require some guarantee as to
the acts on which its welfare and existence depend.56
A more palatable way to raise the economic literacy of the median
voter is by giving extra votes to individuals or groups with greater
economic literacy. Remarkably, until the passage of the Representa
tion of the People Act of 1949, Britain retained plural voting for gradu
ates of elite universities and business owners. As Speck explains,
“Graduates had been able to vote for candidates in twelve universities
in addition to those in their own constituencies, and businessmen
with premises in a constituency other than their own domicile could

vote in both.”57 Since more educated voters think more like econo
mists, there is much to be said for such weighting schemes. I leave it
to the reader to decide whether 1948 Britain counts as a democracy.
A moderate reform suggested by my analysis is to reduce or elimi
nate efforts to increase voter turnout. Education and age are the two
best predictors of turnout. Since the former is the strongest predictor
of economic literacy, and the latter has little connection with it, the
median voter’s economic literacy exceeds the median citizen’s. If “get
out the vote” campaigns led to 100% participation, politicians would
have to compete for the affection of noticeably more biased voters
than they do today.58
Most worries about de jure or de facto changes in participation
take the empirically discredited self-interested voter hypothesis for
granted.59 If voters’ goal were to promote their individual interests,
nonvoters would be sitting ducks. People entitled to vote would intel
ligently select policies to help themselves, ignoring the interests of
everyone else. There is so much evidence against the SIVH, however,
that these fears can be discounted. The voters who know the most do
not want to expropriate their less clear-headed countrymen. Like
other voters, their goal is, by and large, to maximize social welfare.
They just happen to know more about how to do it.
Since well-educated people are better voters, another tempting way
to improve democracy is to give voters more education. Maybe it
would work. But it would be expensive, Eind as mentioned in the pre
vious chapter, education may be a proxy for intelligence or curiosity.
A cheaper strategy, and one where a causal effect is more credible, is
changing the curriculum. Steven Pinker Eirgues that schools should
try to “provide students with the cognitive skills that are most im
portant for grasping the modern world and that are most unlike the
cognitive tools they Eire born with,” by emphasizing “economics, evo
lutionary biology, and probability and statistics.”60 Pinker essentially
wants to give schools a new mission: rooting out the biased beliefs
that students arrive with, especially beliefs that impinge on govern
ment policy.61What should be cut to make room for the new material?
There are only twenty-four hours in a day, and a decision to teach
one subject is also a decision not to teach another one. The ques
tion is not whether trigonometry is important, but whether it is
more important than statistics; not whether an educated person
should know the classics, but whether it is more important for an
educated person to know the classics than elementary economics.62
Last but not least on the list of ways to make democracy work better
is for economically literate individuals who enjoy some political slack

to take advantage o f it to improve policy.63If you work at a regulatory
bureau, draft legislation, advise politicians, or hold office, figure out
how much latitude you possess, and use it to make policy better. Sub
vert bad ideas, and lend a helping hand to good ones. As Ronald Coase
says, “An economist who, by his efforts, is able to postpone by a week
a government program which wastes $100 million a year . . . has, by
his action, earned his salary for the whole of his life.”64 As Bastiat
emphasizes, the voter who acts on her biased judgments is not just
hurting herself. If you employ your political wiggle room to improve
policy, you are doing your part to tame a public nuisance.
Economics: What is it Good For?
Our primary mission should be to vaccinate the minds of
our undergraduates against the misconceptions that are
so predominant in what passes for educated discussion
about international trade.

—Paul Krugman, “What Do Undergrads
Need to Know About Trade?’65
Most of the preceding remedies suffer from a catch-22. Once you use
up your political slack, the only way to curtail the political influence
of the economically illiterate to is convince them it is a good idea.
However, if you were persuasive enough to do that, you could “cut
out the middleman” and directly convince them to start voting more
sensibly. Persuasive resources are scarce. Is there anything that can
be done, holding constant the persuasive resources of the economics
discipline and “allied forces”?66 Is there any way to make better use
of their time? I believe there is.
Economists have a reputation for being unwilling to give definite
answers and unable to reach a consensus. Harry Truman famously
longed for a “one-handed economist,” who could not say “on the
one hand, on the other hand.” Paul Samuelson added, “According to
legend, economists are supposed never to agree among themselves. If
Parliament were to ask six economists for an opinion, seven answers
would come back—two, no doubt, from the volatile Mr. Keynes!”67
Both economists and their detractors know these stereotypes are
dead wrong. But for once, however, economists themselves are largely
to blame for the misunderstanding. When economists choose be
tween communicating (a) nothing, or (b) simplified but roughly accu
rate conclusions, they strangely seem to prefer (a). When you have
an entire semester with a group of students, they forget all but the

main points. If you fail to hammer a few fundamental principles into
your students, odds are they will take away nothing at all. Yet in the
dozens of economics courses I have taken, the professors rarely took
their constraint seriously. Many preferred to dwell on the details of
national income accounting, or mathematical subtleties, or the latest
academic fad.
I know from experience that professors have an enormous amount
of slack. They can drastically change the content and style of their
courses at low cost. So to the question, “How can teachers of eco
nomics make better use of their time?” I answer that they should
strive to channel the spirit of the original one-handed economist,
Frederic Bastiat.
It makes no difference if “teacher of economics” is your official job
description. Everyone who knows some economics—professors, pol
icy wonks, journalists, students, and concerned citizens—has oppor
tunities to teach. Each of us should begin, like Bastiat, by contrasting
the popular view of a topic with the economic view. Make it obvious
that economists think one thing and noneconomists think something
else. Select a few conclusions with profound policy implications—like
comparative advantage, the effect of price controls, and the long-run
benefits of labor-saving innovation—and exhaust them. As Bastiat ad
vises, “We must . . . present our conclusions in so clear a light that
truth and error will show themselves plainly; so that once and for all
victory will go either to protectionism or free trade.”68
Economists who follow Bastiat’s advice help their colleagues as
well. A stereotype—that they fail to offer definite conclusions—handi
caps economists. Being counterstereotypical not only makes you more
persuasive and influential as an individual. It also undermines the
stereotype, making economists more persuasive and influential as a
profession.
At first, many feel uncomfortable being a one-handed economist.
But anyone can do it. Spend less time qualifying general principles.
Except at the best schools, introductory classes should be almost
qualification free—there is too much nonsense to unlearn to waste
time on rare conditions where standard conclusions fail. Most of
the exceptions taught in introductory classes can be profitably de
ferred to intermediate courses; most of the exceptions taught in
intermediate courses can be profitably deferred to graduate school.
The best students will understand if you tell them, “Those questions
will be addressed in more advanced courses.” For the rest, you must
respect the Laffer Curve of learning: They retain less if you try to teach
them more.

To take an example that is likely to be controversial, economists do
a bad job teaching students about competition.69 Textbooks usually
say, “Competition works as long a s . .. ” and then list the many strong
assumptions of perfect competition. Many texts are wrong on techni
cal grounds: Perfectly competitive assumptions are sufficient condi
tions of efficiency, not necessary ones.70But they also deserve censure
for failing emphasize that even imperfect competition defies the cli
che that “businesses charge whatever they like.” Indeed, students’
casual equation of greedy motives and bad outcomes is overstated
for monopolies. Like competitive firms, monopolies have an incentive
to reduce costs, cut their prices when costs fall, and look over their
shoulder for potential competition. It is more important for students
to understand that self-interest often encourages socially beneficial
behavior, than to understand that this mechanism falls short of per
fection. Antimarket bias almost ensures that they will not forget the
market’s shortcomings.
At this point, a fair challenge to pose is: If people’s views about
economics are so irrational, how is persuasion possible? My answer
is that irrationality is not a barrier to persuasion, but an invitation to
alternative rhetorical techniques. Think of it this way: If beliefs are,
in part, “consumed” for their direct psychological benefits, then to
compete in the marketplace of ideas, you need to bundle them with
the right emotional content. There is more than one way to make
economics “cool,” but I like to package it with an undertone of
rebellious discovery, of brash common sense. Who does not side
with the child in the Hans Christian Andersen fable who exclaims,
“The Emperor is naked!”? You might be afraid of alienating your audi
ence, but it depends on how you frame it. “I’m right, you’re wrong,”
falls flat, but “I’m right, the people outside this classroom are wrong,
and you don’t want to be like them, do you?” is, in my experience,
fairly effective.
Yes, these techniques can be used to inculcate fallacies as well as
insight. But there is no intrinsic conflict with truth. You can actual
ly get students excited about thinking for themselves on topics
where society disapproves, as Ralph Waldo Emerson does in his essay
“Self-Reliance.” He paints truth-seeking as not merely responsible,
but heroic:
The nonchalance of boys who are sure of a dinner, and would dis
dain as much as a lord to do or say aught to conciliate one, is the
healthy attitude of human nature. How is a boy the master of soci
ety; independent, irresponsible, looking out from his corner on
such people and facts as pass by, he tries and sentences them on

their merits, in the swift, summary way of boys, as good, bad, inter
esting, silly, eloquent, troublesome. He cumbers himself never
about consequences, about interests; he gives an independent,
genuine verdict.71
Bastiat, similarly, makes logic and common sense appealing by ridi
culing those who lack them. Take his famous Candlemakers’ Petition:
We Eire suffering from the ruinous competition of a foreign rival
who appsirently works under conditions so far superior to our own
for the production of light that he is flooding the domestic market
with it at an incredibly low price; for the moment he appears, our
sales cease, all the consumers turn to h im .. . . This rival. . . is none
other than the sun.
[I]f you shut off as much as possible all access to natural light,
and thereby create a need for artificial light, what industry in France
will not ultimately be encouraged?72
The petition does more than teach economics. It turns protectionism
into a joke. In the process, Bastiat depicts economists not as pedants,
but as the life of the intellectual party. Without compromising his
intellectual integrity, Bastiat makes readers’ desire to think well of
themselves work in his favor.
If you do not have a full semester to enlighten your audience, my
advice becomes more relevant still. The less time you have, the more
important it is to (1) highlight the contrast between the popular view
and basic economics in stark terms; (2) explain why the latter is true
and the former is false; and (3) make it fun.
When the media spotlight gives other experts a few seconds to
speak their mind, they usually strive to forcefully communicate one
or two simplified conclusions. They know that is the best they can do
with the time allotted to them. But economists are reluctant to use
this strategy. Though the forum demands it, they think it unseemly
to express a definite judgment. This is a recipe for being utterly ig
nored.73If you are one voice in a sea of self-promotion, you had better
speak up clearly when you finally get your chance to talk.
Admittedly, economists have less latitude on television than in
class. If a reporter interviews you about the trade deficit, but you
keep changing the subject to comparative advantage, the interview
might not be aired, and you reduce your chance of being interviewed
again. But it is worth testing the limits of the media’s tolerance. It is
not so off-putting to preface any mention of the trade deficit with a
short disclaimer: “Trade deficits, contrary to popular opinion, are not
a bad thing. Whenever the trade deficit goes up, people always want

to ‘do something’ about it, but they’re wrong—like all trade, interna
tional trade is mutually beneficial, whether or not there is a trade
deficit.” Maybe you could tack on an amusing example too: “I run a
huge trade deficit with Wegmans Supermarket—I buy thousands of
dollars of its groceries, but Wegmans buys nothing from me—and it
is nothing to worry about.” If you cannot steer the conversation away
from the latest numbers, at least steal a little time to put the numbers
in perspective.
Outlets like newspaper columns and blogs lie somewhere between
television sound bites and semester-long courses. You have more
slack in print or online than on TV. But you still have to heavily sim
plify. I know one economist who intentionally writes columns with
fewer words than the editor requests. That way, he explains, it is hard
for newspapers to cut his favorite parts—which he evidently suspects
copy editors are likeliest to hate.
There is much to learn from Bastiat’s approach to economic educa
tion. But that is only the beginning.74Bastiat puts economic education
in a broader context. Economists study the world, but are also a part
of it. Where do they fit in? Bastiat’s answer is “the refutation of com
monplace prejudices.” To use modern terminology, economists sup
ply the public good of correcting systematically biased beliefs. Their
main task: “clearing the way for truth . . . preparing m en’s minds to
understand it . . . correcting public opinion . . . breaking dangerous
weapons in the hands of those who misuse them.”75
Economists already do some of this by instinct. It is hard to be sure,
but in the absence of generations of economic education, changes
like falling tariffs and privatization would probably have happened
on a smaller scale, or not at all.76 But economists are in a peculiar
situation: They correct public opinion not because market forces
drive them to, but because market forces grant them the wiggle room
to perform this function, if they Eire so inclined. This means that a
great deal depends on the profession’s morale—how enthusiastically
it accepts its responsibility.
One of the main factors that has undermined the profession’s mo
rale in recent decades is the marginalization of the idea of systemati
cally biased beliefs about economics. If it really is the case that voters
on average correctly understand economics before they hear word
one, who needs economists? What social function do they serve?
This is not an impossible question to answer. Professional econo
mists could devote themselves to reducing the variance of public
opinion, to narrowing dispersion due to random errors. In so doing,
they would attain Keynes’s ambition: for economists to become
“humble, competent people on a level with dentists.”77

Such professional humility is dangerous. Economists who compare
themselves to dentists will basically accept their society as it is. This
would be fine if reducing variance were the only task for economists
to perform. But in the real world, economists are the main defense
against the systematic errors that are the foundation for numerous
bad policies. If they look the other way, these mistakes go largely un
checked. Nothing is more likely to make economists desert their
posts, to deter them from performing their vital function, than a mis
guided humility.
Economists should not forget that they have made mistakes in the
past, and will again. We should all admit our limitations. But there
are two kinds of errors to avoid. Hubris is one; self-abasement is the
other. The first leads experts to overreach themselves; the second
leads experts to stand idly by while error reigns.
Conclusion

Along with market fundamentalism, economists Eire often accused of
arrogance. In a way, then, I am playing into the critics’ hands. I advo
cate neither market fundamentalism nor arrogance, but we should
quit trying so hard to avoid the impression of either. There is no rea
son to be defensive. Economists have created and popularized many
of the most socially beneficial ideas in human history, and combated
many of the most virulent. If they were self-conscious of their role in
the world, they could do much more.

Conclusion
IN P RAI S E OF T H E S T U D Y OF FOLLY
It is hard . . . to claim that the same individuals act in
a rational and forward-looking way as economic agents
but become fools when casting their vote.

—Torsten Persson and Guido Tabellini,
Political Economics1

have a lot of apparently counterproductive policies.
Economists emphasize the folly of protection and price controls. Ex
perts in other fields have their own bones to pick. How Eire these poli
cies possible? There are three basic responses.
D

e m o c r a c ie s

Response 1: Defend the accused policies on their merits.
Response 2: Argue that politicians and special interests have sub
verted democracy.
Response 3: Explain how policies can be both popular and counter
productive.
Response 1 is rarely convincing. We would laugh if a professor spent
hours poring over a failing exam scrawled in crayon, searching for its
elusive wisdom. Why should we take the effort to rationalize mis
guided policies any more seriously? Their typical proponent has no
subtle counterarguments. Most cannot state the experts’ main objec
tions, much less answer them.
Response 2 is more intellectually satisfying.2A policy with negative
overall effects can still have big benefits for a small minority. But in
spite of the academic attention this explanation has accumulated in
recent decades, it suffers from two great flaws. First: Theoretically,
there are many ways for the majority to cheaply reassert its domi
nance.3Second: Empirical public opinion research shows that the sta
tus quo—including and perhaps especially its counterproductive pol
icies—enjoys broad popular support, and that politicians respond to
changes in public opinion.4
These facts have led me to response 3. Yes, it seems paradoxical for
policies to be popular yet counterproductive. Common sense tells us
that people like the policies that work the best.5 Economic training
reinforces this presumption by analogizing democratic participation

to market consumption: If the policy is so bad, why do voters keep
putting it in their shopping cart?
But on closer examination, the paradox fades away The analogy
between voting and shopping is false: Democracy is a commons, not
a market. Individual voters do not “buy” policies with votes. Rather
they toss their vote into a big common pool. The social outcome de
pends on the pool’s average content.
In common-pool situations, economists usually fear the worst.
Heedless of the aggregate effect, people will foul the waters. The main
reason that they are complacent about democracy, I suspect, is that
the pollution is hard to visualize. It is not run-of-the-mill physical
pollution. Democracy suffers from a more abstract externality: the
mental pollution of systematically biased beliefs.
While economists rarely discuss the consumption value of beliefs,
the idea is intuitively plausible and theoretically unobjectionable.
Anything can be a “good,” as far as economic theory is concerned.
Daily experience tells us that one of the goods people care about is
their worldview. Few of us relish finding out that our religious or polit
ical convictions Eire in error.
Once you grant this point, you only need to combine it with ele
mentary consumer theory to get my model of rational irrationality.
The quantity of irrationality demanded, like the quantity of pears de
manded, decreases as its material price goes up. As is often the case in
economics, however, this mundane assumption raises uncomfortable
questions. In daily life, reality gives us material incentives to restrain
our irrationality. But what incentive do we have to think rationally
about politics?
Almost none. To threaten, “You will get bad policies unless you are
rational” is a fallacy of composition. Democracy lets the individual
enjoy the psychological benefits of irrational beliefs at no cost to him
self. This of course does not deny the value of psychological benefits.
But the trade-off is not socially optimal; democracy overemphasizes
citizens’ psychological payoffs at the expense of their material stan
dard of living.
Migration patterns provide a nice illustration. Citizens of poor
countries are often eager to emigrate to rich countries. But they rarely
vote for parties that pledge to copy the policies of the rich countries.
If an Indian desperately wants to move to the United States but is
unable to get a visa, voting to make India more like the United States
seems like the next best thing. But there is a crucial difference be
tween the two actions. A migrant who leaves his homeland gives up
psychological benefits, such as the belief that his nation is the best in
the world, in exchange for a big jump in his material well-being. A

voter who turns his back on his nation’s political tradition gives up
psychological benefits but—since policy is beyond his control—is not
a penny richer.
Changing Course
The Western economics profession has been spoiled
rotten by rational expectations thinking, by diverting
our attention away from the profound misunderstandings
that are part of every deep crisis.

—Jeffrey Sachs, “Life in the Economic Emergency Room”6
I am certainly not the first social scientist to disconnect policies’ pop
ularity from their effects. A diverse list of thinkers has done the same:
Economists like Adam Smith, Frederic Bastiat, Simon Newcomb, Lud
wig von Mises, Frank Knight, Joseph Schumpeter, Charles Schultze,
Thomas Sowell, Alan Blinder, and Paul Krugman; political theorists
like Niccolo Machiavelli, Gustave Le Bon, Robert Michels, Gaetano
Mosca, and Eric Hoffer; even novelists—like George Orwell and Ayn
Rand. But my position cuts against the grain of modern social science.
If I am right, then a great deal of published research is wrong.
This is primarily true for formal political theory, as practiced in
both economics and political science. Models that assume that the
average voter understands how the political-economic system works
have some value as foils. But there is little point building ever more
complicated variations on the theme of rational voting.7 All models
simplify, but that is a poor reason to habitually assume the opposite
of what we know.
Theorists’ unwillingness to relax the rational expectations assump
tion has forced them to fashion awfully convoluted models.8Fernan
dez Eind Rodrik’s well-known article “Resistance to Reform” is a fine
exsimple.9Economic reform in developing countries is often unpopu
lar. The simplest and best explanation, in my view, is that most people
underestimate the benefits of economic reform.10But Rodrik deplores
this explanation on methodological grounds: You can’t say that.11 In
stead, Fernandez and Rodrik show that a special kind of uncertainty
could lead a majority to oppose policies that would benefit a majority.
Exsimple: Suppose 40% of voters know that reform will make them
$1,000 richer; remaining voters have a 25% chance to gain $1,000, and
a 75% chance to lose $1,000. (40% + .25 * 60%) = 55% of the electorate
will therefore gain $1,000. But 60% of the electorate expects to lose
$500, and therefore votes against reform before it happens.

Like most formal political models, Fernandez-Rodrik is internally
consistent.12 The conclusion—a majority of rational voters may op
pose the adoption of reforms that will definitely make a majority bet
ter off—follows rigorously from the premises. But it is hard to see
this as the reason why real people oppose reform. In the absence of
professional scruples against voter irrationality, Fernandez and Rodrik would not have bothered with their model. Why wrack your brain
to explain why rational voters would do something that appears irra
tional, when you already know that voter irrationality is common?
Considering how many rational voting models Eire with us, their
marginal scientific value has fallen close to zero. Theorists can now
teach us far more by exploring the effects of different forms of irratio
nality. One outstanding example is Timur Kuran and Cass Sunstein’s
model of “availability cascades.”13 Kuran and Sunstein begin with
micro-level evidence that human beings overestimate the probability
of memorable events. So what happens, they ask, if the media come
across an isolated, vivid, scary anecdote? They lunge for the ratings.
Their coverage helps the public remember the anecdote, which am
plifies its estimate of the risk, which increases demand for similar
stories. Once the scare is widespread, politicians vow to solve the
problem, which raises its profile once again. Kuran and Sunstein
argue that their mechanism underlies a string of unjustified panics
like Love Canal, Alar, and TWA Flight 800. It also helps explain why
hysterias vary so much from country to country. A few scary stories
about nuclear power snowballed into mass hysteria in the United
States, without much impact in Europe; the opposite holds for geneti
cally modified food. Even if Kuran and Sunstein turn out to be wrong,
theirs is serious effort to model politics using realistic assumptions
about how people think.
If formal political theory is as flawed as I claim, what about empiri
cal work? A great deal of it is immune to my critique. Public opinion
research, for example, has rarely succumbed to the strictures of ratio
nal choice theory. Not only have experts in this area continued to
publish results that formal theorists have trouble accepting; scholars
like David Sears have also exposed important holes in rational choice
theory—most notably, the assumption of voter selfishness. Further
more, if voters are half as irrational as I say, we should be open to
evidence that politicians have some slack and take advantage of it.14
But not all empirical work escapes unscathed. Some investigations
limit themselves to “racing” rational choice explanations against each
other. If a coefficient is positive, it supports Rational Choice Theory
A; if it is negative, it supports Rational Choice Theory B. If higher
income predicts support for free trade, that “shows” that it helps the

rich at the expense of the poor; if lower income predicts support for
free trade, that “shows” the opposite.
This whole brand of theory-driven empirical research is question
able. Despite the pretense of openness to evidence, the answer always
supports the rational choice approach. Of course, if this approach had
withstood extensive testing against alternatives, there would be no
problem. But not only has the rational choice approach not endured
this kind of scrutiny; when critically examined, it has fared poorly.
Still, even theory-driven empirics can be partly salvaged. Rational
choice theory affects the questions that people ask, and skews their
interpretation. But as long as the research honestly reports its find
ings, we can still learn from it. In the rational choice framework one
almost automatically treats the fact that higher-income people are
less protectionist as proof that protectionism benefits the poor more
than the rich. But we can buy the fact without prejudging the explana
tion. Maybe the rich are less protectionist because they are more ra
tional; or perhaps income is a proxy for education or intelligence, and
these make people more rational. Many empirical findings Eire likely
to point in new directions sifter being liberated from their sterile theo
retical milieu.
It is tempting to say that social scientists have wasted so much effort
because economics has spread beyond its appropriate domain. But
the real problem is that economics, a vital box of analytical tools, has
been misused. Markets are the first thing that economists study, but
they have plenty of other ways of looking at human behavior. Once a
few pioneers analogized politics to markets, however, there was an
unfortunate bandwagon effect. It is time to jump off the bandwagon.
Authors often close with a call for further research, and so shall I.
There is much to learn about politics, and much to unlearn. Social
science has pursued many blind alleys—and ignored many promising
ones—out of misguided insistence that every model be a “story with
out fools,” even in areas like politics where folly is central. A proverb
tells us that “a wise man learns more from a fool than a fool learns
from a wise man.” By closing their eyes to fools and folly, the wise
men of social science have artificially hobbled the advance of their
own learning.
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